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Abstract

Stick insects (Phasmatodea) are orthopteroid insects that are famous for their

natural camouflage to the foliage of the plant on which they feed. Parthenogenesis

is common among these insects, with 10% of the taxa scattered in different families

being completely or partially parthenogenetic. These insects are poorly studied at

the molecular level compared with other insects that are of economic importance,

thereby impeding our understanding of their biology and evolution.

Clitarchus hookeri (White) is one of the most common stick insect species in New

Zealand and is distributed throughout large areas of the North and South Islands.

Interestingly, it reproduces by geographical parthenogenesis, where sexual repro-

duction dominates on the upper half of the North Island, while, on the lower

half of the North Island and the South Island, parthenogenesis is the only re-

productive mode. In order to enrich the current genetic resources and develop

an understanding of several key traits for stick insects, I utilised C. hookeri as a

model species. The application of next-generation sequencing techniques, includ-

ing RNA-Seq and whole-genome sequencing, was used to investigate the genetic

basis underlying olfactory reception, digestion and most importantly reproduction,

as well as to explore genomic components contributing to large genome size.

The olfactory gene repertoire revealed C. hookeri had a fully developed olfactory

reception system. Expressed genes encompassed a wide variety of gene families,

including odorant binding proteins (OBPs), chemosensory proteins, odorant recep-

tors, ionotropic receptors and gustatory receptors. Among them, OBPs have three

recently duplicated copies (OBP4, OBP5 and OBP6 ) that may underlie key adap-

tive events during sensory evolution. The annotation of digestive enzymes from

both the midgut transcriptome and genome assembly revealed nine cellulase GH9

gene duplicates, four of which were absent in the midgut transcriptome, indicating

they might have evolved new roles rather than digesting plant cell walls. Other

digestive enzymes such as GH28, β-galactosidase, chitinase, glucosylceramidase,

maltase and trehalase were also found, indicating C. hookeri utilised a variety of

enzymes to digest plant material.
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Sequencing and assembling the C. hookeri genome revealed a large repetitive

genome assembly comprising 4.2 Gigabases. The genome was enriched with DNA

transposons, comprising of MITE which is not observed in the Timema cristinae

genome. The C. hookeri gene models resulted from in silico prediction showed

longer intron length compared with most of other insects.

In sexual populations, similar to other obligate sexual animals, females and males

express distinct groups of genes in the gonad that play important roles in oogenesis

and spermatogenesis, respectively. In addition, males also expressed seminal fluid

proteins that are known to regulate female reproductive functions in Drosophila

and are important for determining male reproductive success. I found that, south-

ern parthenogens, compared with sexual females, differentially expressed a large set

of genes identified from ovariolar transcriptomes, indicating a molecular shift from

sexual reproduction to parthenogenesis in the production of oocytes. Parthenogens

down-regulated genes involved in Gene Ontology terms such as behaviour, response

to stimulus, developmental process and rhythmic process, but up-regulated many

genes without homology matches. This suggests, without utilising some genes

expressed in sexual females, parthenogens are likely to express novel genes. Sev-

eral extensively down-regulated genes in parthenogens were observed. Many of

these have essential functions in Drosophila oogenesis, such as hsp83 (heat shock

protein 83) involved in centrosome function and maintaining signal transduction,

Crol (crooked legs) having a role in cell cycle progression, Nrg (neuroglian) ac-

cumulated in the border cells of early developing follicles for stabilising epithelial

polarity and endos (endosulfine) playing a role in oocyte meiotic regulation and

maturation. In addition, the analysis of eukaryotic-conserved meiotic genes (104

genes) revealed a few of them were differentially expressed and they were involved

in nearly all the main meiotic stages. Two genes associated with crossover showed

down-regulation, and together with the analysis of SNPs revealing parthenogens

were genetic clones derived from a single origin, is suggestive of a reduction of

crossovers in the parthenogens. An extremely low level of heterozygosity within

the parthenogens suggests they are likely to be derived from genome duplication

of haploid gamete.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction
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1.1. Next-generation sequencing and bioinformatics

1.1 Next-generation sequencing and bioinformat-

ics

The introduction of next-generation sequencing (NGS), also referred to high-

throughput sequencing or massive-parallel sequencing, has revolutionised genomic

research (Margulies et al., 2005; Mardis, 2008; Morozova and Marra, 2008; Zhou

et al., 2010; Scholz et al., 2012; Shokralla et al., 2012; McCormack et al., 2013; Mutz

et al., 2013; Koboldt et al., 2013). The use of NGS technology has been driven by

the development of the major technologies, e.g., 454, Illumina/Solexa, SOLiD, Ion

Torrent, PacBio and Helicos, and resulted in the reduction in the time and cost

of producing genomic information relative to traditional Sanger sequencing (van

Dijk et al., 2014a; Goodwin et al., 2016). NGS has different applications to under-

stand genomic complexity, including whole genome sequencing, exome sequencing,

targeted sequencing, RNA-Seq (RNA sequencing), ChIP-Seq (chromatin immuno-

precipitation sequencing) and Bisulfite sequencing (Park, 2009; Wang et al., 2009;

Ku et al., 2012; Masser et al., 2015). In addition to model species with existing

genetic resources, NGS has also been applied to organisms with little or no exist-

ing genetic resources to generate genome and transcriptome assemblies for gene

discovery, single nucleotide polymorphism characterisation and the exploration of

natural selection and speciation processes (Garvin et al., 2010; Stapley et al., 2010;

Ekblom and Galindo, 2011; Cahais et al., 2012; Ellegren, 2014).

Illumina/Solexa technology employs the sequencing-by-synthesis approach, which

utilises fluorescent-dye reversible-terminator chemistry, and is one of the leading

technologies of the NGS industry (van der Kooi and Schwander, 2014). It has been

widely used in biological studies of non-model organisms, as it provides the highest

throughput and lowest cost option (van Dijk et al., 2014a). Illumina sequencing

can produce tens of millions of short sequences (reads) per run, currently up to

300 bp in length, within several days (MiSeq v3) (Goodwin et al., 2016). This

results in single (SE) or paired end (PE) reads, sequenced from a single or both

ends of a DNA fragment, respectively (Goodwin et al., 2016). The PE reads con-

tain additional information on DNA fragment length (insert size) produced from

library preparation and the order of reads from a pair. Generally, a number of

different insert-size libraries are necessary for the reconstruction of a large genome

sequence in order to alleviate subsequent computational obstacles caused by repet-
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1.1. Next-generation sequencing and bioinformatics

itive regions, gene duplications and heterozygosity (Treangen and Salzberg, 2012).

The SE reads may be sufficient to assemble a small or low-complex genome, short

targeted genome regions or transcriptomes.

The high data volumes of NGS and short-read lengths it produces have provided

challenges for downstream computational analyses, from data archiving and ma-

chine capability to software algorithms and visualisation (Scholz et al., 2012; Muir

et al., 2016). Nowadays, the period for completing an NGS project depends mostly

on the time taken for data analysis. In this section, I discuss issues arising from

the analysis of high-throughput data generated from Illumina sequencing and re-

view the main bioinformatic approaches for genome and transcriptome assembly,

sequence alignment, gene discovery and comparative transcriptome analysis.

1.1.1 Read preprocessing

The Illumina raw reads generally contain external contamination, including adapters

and primers resulting from library preparation and sequences from microorgan-

isms, such as bacteria, fungi and viruses, which can result from any steps from

sample dissection to sequencing (Kircher et al., 2011). Prior to analysis, these

contaminants sequences must be carefully assessed, trimmed and filtered. The low

quality bases resulting from either poor quality DNA/RNA or library preparation,

or the limited capability of sequencing instruments must be trimmed (Cox et al.,

2010; Del Fabbro et al., 2013). Many programs have been designed to clean raw

reads, such as PRINSEQ (Schmieder and Edwards, 2011), CUTADAPT (Mar-

tin, 2011), Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) and SolexaQA (Cox et al., 2010).

As Illumina sequencing normally produces approximately 0.1% base error (Good-

win et al., 2016), after quality control, the sequences are normally subjected to a

method that corrects these errors (Yang et al., 2013; Molnar and Ilie, 2014; Laehne-

mann et al., 2016). Error correction produces short subsets of reads (Kmer) and

lays them out on the genomic regions and corrects the rare bases to those bases

present in the majority of reads (Yang et al., 2013). Programs for this step in-

clude ErrorCorrectReads.pl from ALLPATHS-LG (Gnerre et al., 2011), SOAPec

(Li et al., 2010), Reptile (Yang et al., 2010) and Quake (Kelley et al., 2010).

3



1.1. Next-generation sequencing and bioinformatics

1.1.2 Genome assembly

The reconstruction of an entire genome sequence requires programs (assemblers)

with properly designed algorithms to cope with the difficulties from assembling

a large volume of short reads. For single-end reads, contig construction is the

only step to build a genome sequence, which identifies overlapping reads for se-

quence elongation. Early algorithms, such as greedy-extension and overlap-layout-

consensus (OLC), are more suitable for small genomes, while De Bruijn graph is

much more efficient in both time and computer memory for the reconstruction of

large genomes (Li et al., 2010; Compeau et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Li et al.,

2012; Wajid and Serpedin, 2012). The state-of-art programs for the De Bruijn

graph algorithm include SOAPdenovo2 (Luo et al., 2012), ALLPATHS-LG (Gn-

erre et al., 2011), ABySS (Birol et al., 2009) and Platanus (Kajitani et al., 2014).

Some programs take the advantage of both the De Bruijn graph and OLC, such as

MaSuRCA (Zimin et al., 2013). For PE reads, two additional steps can be applied

to enhance the assembly linearity and integrity from a variety of insert sizes. These

steps include contig scaffolding and gap filling, where contig sequences are joined

by appropriate insert sizes and gaps are filled by reusing short sequences, respec-

tively. Some programs integrate these steps into a pipeline, such as SOAPdenovo2

and Platanus, but stand-alone programs are sometimes also useful as they are

more customisable, such as SSPACE (Boetzer et al., 2011) and Bambus2 (Koren

et al., 2011) for scaffold construction, GapCloser (as a resource for SOAPdenovo)

and GapFiller (Nadalin et al., 2012) for filling the gaps.

After the assembly construction, it is important to validate completeness and cor-

rectness. Such methods include aligning reads back to the assembly for raw data

coverage assessment and estimating the presence of protein-coding regions by align-

ing RNA-Seq reads to the assembly, as well as assessing the presence of eukaryote-

wide conserved proteins on the assembly (Parra et al., 2007; Haiminen et al., 2011;

You et al., 2013; Simão et al., 2015). The last method searches for homology

matches from the complete protein sequences and then estimates their complete-

ness in the assembly (Parra et al., 2007; Simão et al., 2015). However, this method

is only able to assess a certain set of highly-conserved proteins (Veeckman et al.,

2016). A more reliable method is to compare the contigs or scaffolds with Sanger

sequences, such as BAC (Bacterial artificial chromosome) sequences, to precisely

estimate any differences (You et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). Any contaminating
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sequences from bacteria, fungi and viruses may be detected by searching the reads,

contigs or scaffolds against the nucleotide databases, such as GenBank nucleotide

collection (nt) and reference genomic sequences (refseq genomic).

Compared with small genomes, large genomes are always much more difficult to

assemble due to the high complexity of the genome sequence and the requirement

for high performance computing platforms. Large genomes are normally enriched

with repetitive genomic regions, such as transposable elements and gene duplica-

tions, which may lead to the compression of such regions in the assembly (Treangen

and Salzberg, 2012). In addition, the amount of data required to assemble large

genomes is much greater than those for small genomes, which require high perfor-

mance computing platforms with more RAM and CPU’s as well as storage space.

Further, these genomes can be highly heterozygous, which results in different alle-

les being assembled as distinct genomic regions. However, this may be alleviated

with the use of error correction or assemblers specifically targeting this problem,

e.g. Platanus (Kajitani et al., 2014). All of these problems can in principle be

overcome with the use of long-read technologies (e.g. Pacific BioSciences (Eid

et al., 2009), synthetic long-read sequencing by Illumina (Goodwin et al., 2016)

and Oxford Nanopore technologies (Clarke et al., 2009)).

1.1.3 RNA-Seq

RNA-Seq is a NGS-based technology, specifically for sequencing the transcribed

regions of the genome, including expressed genes (mRNAs) and a variety of non-

coding RNAs (e.g. microRNAs) (Wang et al., 2009). The whole process can be

described briefly as: first, total RNAs are fragmented and subsequently converted

to cDNA libraries followed by fragmentation; second, the selected fragments have

adapters attached (sometimes also with barcodes) at one or both ends; third, the

fragments are subjected to high-throughput sequencing to generate SE or PE reads

(Wang et al., 2009). There are several advantages to RNA-Seq when compared

with previous hybridisation-based approaches (e.g. microarrays) in detecting lev-

els of expression changes, such as allowing identification of novel transcripts and

analysis at single nucleotide resolution, not being restricted to known genomic

sequences and much greater sensitivity in quantifying transcript levels (no back-

ground noise associated with fluorescence quantification) (Marioni et al., 2008;
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Marguerat and Bähler, 2010). However, RNA-Seq has its unique biases result-

ing from library preparation procedures including reverse transcription and PCR

amplification, as well as downstream statistical analysis. First, random hexamer

primers do not always randomly anneal to fragmented RNA, resulting challenges

in the identification of the start and stop of novel transcripts and underestimation

of short transcript abundance (Roberts et al., 2011b). Second, bias can be intro-

duced from non-linear PCR amplification due to variation in the transcript GC

content and length (Hansen et al., 2010). Last, due to being sequenced more often,

a long transcript is more likely to be found with differential expression (Oshlack

and Wakefield, 2009). The fragments per kilobase per million reads (FPKM) is

frequently used to represent expression levels for mitigating this problem (Mor-

tazavi et al., 2008). Despite these biases, applications of RNA-Seq are extensive,

including transcriptome assembly, especially for those without reference genomes,

gene discovery, gene expression quantification, differential gene expression analy-

sis and sequence variant detection (Mortazavi et al., 2008; Robertson et al., 2010;

Grabherr et al., 2011; Roberts et al., 2011a).

1.1.3.1 Transcriptome assembly

For organisms without genome references available, RNA-Seq reads can be as-

sembled using de novo methods, similar to genome construction. Some programs

are specifically designed to deal with assembling transcripts with spliced variants,

including Trinity (Grabherr et al., 2011), SOAPdenovo-trans (Xie et al., 2014),

trans-AbySS (Robertson et al., 2010) and Oases (Schulz et al., 2012). The eval-

uation methods that are applied to genome assemblies can be also used for de

novo transcriptome assemblies. For some species with a reference genome avail-

able, RNA-Seq reads can be directly aligned to the reference and assembled using a

reference-based method. This method has several advantages when compared with

the de novo approach (Lu et al., 2013). Firstly, it may avoid mis-assembled contigs

derived from the de novo method. Secondly, aligning to a genome sequence can

reveal strand orientation and tease apart overlapping transcripts. Thirdly, it may

enhance the representation of lowly expressed genes. The splice junction align-

ers, such as TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2009) and STAR (Dobin et al., 2013), are

used for aligning RNA-Seq reads to the genome sequence, and Cufflinks (Trapnell

et al., 2012) provides a pipeline to annotate the structure of transcribed loci on
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the genome assembly and generate transcripts.

1.1.3.2 Gene annotation

Without functional studies, transcripts may be annotated using other methods.

The assembled transcripts can be subjected to ORF determination using Trans-

Decoder (Grabherr et al., 2011), homology search against known protein sequences

(e.g. BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997)) followed by identification of gene ontology

terms (Ashburner et al., 2000) and pathways (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000), pro-

tein domain search (e.g. InterProScan (Quevillon et al., 2005)) and phylogenetic

reconstruction (e.g. PhyML (Guindon et al., 2009)) for the prediction of gene

function. However, some of the putative genes, even with nucleotide sequences

similar to known orthologues, may have functional divergence and require further

examination.

1.1.3.3 Gene expression quantification and comparative analysis

The abundance of transcripts is measured by the number of reads that are aligned

to the genome or transcriptome reference (Mortazavi et al., 2008; Wang et al.,

2009; Garber et al., 2011). Several programs or packages such as RSEM (Li and

Dewey, 2011), HTSeq (Anders et al., 2014) and Cufflinks, generate digital counts

for each gene locus or transcript, which enables comparison between samples col-

lected from different time points, treatments or body parts for investigation of

ecological or physiological traits of interest (Wang et al., 2009). Many approaches

rely on parametric assumptions and use Negative binomial (NB) or Poisson dis-

tributions to model feature counts (Tarazona et al., 2011). The popular packages

and programs used for differential expression analysis include several Bioconduc-

tor packages written in R (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996), including DESeq2 (Love

et al., 2014), EBSeq (Leng et al., 2013) and EdgeR (Robinson et al., 2010), as well

as stand-alone programs such as Cuffdiff2 (Trapnell et al., 2013). However, the

resulting accuracy is affected by a few factors that can be controlled by proper

experimental design. One of the most important factors is biological variance,

which can be estimated with biological replicates, thereby producing generalis-

able conclusions (Auer and Doerge, 2010). Another factor is technical variance,

mostly resulting from RNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing (e.g.
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lane, batch and flow-cell variation) that can be controlled by balanced blocking

design (Auer and Doerge, 2010). Sequencing depth also affects the sensitivity and

accuracy of expression analysis. The greater the depth, the more transcripts are

identified and the higher relative expression levels are obtained (Tarazona et al.,

2011). However, compared with biological replication, sequencing depth has a

lower priority if there is a cost limit (Liu et al., 2014b).

1.1.3.4 Single nucleotide polymorphism markers

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are single base variants occurring in a

particular location of the genome (Kruglyak et al., 1997; Syvänen, 2001). SNPs

are widespread throughout the genome, and highly abundant, which makes them

excellent markers for population genetic studies (Vignal et al., 2002; DeFaveri et al.,

2013). RNA-Seq generated transcribed sequences of single-nucleotide resolution

can be also used to detect SNPs; however, compared with methods of randomly

sampling genomic regions, such as GBS (Genotyping-by-sequencing) (Elshire et al.,

2011) and ddRAD-Seq (Peterson et al., 2012), transcriptomic SNPs are restricted

to the protein-coding genes and other expressed regions (Chepelev et al., 2009;

Renaut et al., 2010; Crawford et al., 2010).

1.2 Phasmatodea (stick insect)

Stick insects, also referred to walking sticks and phasmids, are orthopteroid in-

sects belonging to the order Phasmatodea, which is thought to be closely related

to Embioptera (Misof et al., 2014). Phasmatodea contains approximately 3,000

species that are widely distributed around the world (Scali, 2009). The majority

of the species favour tropical and subtropical regions, with the greatest diversity

occurring in Southeast Asia and South America (Bedford, 1978). These insects

are experts in camouflage, resembling twigs, foliage and leaves throughout their

life.
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1.2.1 The New Zealand stick insect

The New Zealand stick insect fauna currently has 25 species falling into 10 genera,

which are classified into the families Phasmatidae and Diapheromeridae, which

contain the tribes Acanthoxylini, and Pachymorphini and Hemipachymorphini,

respectively (Jewell and Brock, 2002; Buckley et al., 2010a, 2014). These insects

are thought to have originated from New Caledonia, roughly 1,000 kilometres

north of New Zealand, and possibly migrated through emergent land masses or

long-distance dispersal (Buckley et al., 2010a; Dunning et al., 2013b). Molecular

dating estimated the main New Zealand clade diverged from New Caledonia sister

groups about 25.6 million years ago (mya), while Spinotectarchus, the only genus

nested in the New Caledonia clade was likely isolated at 29.9 mya (Buckley et al.,

2010a). A recent phylogenetic study of 19 genes showed that Spinotectarchus is

more closely related to the New Zealand species, rather than falling in the New

Caladeonian clade (Dunning et al., 2013b). The radiation of the main New Zealand

clade was estimated to have occurred at 24.3 mya roughly during the Oligocene

marine transgression (Buckley et al., 2010a).

Stick insects are common in New Zealand and distributed throughout the country,

with the greatest diversity occurring in the North Island (Buckley et al., 2010a).

The most common species belong to the genera Clitarchus, Acanthoxyla and Ar-

gosarchus, and are distributed in both lowland forest and scrub throughout the

North Island and large areas of the South Island (Buckley et al., 2010a,b; Trewick

et al., 2008). Some of these species have been found in the United Kingdom and

are thought to have been spread through plant importation, with the species oc-

curring predominantly on the two largest islands in the Isles of Scilly (Lee, 1995,

1999). New Zealand stick insects are herbivorous and nearly all species can feed

on the foliage of manuka (Leptospermum scoparium) or kanuka (Kunzea ericoides)

(Salmon, 1991; Buckley et al., 2010b). Other plants such as those from the fami-

lies Cunoniaceae, Polygonaceae and Rosaceae are also known host plants (Buckley

et al., 2010b). These insects are large with a body length between 4 to 15 cen-

timeters (Salmon, 1991). Although winged and partial winged species are common

overseas, the New Zealand species are all apterous (Salmon, 1991; Whiting et al.,

2003; Buckley et al., 2010a).
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1.2.2 Clitarchus hookeri (White)

Clitarchus hookeri, belonging to the tribe Acanthoxylini, are related to the two

recently described species C. rakauwhakanekeneke and C. tepaki (Buckley et al.,

2014). The genus Clitarchus is sister to Pseudoclitarchus and closely related to

Acanthoxyla and Tepakiphasma 1.1 (Jewell and Brock, 2002; Buckley et al., 2010a).

Clitarchus hookeri was first described during an expedition to the Southern Hemi-

sphere in 1839 (White, 1846; Westwood, 1859). This species was named Phasma

hookeri and then Bacillus hookeri before it was given the official name C. hookeri

in 1875 (St̊al and von Linné, 1873).

Figure 1.1. Taxonomy showing C. hookeri and closely related species. Clitarchus
nov. sp. 1 and 2 were later identified as C. tepaki and C. rakauwhakanekeneke,
respectively (Buckley et al., 2014). (Figure modified from (Dunning et al., 2013b)
figure 2)
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Clitarchus hookeri is one of the longest New Zealand stick insects. The adult female

has a body length between eight and ten centimeters, while the male is slimmer

and shorter, roughly six centimeters (Stringer, 1968; Salmon, 1991). They all

have narrow and mostly cylindrical bodies in either green or brown with a vertical

black stripe in the middle of the back (Salmon, 1991). Compared with the other

New Zealand stick insects who are mostly covered by spines, C. hookeri is easily

recognised by its smooth body surface (Salmon, 1991) (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2. A mating pair of C. hookeri. (Photo taken: Shelley Myers)

1.2.2.1 Reproduction

Clitarchus hookeri is a geographical parthenogenetic species. Sexual reproduction

dominates on the upper half of the North Island, where populations have male

and female offspring in relatively equal numbers (Buckley et al., 2010b; Morgan-

Richards et al., 2010). Mating between the two sexes occurs mostly during the

summer night (Stringer, 1968; Myers et al., 2015). Males take lead during the mat-

ing process, which firstly involves the location and then orientation on the back of

females, followed by clasping the base of the female’s operculum to finally ejecting

semen into the female’s bursa copulatrix (Stringer, 1968; Myers et al., 2015). The
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whole process is thought to rely on olfactory and visual stimuli released by females

and active searching by males (Stringer, 1968; Myers et al., 2015). Recent studies

also showed that mating success is influenced by the structure of male claspers and

the ability of the females to receive clasping (Myers et al., 2016). Males may also

alter their behaviour during the season in response to variation in female density

(Myers et al., 2015). Females lay on average two eggs a day and simply drop them

to the ground (Salmon, 1991). The majority of the eggs hatch between day 110 to

150 with a hatching rate between 85% and 96% under the proper moisture levels

(Morgan-Richards et al., 2010). The hatched instars normally require four to six

moults to reach maturity and the period between the moults is approximately one

month (Salmon, 1991). A relatively high mortality rate can be observed during

the moulting process (Salmon, 1991). When males are inaccessible, females are

also able to reproduce parthenogenetically, generating all-female progeny (Morgan-

Richards et al., 2010; Buckley et al., 2010b). The unfertilised eggs have a slightly

lower hatching rate, but significantly longer hatching period compared with fer-

tilised eggs (Morgan-Richards et al., 2010). Occasionally, C. hookeri males are

found to mate with Acanthoxyla and Argosarchus females (Salmon, 1991).

On the lower half of the North Island and the South Island, only females are

present, indicating that parthenogenesis dominates (Buckley et al., 2010b; Morgan-

Richards et al., 2010). Many of these parthenogens are unable to produce fertilised

eggs after post-copulation with the northern males, indicating the presence of a

reproductive barrier (Morgan-Richards et al., 2010). The C. hookeri distribu-

tion matches the classic geographical parthenogenesis where the two reproduc-

tive modes are distributed in geographically-distinct areas (Lynch, 1984; Kearney,

2005; Vrijenhoek and Parker Jr, 2009; Hörandl, 2009) (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3. Patterns of C. hookeri reproductive modes. (figure taken from Buckley
et al., (2010b))

1.2.2.2 Diversity

Clitarchus hookeri is highly genetically diverse in the upper North Island, with di-

versity decreasing dramatically in the southern populations (Buckley et al., 2010b).

The previous COI (mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit I) phylogenetic

analysis coupled with molecular dating methods revealed two stages of historical

population expansion, predicted to be between 0.75 and 1.0 mya and around 0.25

mya, respectively (Buckley et al., 2010b). The earlier expansion was considered
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to be responsible for the radiation of upper North Island populations, while the

more recent expansion, after the Last Glacial Maximum, is likely to be responsi-

ble for the formation of parthenogenetic populations in southern areas (Buckley

et al., 2010b). The majority of parthenogenetic individuals shared an identical COI

haplotype, indicating a single origin (Buckley et al., 2010b). In addition, complete

homozygosity is seen in 14 parthenogenetic individuals for the single-copy nuclear

loci of eEF1a1 (elongation factor-1a) and PGI (phophoglucose isomerase), adding

further support to the idea of a single origin (Buckley et al., 2008).

There has been gene flow from Clitarchus hookeri into the obligate parthenogen

Acanthoxyla. The genus Acanthoxyla contains eight described species, all of which

are diploid and triploid obligate parthenogens, that are thought to be derived

from hybridisation (Jewell and Brock, 2002; Morgan-Richards and Trewick, 2005;

Buckley et al., 2008). The eEF1a1 and PGI phylogenies show nesting of some

Acanthoxyla sequences in the C. hookeri clade, while they were separated in the

phylogeny of mitochondrial DNA (Morgan-Richards and Trewick, 2005; Trewick

et al., 2005, 2008; Buckley et al., 2008). More evidence was provided from a recent

RNA-Seq study which showed the haploid C. hookeri genome was entirely present

in Acanthoxyla geisovii (Morgan-Richards et al., 2016). The maternal parent of

these species is still unknown, but was hypothesised by Buckely et. al (2008) to

be a sexual species of Acanthoxyla, now extinct.

1.2.2.3 Genetics and genomics

Clitarchus hookeri has a diploid chromosomal number (2n) ranging from 36 to 39

(Morgan-Richards and Trewick, 2005; Myers et al., 2013). The largest chromosome

was identified as the sex chromosome and it is present in only one copy in males

(XO). Prior to the employment of NGS, the genetic resources of C. hookeri were

restricted to a couple of mitochondrial genes (COI and COII ), several nuclear

genes (histone subunit 3 (H3 ), 28S ribosomal RNA (28S ), eEF1a1, PGI ), and

ITS-I and ITS-II (internal transcribed spacer I and II) sequences (Buckley et al.,

2010b,a, 2008; Morgan-Richards et al., 2010; Morgan-Richards and Trewick, 2005;

Trewick et al., 2005, 2008). Recently, RNA-Seq has been applied to the New

Zealand stick insects to characterise evolutionary relationships, hybridisation and

identify genes involved in cold tolerance, with a head and prothorax, and muscle
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transcriptome being generated for C. hookeri (Dunning et al., 2013a, 2014; Dennis

et al., 2015; Morgan-Richards et al., 2016).

1.3 Parthenogenesis

Parthenogenesis is a type of asexual reproduction, whereby females produce off-

spring from unfertilised eggs. In animals, parthenogenesis is commonly seen in

invertebrates, such as nematodes and arthropods, and a few vertebrates, such

as fish and lizards (Bell, 1982). Without a mating partner, parthenogenesis is

thought to produce twice the number of progeny as sexual reproduction, thereby

having an advantage in the colonisation of new habitats (Baker et al., 1965; Baker,

1967; Williams, 1975; Smith and Maynard-Smith, 1978). Despite this advantage,

parthenogenesis mostly results in a decrease in genetic diversity in the founder

population (Kondrashov, 1993). Some parthenogenetic lineages may persist in

marginal areas, such as higher elevations, higher latitudes and previously glaciated

areas (Kearney, 2005). Therefore, they are thought to have a broader environmen-

tal tolerance than sexuals and other asexual lineages, some of which involve poly-

ploidy or hybridisation to maintain higher levels of genetic diversity (Bell, 1982;

Lynch, 1984; West et al., 1999; Vrijenhoek and Parker Jr, 2009; Schwander and

Crespi, 2009).

Parthenogenesis is frequently observed in some arthropod lineages, such as scor-

pions, aphids, bees, phasmids and parasitic wasps (Bell, 1982). In Phasmatodea,

roughly 10% of the taxa scattered in different families are completely or partially

parthenogenetic, referred to obligate or facultative parthengoenesis respectively

(Scali, 2009). Some species form sexual and parthenogenetic populations in a

geographically distinct area and this is referred to as geographical parthenogene-

sis.

1.3.1 Cytological mechanisms

It has been observed that parthenogenetic eggs are different during embryogenesis

compared with fertilised eggs. In a fertilised embryo, the first division generally

involves the formation of the full embryonic spindle by recruiting the pericentriolar
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material from the egg cytoplasm around the sperm centriole (Félix et al., 1994;

Schatten, 1994; Riparbelli and Callaini, 1996; Riparbelli et al., 1997). This cannot

be applied to the embryogenesis of unfertilised eggs because no sperm is involved.

Phasmids have developed modified centrosome dynamics and inheritance that no

longer require the donation of a centriole from sperm (Marescalchi et al., 2002).

The oocytes can independently provide the microtubule organising center and

anastral spindle to organise the first division of the embryo (Marescalchi et al.,

2002).

Phasmids also employ a variety of modifications during gamete production and

embryogenesis to ensure the somatic chromosomal number for their unfertilised off-

spring. Meiosis is a process essential to organisms that reproduce sexually, which

generates haploid gametes, with fertilisation restoring the somatic chromosomal

number of the offspring (Moens, 2012). Without fertilisation, parthenogenesis in-

volves different strategies to modify the meiotic process or products to achieve the

somatic karyotype in offspring. In the obligate parthenogenetic Bacillus lynceo-

rum, Carausius morosus and Sipyloidea sipylus, meiosis is replaced with a DNA

extrasynthesis during prophase I of the first division, which forms tetrachromatidic

chromosomes followed by two divisions that generate gametes with the somatic

chromosomal number (Pijnacker, 1967; Pijnacker and Ferwerda, 1978; Pijnacker,

1966; Koch et al., 1972; Marescalchi et al., 1991). Referred to as apomixis, this

strategy usually involves a polyploid karyotype, achieved by hybridisation, par-

ticularly benefiting species containing an odd number of chromosomal sets, which

are unable to generate gametes with half of the chromosomal number (Scali et al.,

2003; Mantovani et al., 1999; Myers et al., 2013; Schwander and Crespi, 2009). In

the obligate parthenogenetic B. atticus, two sister oocytes are produced from the

first meiosis-like division, which then fuse together to double the chromosomes,

thus producing diploid oocytes after the second division (Marescalchi et al., 1993).

In the facultative parthenogenetic B. whitei and Extatosoma tiaratum, partheno-

genesis generates four haploid nuclei after two maturation divisions and two of

them fuse together to double the chromosomes (Marescalchi et al., 1991; Alavi

et al., 2016). In contrast, parthenogenetic offspring from the facultative B. rossius

restore the somatic karyotype by doubling chromosomes during embryogenesis (Pi-

jnacker, 1969). These three different modified meiotic processes are referred to as

automixis. However, due to the complexity of the parthenogenesis in phasmids,
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other intermediate processes may also exist (Scali, 2009).

1.3.2 Origin and evolution of parthenogenesis

Animal parthenogenesis is thought to arise from sexual reproduction in at least

three ways. First, it may emerge through spontaneous transition from sexual-

ity (Schwander and Crespi, 2009). Second, interspecies hybridisation may result

in chromosomal polyploidisation coupled with obligate parthenogenesis (Kearney,

2005; Lundmark and Saura, 2006; Buckley et al., 2008; Morgan-Richards et al.,

2016). Third, infection with microorganisms, the best known being Wolbachia,

may induce parthenogenesis in insects (Stouthamer, 1997; Werren et al., 2008).

In Phasmatodea, spontaneous transition has been detected in the Timema genus.

Genotyping microsatellite loci across both sexual and parthenogenetic lineages

indicates high levels of heterozygosity in four parthenogenetic species are main-

tained through generations, suggesting parthenogenetic reproduction by apomixis

(Schwander and Crespi, 2009). Together with investigations in karyotypes and

evolutionary relationships, these parthenogenetic species are thought to be de-

rived through multiple routes of direct transition from automictic parthenogenesis

that occurs in their sexual female ancestors when males are absent (Schwander

and Crespi, 2009). Hybridisation is common in stick insects and it leads to ob-

ligate parthenogenesis mostly because non-homologous chromosomes are difficult

to pair (Mantovani et al., 1999; Scali et al., 2003; Schwander and Crespi, 2009).

All the eight species under the New Zealand genus Acanthoxyla were derived from

hybridisation. The phylogenies reconstructed from two single-copy nuclear genes

eEF1a1 and PGI showed several Acanthoxyla lineages were nested in the C. hook-

eri clade (Buckley et al., 2008). In addition, the investigation of transcriptomic

SNPs found the allelic diversity of C. hookeri was nested within the A. geisovii

genome (Morgan-Richards et al., 2016). Microorganism infection is unlikely to be

involved in stick insect parthenogenesis. A recent survey of Wolbachia in a range

of stick insects including sexual and parthenogenetic species did not reveal any

evidence of infection (Pérez-Ruiz et al., 2015).

In C. hookeri, southern parthenogens were suspected to be derived from a single

ancestor. It was found that the majority of parthenogens shared a highly similar

haplotype in a COI phylogeny reconstructed from both sexual and parthenogenetic
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lineages (Buckley et al., 2010b). Except three partial gene sequences were found

to be homozygous in a few parthenogens (Buckley et al., 2008), the levels of het-

erozygosity within the parthenogenetic genomes are largely unknown. However,

whether the founder of parthenogenesis is a single individual and parthenogens

evolved following spontaneous transition similar to Timema parthenogens can be

investigated from genome-wide identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) using RNA-Seq (section 1.1.3.4).

The loss of sexual traits and desires are observed within parthenogenetic lineages

in stick insects. Along with the generation of Timema parthenogenetic lineages,

sexual trait decay, such as undeveloped spermatotheca and loss of attractiveness to

males, has been observed in the new and more anciently formed species (Schwander

et al., 2013; van der Kooi and Schwander, 2014). Recently, it was found that

Extatosoma tiaratum females may avoid sexual costs by curling the abdomen and

kicking the legs of the paired males to prevent mating (Burke et al., 2015). These

observations have provide a variety of interesting aspects to study parthenogenesis

in Phasmatodea.

1.3.3 Gene duplication and expression changes associated

with parthenogenesis

The knowledge of molecular mechanisms, such as genes that play roles under-

lying reproductive transitions in invertebrates has been largely restricted to the

cyclical parthenogenetic organisms, which switch reproductive modes due to sea-

sonal triggers, such as aphids (Moran, 1992; Simon et al., 2002), or environmental

conditions, such as water fleas (Tatarazako et al., 2003) and rotifers (Gilbert,

2003). In these lineages, the genes associated with meiosis have become inter-

esting candidates to investigate the molecular response by different reproductive

morphs, due to the meiotic process being largely modified to apomixis. Inter-

estingly, their genomes harbour excessive numbers of meiotic gene duplications,

suggesting extra-functional requirements due to reproductive flexibility (Schurko

et al., 2009; Hanson et al., 2013a; Srinivasan et al., 2010). Notably, most of these

duplications are within the genes involved in cell cycle regulation, such as Cyclin

Dependent Kinase 1 (CDK1 ), Cell Division Cycle 25 (CDC25 ), WEE1 G2 Check-

point Kinase (WEE1 ), Cyclin-Dependent Kinases Regulatory Subunit 2 (CKS2 ),
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Aurora Kinase B (AURKB) in pea aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum) (Srinivasan et al.,

2010), Cell Division Cycle 20 (CDC20 ), WEE1 and CKS in monogonont rotifers

(Brachionus manjavacas and B. calyciflorus) (Hanson et al., 2013a) and Cyclin B

(CYCB) and Polo Like Kinase 1 (PLK1 ) in Daphnia pulex (Schurko et al., 2009).

Several copies of WEE1 and CDC20 were detected with down-regulation in asex-

uals when compared with sexual strains in A. pisum and the two rotifer species,

respectively, indicating additional cell cycle controls in sexual reproduction (Srini-

vasan et al., 2010; Hanson et al., 2013a,b). In addition, meiotic genes involved in

sister chromatid cohesion, such as the gene family involved in the structural main-

tenance of chromosomes (SMC1, SMC3 and SMC6 ), REC8 meiotic recombination

protein (REC8 ), stromal antigen (SA) and timeless circadian clock (TIM ), also

have duplications in Daphnia duplex, B. manjavacas and B. calyciflorus genomes

(Schurko et al., 2009, 2010). The duplication events also occurred in a few genes in-

volved in RNA silencing, such as several Argonaute-family paralogues in A. pisum

and D. pulex (Srinivasan et al., 2014), and DNA replication, such as minichro-

mosome maintenance complex component 7 (MCM7 ) in B. manjavacas and B.

calyciflorus (Hanson et al., 2013a), and recombination, such as RECQ2 in the two

rotifer species and D. pulex (Schurko et al., 2009).

Other studies comparing whole transcriptomes of the sexual and parthenogenetic

ovaries have identified many more genes with expression levels responding to dif-

ferent reproductive modes. In A. pisum, these genes were found to be involved in

oogenesis, cell cycle regulation, epigenetic regulation and RNA maturation in A.

pisum (Gallot et al., 2012). In cotton aphid (A. gossypii), genes have been de-

tected that have functions in phototransduction, cuticle composition, progesterone-

mediated oocyte maturation and endocrine regulation (Liu et al., 2014a). In B.

calyciflorus, genes involved in signaling pathway and the formation of resting eggs

were found with differential expression, as well as several gene copies of histone

H2A (Hanson et al., 2013b). Another group of genes that have been detected with

a role in regulating reproduction transition in aphids include those involved in

juvenile hormone (JH) synthesis and hydrolysis (Ishikawa et al., 2012; Liu et al.,

2014a). It has been suggested that the change of JH abundance responding to

the photoperiod length inducing the transition from asexual to sexual reproduc-

tion in the aphids (Mittler et al., 1976; hardie et al., 1985; Corbitt and Hardie,

1985).
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Such studies are rare in geographical parthenogenetic species. To date, there has

been only one study conducted on a geographical parthenogenetic species to ex-

plore gene expression differences relating to the processes generating parthenogens.

Yang et al., (2009) found candidates such as a tubulin alpha-1 chain gene and sev-

eral signal transduction genes in the rice water weevil (Lissorhoptrus oryzophilus)

by comparing gene expression levels between sexual and parthenogenetic female

ovaries. However, due to technical limitations, the number of genes they evalu-

ated and concluded as candidates was only eight that were selected from a pool

of only 70 contigs obtained from 74 ESTs (Yang et al., 2009). Therefore, more

gene candidates, maybe even more interesting ones that play vital roles in sexual

reproduction, are expected to be found by largely expanding the gene pool to the

whole ovary transcriptome. Nevertheless, this study pointed out that molecular

changes have occurred with the differentiation of obligate parthenogenetic lineages

in a geographical parthenogenetic species.

In C. hookeri, molecular changes are likely to occur in the southern parthenogens

compared with their northern counterparts. A crossing experiment between these

parthenogens and their northern males suggested a lack of sexual reproductive

ability in parthenogens (Morgan-Richards et al., 2010). Applying RNA-Seq (sec-

tion 1.1.3.3) to compare ovary gene expression profiles between sexual females and

parthenogens provide an opportunity to investigate gene expression changes in a

genome-wide scale and may shed the light on groups of genes relating to repro-

ductive transition in C. hookeri.

1.4 Sex-biased genes

In sexual organisms, genes predominantly expressed in one sex are referred to as

sex-biased genes, which encode proteins essential to sex-linked characteristics (El-

legren and Parsch, 2007; Parsch and Ellegren, 2013). Interestingly, some of these

genes show faster rates of sequence and expression divergence than genes univer-

sally expressed in both sexes, likely due to natural selection, sexual selection and

sexual antagonism (Meiklejohn et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004; Haerty et al., 2007;

Ellegren and Parsch, 2007; Parsch and Ellegren, 2013). RNA-Seq is currently one

of the most effective approaches to identify sex-biased genes, which generates gene
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expression profiles from females and males followed by a comparative expression

analysis between the two sexes (Medeiros et al., 2011; Carter et al., 2013; Gao

et al., 2013; Akbari et al., 2013; Ferree et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015; Wei et al.,

2015; Chen et al., 2015). Some sex-biased genes have been also characterised in

the cyclical parthenogenetic species Daphnia galeata that were used for the study

of reproductive flexibility due to many of them playing essential roles in male and

female reproduction (Huylmans et al., 2016). However, none of them was identified

in Phasmatodea.
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1.5 Thesis outline

This thesis aims to explore the molecular basis and mechanisms underlying sev-

eral insect traits in Clitarchus hookeri with an emphasis on reproductive functions.

This work took advantage of several NGS technologies and utilised modern bioin-

formatic methods to generate a genome assembly and several transcriptomes from

a variety of C. hookeri tissues. By employing digital quantification of gene expres-

sion levels and comparative transcriptomics, we have provided numerous candidate

genes underlying several interesting stick insect traits.

The specific objectives of each chapter are to:

Chapter 2: Construct a de novo transcriptome assembly from C. hookeri to

identify genes essential to olfaction, digestion and male reproduction. Several

gene families including olfactory binding proteins, chemosensory proteins, olfactory

and ionotropic receptors, cellulase proteins and male accessory gland proteins were

investigated. In particular, this chapter focused on their evolutionary relationships,

gene copy number and expression profiles.

Chapter 3: Construct de novo transcriptome assemblies of C. hookeri female

and male gonadal samples. The resulting transcriptomes were used as a sequence

pool to characterise eukaryote-conserved meiotic genes. I particularly focused on

meiosis-specific genes, sex-biased genes and stick insect-specific gene duplications

to generate candidate genes underlying reproductive flexibility.

Chapter 4: De novo construction of the C. hookeri genome draft and analysis of

repetitive elements and gene models. The genome assembly is used as a reference

to construct genome-guided transcriptomes from the female reproductive tract and

testis to explore female and male gonadal gene expression patterns and identify

genes overexpressed in one sex.

Chapter 5: Construct C. hookeri genome-guided ovariolar tip transcriptomes,

identify SNPs from mapped sequences and compare gene expression between sex-

ual and parthenogenetic populations. I employed these resources to reconstruct

the population genetic history and identify genes likely associated with different

reproductive modes, from which to infer the parthenogenetic origin and molecular

basis underpinning reproductive transition.
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To end with, in Chapter 6, I summarise additional findings and directions of

future research priorities are discussed.
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2.1. Chapter Summary

2.1 Chapter Summary

Phasmatodea, more commonly known as stick insects, have been poorly studied at

the molecular level for several key traits, such as components of the sensory system

and regulators of reproduction and development, impeding a deeper understand-

ing of their functional biology. Here, we employ de novo transcriptome analysis

to identify genes with primary functions related to female odour reception, diges-

tion, and male sexual traits in the New Zealand common stick insect Clitarchus

hookeri (White). The female olfactory gene repertoire revealed ten odorant bind-

ing proteins with three recently duplicated, 12 chemosensory proteins, 16 odorant

receptors, and 17 ionotropic receptors. The majority of these olfactory genes were

over-expressed in female antennae and have the inferred function of odorant re-

ception. Others that were predominantly expressed in male terminalia (n=3) and

female midgut (n=1) suggest they have a role in sexual reproduction and diges-

tion, respectively. Over-represented transcripts in the midgut were enriched with

digestive enzyme gene families. Clitarchus hookeri is likely to harbour nine mem-

bers of an endogenous cellulase family (glycoside hydrolase family 9), two of which

appear to be specific to the C. hookeri lineage. All of these cellulase sequences fall

into four main phasmid clades and show gene duplication events occurred early

in the diversification of Phasmatodea. In addition, C. hookeri genome is likely to

express γ-proteobacteria pectinase transcripts that have recently been shown to be

the result of horizontal transfer. We also predicted 711 male terminalia-enriched

transcripts that are candidate accessory gland proteins, 28 of which were annotated

to have molecular functions of peptidase activity and peptidase inhibitor activity,

two groups being widely reported to regulate female reproduction through pro-

teolytic cascades. Our study has yielded new insights into the genetic basis of

odour detection, nutrient digestion, and male sexual traits in stick insects. The C.

hookeri reference transcriptome, together with identified gene families, provides a

comprehensive resource for studying the evolution of sensory perception, digestive

systems, and reproductive success in phasmids.
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2.2 Introduction

Stick insects (Phasmatodea) are a diverse group of insects with over 3000 described

species. They occur throughout much of the world, with the greatest species diver-

sity occurring in tropical and subtropical regions (Bragg, 2001). They are experts

in camouflage, as both their morphology and movements resemble twigs and fo-

liage. Phasmids across the globe have been the subject of studies on a variety of

traits, including the patterns of geographic variation and evolution, sensory con-

trol of movement, variation of reproductive modes, evolution of body form, and

intestinal digestion (Buckley et al., 2009a; Bässler, 1977; Morgan-Richards et al.,

2010; Shelomi et al., 2014a,b; Myers et al., 2015; Shelomi et al., 2016a). Most

recently the genus Timema, endemic to North America, has become a successful

model for addressing evolutionary questions, especially surrounding the genomic

basis of speciation (Soria-Carrasco et al., 2014; Gompert et al., 2014). However,

compared with insects from other orders, the molecular basis of phasmid biolog-

ical function has been poorly studied, impeding our understanding of interesting

phasmid traits.

Next generation sequencing (NGS) methods such as RNA-Seq now provide the

opportunity to greatly enrich molecular resources for non-model species. The rel-

ative ease with which RNA-Seq can be utilized in both de novo assembly and read

mapping to assembled transcripts facilitates the exploration of gene diversity and

expression in non-model organisms. Such technology has already been applied to

stick insects in a few instances (Comeault et al., 2012; Dunning et al., 2013a, 2014;

Shelomi et al., 2014a; Missbach et al., 2014; Dennis et al., 2015; Shelomi et al.,

2016a; Morgan-Richards et al., 2016) with only four of them focusing on the study

of phasmid functional traits. Midgut transcriptomes were sequenced to examine

plant cell wall degrading enzymes (PCWDEs) in Peruphasma schultei, Sipyloidea

sipylus, Aretaon asperrimus, Extatosoma tiaratum, Medauroidea extradentata and

Ramulus artemis (Shelomi et al., 2014a). The presence of cellulase (GH9), cellobi-

ase (GH1), pectinase (GH28) and β-1,3-glucanase (GH16) transcripts in the stick

insect anterior midgut demonstrated that, unlike some insects that rely on bacterial

symbionts to digest some components of PCWs, these stick insects have the ability

to independently digest cellulose into glucose and also other components such as

pectin and chitin substrates to obtain carbon (Shelomi et al., 2014a, 2013, 2016b).
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More recently, exploration of RNA-Seq from Phyllium siccifolium antennae identi-

fied olfactory receptors (ORs), ionotropic receptors (IRs) and gustatory receptors

(GRs), revealing a fully developed olfactory receptor-based system in phasmids

(Missbach et al., 2014). Also, to investigate expression of the genes associated with

cold temperature adaptation in the alpine New Zealand stick insect species, RNA-

Seq was used to sequence heads and prothoraxes of both alpine and lowland species

including those belonging to the genera Micrarchus, Tectarchus, Niveaphasma,

Asteliaphasma, Argosarchus, Spinotectarchus, Acanthoxyla and Clitarchus (Dun-

ning et al., 2013a, 2014; Dennis et al., 2015). Despite these studies, transcriptomic

data from stick insects has still not been collected comprehensively across tissues,

sexes, and species.

The New Zealand stick insect fauna includes 24 species from 10 genera, and are

thought to have originated from New Caledonia approximately 24–45 million years

ago (Buckley et al., 2010a; Dunning et al., 2013b). They now occupy habitats from

the cold alpine zone to dry coastal scrub across the country (Dennis et al., 2014,

2015). Clitarchus hookeri is one of the most common New Zealand stick insect

species, and is widely distributed throughout the North Island and across large

areas of the South Island (Buckley et al., 2010b; Morgan-Richards et al., 2010).

It is an ecological generalist, found in both low altitude forest and scrub habitat

(Buckley et al., 2010b, 2014). Compared with other New Zealand species, C.

hookeri has a relatively large body size, with adult females ranging in size from 80

to 106 mm while males are slimmer and shorter (approximately 70 mm) (Salmon,

1991). Their bodies are narrow and mostly cylindrical with smooth or slightly

wrinkled exoskeletons, and are often bright green or brown (Salmon, 1991). The

main native host plants of C. hookeri are Leptospermum scoparium (Manuka)

and Kunzea sp. (Kanuka), but they can also be found on other plants, from

the families of Myrtaceae, Polygonaceae, Laxmanniaceae and Rubiaceae (Morgan-

Richards et al., 2010; Buckley et al., 2010b), as well as the introduced species of

Rubus.

The most genetically varied populations of C. hookeri occur in the northern half of

the North Island, and this genetic variation decreases dramatically from north to

south (Buckley et al., 2010b; Morgan-Richards et al., 2010). It has been suggested

that during the Last Glacial Maximum, this species was restricted to several refugia

located on the northern half of North Island, followed by subsequent population
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expansion across the country (Buckley et al., 2010b). Molecular resources from C.

hookeri are lacking, restricted to a few neutral gene markers that were sequenced

and used for phylogenetic construction (Buckley et al., 2010a; Morgan-Richards

et al., 2010; Dunning et al., 2013b; Buckley et al., 2010b; Trewick et al., 2005) and

a head and prothorax transcriptome that was constructed for the study of cold

temperature adaptation (Dennis et al., 2015).

In order to examine digestive enzymes, olfaction-associated proteins and accessory

gland proteins in a New Zealand stick insect species, we carried out an RNA-

Seq experiment by sequencing the transcriptomes of C. hookeri female antennae,

midgut and male terminalia. To construct a more complete reference transcriptome

for the species for future use, we also integrated the C. hookeri composite leg, head

and prothorax transcriptomes that have been constructed for the use in other

studies.

2.3 Materials and Methods

2.3.1 Sample information

The C. hookeri transcriptome presented in this paper was constructed from five

different types of tissue derived from nine adults collected in February 2013. These

insects were all from the same colony inhabiting on Manuka/Kanuka trees in To-

tara Park, Auckland, New Zealand (37◦ 0.111 S, 174◦ 55.039 E) (Table 2.1). This

collection site was on Auckland Council administered land and we collected sam-

ples under permits issued by the Auckland Council. We use the term ‘tissue’ to

describe all of these samples in the following text for simplicity; although some

samples are more accurately described as ‘organs’ or ‘regions of the body’. Insects

were directly snap-frozen and stored at – 80◦ C after collection.
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Table 2.1. Sample summary.

Tissue type Sample code Sex Assembly available
Antenna CLI602 Female Current study
Midgut CLI602 Female Current study
Terminalia CLI601 Male Current study
Head and prothorax CLI303-305,CLI308-310 Female Yes (Dennis et al., 2015)
Leg CLI524 Female Yes (For 1KITE project)

2.3.2 RNA isolation and deep sequencing

Tissue for RNA extraction was removed using sterilised scalpel blades, with the

midgut dissection being carried out in 100% ethanol followed by removal of the

gut contents. The RNA extraction and sequencing from head and prothorax is

described elsewhere (Dennis et al., 2015). The leg transcriptome was previously

sequenced for the 1KITE project on the ‘evolution of insects’ (NCBI accession

number: PRJNA286351); however, the RNA extraction and sequencing have not

been described elsewhere. We therefore describe them below.

2.3.2.1 Antennae, midgut and terminalia

RNA extraction was conducted separately on the antenna, midgut and terminalia

tissues using the same method. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol RNA ex-

traction regent (Life Technologies), following grinding in liquid nitrogen, according

to the manufacturer’s protocol. Subsequent RNA clean-up was performed using

the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). Quality and concentration of RNA extractions were

assessed using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies,

Wilmington, DE, USA) and an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies,

Palo Alto, CA, USA). cDNA libraries were constructed using the Illumina TruSeq

RNA Sample Preparation Kit v2 (Illumina San Diego, CA, USA) according to

the manufacturer’s protocol. Individual libraries had randomly assigned barcodes

ligated to the cDNA fragments and were amplified with 12 cycles of PCR. Library

quality was assessed using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. Extractions were pooled

together for sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform at New Zealand Ge-

nomics Limited (http://www.nzgenomics.co.nz/) to generate 100 bp paired end

(PE) reads. All reads have been deposited in the Sequence Read Archive (SRA)

at NCBI (accession numbers: SRR3080264, SRR3080247, SRR3080266).
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2.3.2.2 Leg

Forelegs were preserved in RNAlater and sent to BGI Shenzhen for RNA extrac-

tion, library preparation and sequencing. mRNA was isolated using the Dynabeads

mRNA Purification Kit (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) and subsequently

sheared using RNA fragmentation reagent (Ambion, Austin, Texas, US) at 72◦C.

These cleaved RNA fragments were transcribed into first−strand cDNA using

SuperScriptTMII Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) and

random N6 primer (IDT). The second-strand cDNA was then synthesized using

RNase H (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) and DNA polymerase I (New Eng-

land BioLabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). The double-stranded cDNA then underwent

end-repair, a single ‘A’ base addition, adapter ligation, and size selection on agarose

gels (between 230 and 270 bp). The product was then indexed and PCR amplified

to finalize library preparation for the paired-end cDNA. Verification of the cDNA

fragment size and concentration was accomplished using an Agilent 2100 Bioan-

alyzer and an ABI StepOnePlus Real−Time PCR machine. The cDNA library

was subsequently sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2000 with 150 bp PE reads,

generating approximately 2.5 Gb raw data.

2.3.3 Do novo transcriptome assembly and assessment

The C. hookeri transcriptome assembly was produced by combining three de novo

assemblies: the pooled antennae, midgut and terminalia assembly, and the two

previously assemblied leg, and head and prothorax assemblies. The head and

prothorax assembly is described elsewhere (Dennis et al., 2015).

2.3.3.1 Antennae, midgut and terminalia

Illumina sequencing reads were pooled together and quality assessed with FastQC

(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). To reduce the ef-

fects from inherent sequencing biases resulting from library preparation (Hansen

et al., 2010; Li and Jiang, 2012), raw reads were trimmed by removing eight nu-

cleotides (nt) from the 5’ end using PRINSEQ (v.0.20.3) (Schmieder and Edwards,

2011). To maximise quality, reads were then processed to remove ambiguities us-
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ing PRINSEQ, trim adapters and low quality regions (Phred<30) using cutadapt

(v1.2.1) (Martin, 2011). Remaining reads that were less than 50 bp in length, and

those no longer paired were removed using PRINSEQ.

To optimise the completeness of the transcriptome and the number of full-length

transcripts generated from the pooled three libraries, the de novo assembly was

obtained by combining assembled contigs derived from Trinity (v20140413) (Grab-

herr et al., 2011), SOAPdenovo-trans (v1.03) (Xie et al., 2014), and Velvet/Oases

(v0.2.08) (Schulz et al., 2012). The Kmer sizes 21, 25, 29, and sizes from 35 to 85

with stepwise increase of ten were used in SOAPdenovo-trans and Velvet/Oases,

and scaffold gaps of each assembly were filled by GapCloser (http://sourceforge.net

/projects/soapdenovo2/files/GapCloser/). Each final transcript was given an ID

consisting of species, assembly version, assembler, Kmer size if applied, and an

unique seven digit ID, eg. Chv1VELVK21 0000001.

2.3.3.2 Leg

Raw data were preprocessed by removing reads of poor quality including: 1) reads

with adapter; 2) reads with a total number of >10 Ns; 3) reads with >50 base pairs

of low quality (Phred quality score = 2, ASCII 66 ”B”, Illumina 1.5+ Phred+64).

Transcripts were assembled using SOAPdenovo-trans (v1.01) with a Kmer of 31.

The gapped sequences were filled using GapCloser. Each contig ID was replaced

by the code ChvKITESOAP with a 7 digit ID, which vKITE stands for the as-

sembly version produced for the project of ‘evolution in insects’ (GenBank biopro-

ject accession: PRJNA286351) conducted by 1K Insect Transcriptome Evolution

(http://www.1kite.org/).

2.3.3.3 Final assembly and assessment

The final transcriptome of coding transcripts was created by combining a total of

19 assemblies described above which were then run through the EvidentialGene

tr2aacds pipeline (http://arthropods.eugenes.org/EvidentialGene/). This pipeline

employs CD-HIT-EST (v3.1.1) (Li and Godzik, 2006) to cluster transcripts with

identity of 90% or greater and then select the ‘best’ contig based on the open

reading frame (ORF) and UTRs present from each cluster as the final coding
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transcript. The resulting transcript set was then quality evaluated with Core

Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach (CEGMA: v2.4) (Parra et al., 2007) software,

which detects a core protein set of 248 highly conserved proteins that are found

in a wide range of eukaryotes. The cleaned reads were also mapped back to both

the raw and final transcriptomes using Bowtie2 (v2.1.0) (Langmead and Salzberg,

2012a) to produce a coverage profile of the assemblies from short reads. To estimate

levels of xenobiotic sequence contamination, transcripts were assigned to different

taxonomic categories (eg. arthropod, fungi, bacteria, and virus) with Assemblage

(https://github.com/sujaikumar/assemblage).

2.3.4 Gene functional annotation

De novo transcripts were annotated using Blastx (v2.2.28) (Altschul et al., 1997)

(e-value<1e-5) to search against the GenBank non-redundant (nr) protein database

(downloaded in April 2015). Transcripts lacking Blast hits were searched for con-

served protein domains with InterProScan (Quevillon et al., 2005) within Blast2GO

(v2.8) (Conesa et al., 2005). Gene Ontology (GO) terms were assigned using

Blast2GO.

2.3.5 Identification of chemosensory proteins

As many chemosensory genes are often duplicated in a lineage-specific manner and

are divergent from previously annotated chemosensory genes at both the nucleotide

and amino acid levels, particularly in understudied lineages (eg. phasmids), we

employed additional identification steps to optimise the completeness of these pro-

teins in C. hookeri. First, the predicted C. hookeri initial set of chemosensory

transcripts were generated using proteins from closely related insect lineages, if

available, to search the homologues against the C. hookeri transcriptome assem-

bly (tBlastn, evalue < 10-5). The searching set included 29 Zootermopsis nevaden-

sis OBPs (Terrapon et al., 2014), three Eurycantha calcarata CSPs (Marchese

et al., 2000), all the P. siccifolium ORs, IRs and GRs (Missbach et al., 2014), and

two Epiphyas postvittana SNMPs (Corcoran et al., 2015). Second, the resulting C.

hookeri homologous transcripts were translated and used to additionally search the

homologues against the transcriptome assembly with the same Blast search. Third,
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all the predicted C. hookeri chemosensory transcripts were searched against the

GenBank nr protein database (Blastx; e-value<10) to confirm their protein identi-

ties. Putative OBPs and CSPs were additionally confirmed based on the presence

of conserved cysteines. Finally, the identified transcripts were aligned to a C.

hookeri genome assembly (Chapter 4) to rule out mis-assembled sequences.

2.3.6 Transcript abundance and differential expression anal-

ysis

Transcript quantification for each tissue, based on the combined transcriptome,

was carried out with RSEM (v1.2.11) (Li and Dewey, 2011). Transcript abun-

dances were measured by mapping short reads to the assembly using Bowtie2 and

calculating a maximum likelihood abundance with a credibility interval for counts

of genes or isoforms to determine levels of differential expression. Estimates of tran-

script abundance were produced in the form of two measures, the expected counts

(ECS) and transcripts per million (TPM). The ECS is an estimate of the num-

ber of fragments that can be derived from an isoform or gene, which is calculated

with the maximum likelihood expression levels using an Expectation-Maximisation

(EM) algorithm. In this study, transcripts were considered present in the library

if ECS was larger than one. TPM estimates the fraction of transcripts within the

sample that are represented by the given isoform or gene (Langmead et al., 2009).

A data matrix containing ECS from all libraries was imported into EBSeq (v1.10.0)

(Leng et al., 2013) to find significantly enriched transcripts in one tissue library

relative to the others. EBSeq is an R package utilizing an empirical Bayesian

approach to model the features observed in RNA-Seq data. It was used as it (i)

allows multi-class testing among RNA-Seq datasets and can generate all possible

expression patterns given by the conditions rather than only calculating pair-wise

comparisons, (ii) estimates cross-condition variance as the transcript variance by

pooling similar genes together for the comparison among samples without repli-

cates, and (iii) has been shown to have a relatively low false discovery rate and

calculate expression of isoforms more accurately compared with other algorithms

that have been used to detect differentially expressed genes (Soneson and De-

lorenzi, 2013). Here, we considered a gene to have tissue-biased expression if it

was detected with posterior probability of being differentially expressed (PPDE)
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greater than 0.95 (this is equivalent to false discovery rate<0.05). The gene was

also considered as significantly over-represented in a tissue library if it achieved

a expression fold change of at least one when compared with every other tissue

libraries. GO enrichments for each gene set with tissue-biased expression were cal-

culated using Fisher’s Exact Test with multiple testing correction of false discovery

rate (Benjamini and Hochberg) less than 0.05 on Blast2GO.

2.3.7 Phylogenetic analysis

Protein alignments of OBP and olfactory receptor co-receptor (ORCO) were gen-

erated using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) with the default options in Geneious (v7.1.7)

(Kearse et al., 2012) and curated using Gblocks (v0.91b) (Talavera and Castresana,

2007). Rooted phylogenetic trees were constructed using PhyML (v2.0) (Guindon

et al., 2009) under the best fit models (OBP: VT+I+G; ORCO: LG+G+F) se-

lected by Prottest (v3.4) (Darriba et al., 2011). A non-parametric bootstrap anal-

ysis was conducted to generate support for branching topology (n = 500 bootstrap

pseudoreplicates).

The GH9 cellulase gene phylogeny was constructed using protein coding nucleotide

sequences. The GH9 sequences were aligned using MUSCLE translation alignment

method with default gap penalty parameters in Geneious. Rooted phylogenetic

trees were constructed using PhyML under the best fitting substitution model

(TIM2+I+G) selected by JModelTest2 (v2.1.6) (Darriba et al., 2012) with 500

bootstrap pseudoreplicates.

2.3.8 Tests for branch selection in ORCO

Tests for branch selection were implemented in the CODEML program from PAML

(v4.8) (Yang, 2007) using a branch-site model available for an arbitrary number

of ratios (model = 2, Nsites = 2). The null and alternative hypothesises for this

test were inferred by giving an initial ω value of one and an option of estimate

respectively. The inference of positive selection on the given phylogenetic branch

was conducted using likelihood ration tests (LRTs) between nested models. The

ORCO protein phylogenetic tree generated above using P. siccifolium and C. hook-

eri branches as foreground lineages was used as the tree topology imported into
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PAML.

2.3.9 Identification of putative seminal fluid proteins

ORFs of transcripts over-represented in the male terminalia were identified with

TransDecoder (Haas et al., 2013), a plugin from the Trinity package. Signal pep-

tides and sub-cellular locations were identified using SignalP (v4.1) (Petersen et al.,

2011) and ProtComp (v9.0) (http://www.softberry.com/), respectively.

2.4 Results and Discussion

2.4.1 De novo transcriptome assembly

The C. hookeri transcriptome constructed in the current study integrates multiple

assemblies derived from five different tissues. The pooled set of approximately 113

million PE reads (Table 2.2) sequenced from antenna, midgut and terminalia were

first quality controlled and then subjected to de novo assembly to construct an

initial transcriptome assembly. The more than two million contigs generated from

three de novo assemblers under the use of various K-mers were then merged to-

gether to produce a set of contigs. The leg transcriptome assembly was produced

from 25,969,776 PE reads (150 bp; GenBank accession: SRR2230521) and con-

tained 146,050 contigs. This assembly, after filtering cross-species contamination,

has been deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank as a Transcriptome Shotgun As-

sembly project under the accession GDVG00000000 (vGDVG01000000). The Head

and prothorax transcriptome was assembled from 56,112,518 single reads with the

read length of 50 bp and the assembly contained 84,307 contigs (Data avalible

on the Dryad database: http://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.kc826)

(Dennis et al., 2015).
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Table 2.2. Summary of RNA-Seq reads.

Raw pairs Clean pairs
Antenna 14,016,766 13,614,596
Midgut 19,781,777 19,269,565
Terminalia 22,538,169 21,815,983
Total 56,336,712 54,700,144

The final C. hookeri transcriptome assembly was generated from merging the three

assemblies described above to create a super-set of contigs, and then redundancy,

potentially miss-assembled and non-coding transcripts were removed. This yielded

a consensus transcript set comprising 77,140 contigs made up of 69.8 Mbp (Table

2.3) (Dryad doi:10.5061/dryad.p52sq).

Table 2.3. Summary of the transcriptome assembly.

Contigs
Total (bp) 69,789,602
Number 77,140
Number (> 1000 bp) 17,117
N50 (bp) 1,879
Shortest (bp) 124
Longest (bp) 38,180
Mean (bp) 905
Median (bp) 407
GC% 46.91
N% 0.01

2.4.2 Assessment of assembly

The quality and completeness of the combined C. hookeri transcript set was as-

sessed using CEGMA by searching for the presence of highly conserved eukaryotic

core orthologues. Out of the 248 core proteins, 235 (94.76%) were completely

present (alignment length defined as longer than 70%) and four proteins were

found with partial sequences (alignment length defined between 50% and 70%).

In addition, there was an average of 2.8 orthologues per core protein and 76.2%

of the CEGMA proteins detected in the C. hookeri transcriptome were present

in multiple transcripts. Aligning raw data against the assembly revealed 92.3%

of PE reads and 96.5% of head and prothorax reads mapped back to the raw
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assembly (assembly pre EvidentialGene pipeline). In addition, the percentage of

Blast matches to fungal, plant, protist, bacterial and viral accessions was about

2.5%, indicating very low levels of xenobiotic RNA contamination in our samples.

All sets of mapping results highlight that the C. hookeri transcriptome encom-

passes the majority of expressed genes present in the assembly and therefore, is a

comprehensive resource for analysing genes of interest in this species.

2.4.3 Gene functional annotation

More than half (56.1%) of transcripts had matching records (e-value<10–5) from

GenBank (nr). As expected, the vast majority of the Blast top-hits (83.8%) were

with known arthropod proteins, from which 78.6% of the matches came from the

eusocial termite Z. nevadensis, followed by 9.3% and 5.9% from the red flour beetle

Tribolium castaneum and the spider Stegodyphus mimosarum, respectively.

Among all the contigs with significant Blast hits, 16,518 can be assigned to at

least one GO term and they in turn were further refined to GO slim terms. This

analysis resulted in 9,271 (12.5%), 14,905 (19.3%), and 5,586 (7.2%) of the tran-

scripts having an assigned term from the categories of biological process (BP; GO:

0008150), molecular function (MF; GO: 0003674) and cellular component (CC;

GO: 0005575), respectively (Fig 2.1).
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Figure 2.1. Distribution of the annotated transcripts into GO slim categories.
Gene ontology terms of level 2 are shown.

2.4.4 Gene expression repertoire

The distribution of shared and unique transcripts present in the libraries are shown

in Fig 2.2. The analysis of the over-representation of library specific sequences

focused on the antenna, midgut and terminalia. The number of transcripts over-

represented in these three libraries were 1,286, 915 and 2,045, respectively, and

488, 416 and 713 of these were assigned with GO terms.
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Figure 2.2. Venn diagram showing the distribution of shared and unique tran-
scripts that were represented among the libraries of the antenna, midgut, termi-
nalia, head and prothorax and leg. A transcript is considered as present in the
library if it achieved an ECS value of larger than one. The Venn diagram was
created using VennDiagram (Chen and Boutros, 2011), an R package.

Distributions of transcripts with tissue-biased expression among the three tissue

libraries and their enriched GO terms are given in Fig 2.3. Over-represented GO

terms from MF category that were identified as being enriched in the antennae

were ‘transmembrane transporter activity’, ‘signal transducer activity’ and ‘oxi-

doreductase activity’. These terms contain transcripts annotated as OBPs, ORs

and odorant degrading enzymes largely associated with olfactory functions. In

comparison, transcripts that were over-represented in the midgut library included

many belonging to the families of glycoside and proteolytic hydrolase, resulting
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in the enriched GOs such as ‘hydrolase activity acting on glycosyl bonds’ and

‘peptidase activity’, corresponding to the function of intestinal digestion. The

‘transferase activity transferring acyl group’ was the only enriched MF term in the

library of male terminalia. This group contains γ-glutamyltranspeptidase, a pro-

tease has been reported to be enriched in Drosophila melanogaster seminal fluid

and is involved in maintaining a protective redox environment for sperm (Walker

et al., 2006).
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2.4. Results and Discussion

2.4.5 Female olfactory gene repertoire

Olfaction plays an important role in the life of an insect, being used to detect and

respond to environmental odours, thereby locating potential mates, and finding

food (Leal, 2013). Gene families involved in olfaction, including OBPs, Chemosen-

sory Binding Proteins (CSPs), ORs, IRs, and in some cases GRs, have been de-

tected across insect orders, many of which are predominantly expressed in antennae

(Missbach et al., 2014; Leitch et al., 2015; Rinker et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2014;

Corcoran et al., 2015). In Phasmatodea, eight OBP N-termini from the species of

E. tiaratum, E. calcarata, Acrophylla wuelfingi, S. sipylus and Carausius morosus

(Mameli et al., 1996; Tuccini et al., 1996), and three partial coding sequences of

CSPs from E. calcarata (Marchese et al., 2000) have been characterised. In addi-

tion, transcripts of 12 ORs, 13 IRs and three GRs from P. siccifolium (Missbach

et al., 2014) were predicted from RNA-Seq. These studies suggest phasmids have

a fully developed repertoire of olfactory gene families.

2.4.5.1 OBP and CSP

With high concentrations in the sensillum lymph of antennae, OBPs are small

hydrophilic carrier proteins that are capable of binding small molecules (Pelosi

and Maida, 1995). This protein family is large, and contains subfamilies such

as General Odorant Binding Proteins (GOBPs) and Pheromone Binding Proteins

(PBPs) that specialise in carrying general odorants and sex pheromone components

respectively (Pelosi and Maida, 1995; Xu et al., 2005; Damberger et al., 2013).

CSPs are smaller carrier proteins, and similar to OBPs, they are also found in

the sensillum lymph, and have been shown to bind molecules including odorants

and pheromones (Pelosi and Maida, 1995). We identified ten olfactory and 12

chemosensory binding proteins in C. hookeri. Sequence information and alignments

showing conserved cysteines are shown in Table 2.4 and Fig 2.4, respectively.
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Table 2.4. Summary of C. hookeri putative CSP and OBP transcripts.

Category Transcript ID Name Length (bp) Length (aa) Hit Accession E-value
OBP Chv0TRINITY 0005088 OBP1Φ 653 158 KDR09909 2.68E-41

Chv1SOAPK29 0141332 OBP2Φ 504 155 AAN15921 1.38E-35
Chv1SOAPK35 0145937 OBP3Φ 654 150 KDR09910 6.52E-43
Chv1VELVK45 0023357 OBP4 611 146 AID61301 2.82E-08
Chv1VELVK45 0023358 OBP5 499 146 AID61301 9.43E-08
Chv1VELVK45 0023359 OBP6 562 146 ABM05970 5.63E-07
Chv1VELVK75 0000982 OBP7Φ 732 148 ACR39388 4.96E-09
Chv1VELVK85 0005072 OBP8Φ 542 141 KDR13658 2.97E-35
ChvKITESOAP 0129398 OBP9 410 135 AEP27187 2.11E-21
ChvKITESOAP 0139181 OBP10Φ 603 145 AII00991 1.00E-11

CSP Chv1SOAPK25 0127093 CSP1* 376 94 NP 001039280 1.11E-18
Chv1SOAPK65 0069724 CSP2 783 129 AAM77025 2.00E-36
ChvKITESOAP 0138844 CSP3*Φ 590 137 AEP27186 8.34E-30
Chv0TRINITY 0001321 CSP4 821 116 AIW65103 3.07E-12
Chv0TRINITY 0001337 CSP5 556 118 AIW65100 3.52E-12
Chv0TRINITY 0009092 CSP6 483 135 AAM77025 4.04E-12
Chv1SOAPK21 0133512 CSP7 762 134 AAD30552 1.57E-37
Chv1SOAPK25 0128356 CSP8 394 122 AIW65103 1.01E-22
Chv1SOAPK85 0010512 CSP9 545 128 AEP95756 2.12E-19
Chv1TRINITY 0124810 CSP10 565 124 AID61322 1.41E-30
Chv1VELVK45 0002302 CSP11 832 130 AAM77025 6.80E-30
Chv1VELVK65 0001291 CSP12 525 127 AGZ04911 1.13E-22

Figure 2.4. Amino acid alignments of predicted C. hookeri OBPs (A) and CSPs
(B). Conserved cysteines are highlighted in yellow.
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Most OBP proteins (OBP1 -OBP8 and OBP10 ) contain six conserved cysteines

with the spacing pattern of C1-X26−29-C2-X3-C3-X41−43-C4-X8−10-C5-X8-C6 (where

X is any amino acid). The exception is OBP9, missing two conserved cysteines

at positions two and five. The 12 C. hookeri CSPs all contain four conserved

cysteines, with CSP1 and CSP3 missing amino acids at their 5’ and 3’ ends,

respectively.

The expression level of the identified C. hookeri OBPs varied significantly among

tissues. Analysis showed six OBPs (OBP1, OBP2, OBP3, OBP7, OBP8, and

OBP10 ) and one CSP (CSP3 ) were over-represented in the female antenna library.

Among these, OBP2, OBP3, and OBP8 were most likely to be antennae-specific,

as they were very lowly expressed in every other tissue library (FPKM<1). In con-

trast, OBP1, OBP7, and OBP10 were detected in antennae, head and prothorax,

and OBP1 and OBP10 were also expressed in the composite leg.

OBP1 was the most abundant OBP in the C. hookeri female antennae (FPKM:

26,978.3), and had a highest scoring blast match to a Z. nevadensis PBP (Ta-

ble 2.4). In the phylogeny, OBP1 is closely clustered with the two Z. nevadensis

PBPs (OBP1 and OBP2 ) (Fig 2.5), indicating the C. hookeri OBP1 is most

likely a PBP. A recent study has demonstrated that male C. hookeri detects fe-

males using airborne chemical cues, most likely pheromones emitted by the females

(Myers et al., 2015). The presence of a higher density of basiconic sensilla on male

than female antennae further indicates that males are responsible for long range

pheromone reception (Myers et al., 2015). Therefore, a high abundance of a PBP

transcript in a C. hookeri female antennae seems unexpected. Interestingly, a

PBP (N-terminal amino acids) has been also detected in the antennae of female

C. morosus (Tuccini et al., 1996), an obligate parthenogenetic stick insect species,

suggesting that the presence of the PBP was not associated with mate searching.

Rather, it might be useful for females to space themselves out in the environment

through detecting at least some components of sex-pheromones released from other

females (Schneider et al., 1998) or it could be utilised in sensing a subset of plant

volatiles (Callahan et al., 2000). Furthermore, OBP1, OBP2 and OBP3 were

shown to cluster phylogenetically with the two Z. nevadensis PBPs (Fig 2.5), in-

dicating the possible presence of multiple PBPs in female C. hookeri. We also

found C. hookeri OBP8 was nested in the Z. nevadensis GOBP19a clade (OBP5

- OBP8 with branches coloured by blue in Fig 2.5), suggesting that the protein is
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a general odorant binding protein.

Figure 2.5. Phylogenetic tree for C. hookeri and Z. nevadensis OBP protein se-
quences. The accession IDs of the sequences downloaded from GenBank that are
used for this phylogeny are in 1. The other Z. nevadensis OBP sequences from
the same species were obtained from the supplementary material of Terrapon et
al. (Terrapon et al., 2014). Pink and blue branches represent C. hookeri and Z.
nevadensis OBPs respectively. The bootstrap values larger than 50 are written
next to each branch. The potential PBP and GOBP groups from the two species
are circled with light pink and light blue respectively. The scale bar represents
branch lengths.

OBPs containing less than six conserved cysteines are referred to a subgroup named

non-classic Minus-C (Hekmat-Scafe et al., 2002). These proteins have been demon-

strated to exist in the genomes of a range of insect species, such as Ceratitis cap-

itata, D. melanogaster, Tenebrio molitor, and Anopheles gambiae, with functions

always inferred as non-olfaction due to the fact that the majority are actually
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more highly expressed in non-olfactory organs, such as male accessory gland and

salivary gland (Paesen and Happ, 1995; Thymlanou et al., 1998; Arcà et al., 1999).

As a member of Minus-C subgroup, C. hookeri OBP9 was highly abundant in the

male terminalia library (FPKM: 1,377.6), but its expression was also detected in

the female antenna (FPKM: 299.8), leg (FPKM: 15.4) and head and prothorax

(FPKM: 2.1), suggesting that this protein might be involved in multiple biologi-

cal processes. The predominant expression in the male accessory gland suggests

that OBP9 plays a role in sexual reproduction that is likely to improve offspring

survival. It has been reported that an OBP detected in the seminal fluid of He-

licoverpa armigera and H. assulta can be transferred to females through mating,

eventually being found on the surface of fertilised eggs (Sun et al., 2012). The

presence of this protein was suggested to favour the spreading of the eggs to al-

leviate cannibalism among larvae (Sun et al., 2012). Phylogenetic analysis shows

OBP9 is closely related to both the PBP and GOBP clades, suggesting potential

functions involved in the detection of pheromone components or general odorants

(Fig 2.5).

OBP5, OBP6, and OBP7, found to be adjacent to each other on one genomic scaf-

fold (scaffold1029; Dryad database: http://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/d-

ryad.p52sq), are present as paralogues forming a single clade in the phylogeny

(Fig 2.5). Their high sequence similarity (83-89% amino acid similarity) may lead

to spurious estimates of the expression level based on RNA-Seq methods because

it is possible that the reads derived from one of the genes could have aligned with

one of the other two. However, all of these genes appear to be transcribed at much

lower levels than most of the other OBPs. OBP5 and OBP6 show expression in

the head and prothorax library (FPKM: 24.3 and 63.5) and OBP6 may also be ex-

pressed in antennae (FPKM: 8.2) and leg (10.6), whereas OBP4 was only detected

with a small number of transcripts from the leg library (FPKM: 6.7). Phylogenetic

analysis also shows these three proteins form a single clade more closely related to

Z. nevadensis OBP12, OBP13 and OBP15. It is unknown which type of molecules

these OBPs might be able to detect, but their recent duplication indicates they

may underlie key adaptive events in the evolution of C. hookeri. However, low

expression raises the possibility that all or some of these genes are non-functional,

such as pseudogenes.

All of the identified CSPs were found to be present, but not over-represented in
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the antennae, except for CSP3, indicating they may also function as general car-

riers across multiple tissue types. CSP6 was over-expressed in male terminalia

(FPKM: 83.1), indicating that it potentially plays a role in sexual reproduction,

while CSP10 was over-expressed in midgut (FPKM: 9729.6), most likely function-

ing as a carrier in digestion.

2.4.5.2 OR, IR, SNMP, and GR

ORs and IRs present on the dendrites of olfactory sensory neurons detect a range

of odorants shuttled by OBPs and CSPs from the environment, the activation

of which leads to ion channel activation and receptor neuron depolarization (Sato

et al., 2008; Smart et al., 2008; Rytz et al., 2013). Of the 16 ORs, four (OR2, OR5,

OR11 and OR16 ) are likely to encode full-length proteins. OR16 is annotated

as an odorant receptor co-receptor (ORCO), a highly conserved receptor across

insects that is required for ion channel function and dendritic localisation of other

ORs (Larsson et al., 2004). Timema cristinae ORCO was identified by performing

blast searches using C. hookeri amino acid sequence against the genome (down-

loaded from http://nosil-lab.group.shef.ac.uk/?page id=25). A phylogenetic tree

of ORCO amino acid sequences shows C. hookeri is nested within Phasmatodea,

grouping with another phasmid P. siccifolium, which in turn is closely related

to Orthoptera (Fig 2.6). The branch leading to C. hookeri and P. siccifolium is

considerably longer than the other branches, suggesting an accelerated rate of evo-

lution. However, a branch selection test implemented in CODEML (from PAML

(v4.8) (Yang, 2007)) did not show evidence of positive selection on this branch

(p = 1). The C. hookeri IRs have higher sequence similarity to homologous IRs

identified in Z. nevadensis compared to the homologous ORs identified in the two

genomes (e-values in Table 2.5). This finding suggests the ORs likely evolve faster

than the IRs in phasmids. Apart from five IRs likely to encode full-length proteins,

the others only contain partial coding sequences.
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Figure 2.6. The coloured vertical bars indicate the sequence clades corresponding
to the insect orders. The subclade branches containing P. siccifolium and C.
hookeri are in bold. Scale bar represents branch length. The accession IDs of the
sequences used are in Appendix table 2.
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Table 2.5. Summary of C. hookeri putative OR, IR, GR and SNMP transcripts.

Category Transcript ID Name Length (bp) Length (aa) Hit Accession E-value
OR Chv1SOAPK35 0009687 OR1* 532 168 XP 001120660 1.23E-10

Chv1VELVK29 0021980 OR2 1567 448 KDR14144 2.16E-21
Chv1VELVK29 0015825 OR3* 630 134 EFN78840 2.96E-14
Chv1VELVK29 0033146 OR4* 404 106 XP 008207129 1.04E-07
Chv1VELVK35 0019903 OR5Φ 1722 452 XP 011166508 1.77E-14
Chv1VELVK45 0034664 OR6* 594 151 AII01061 4.16E-24
Chv1VELVK21 0035864 OR7*Φ 1072 292 BAG12817 1.99E-14
Chv1VELVK21 0058449 OR8*Φ 2466 388 KDR17467 1.56E-17
Chv1VELVK21 0062558 OR9*Φ 951 259 KDR14144 1.65E-21
Chv1VELVK21 0073095 OR10* 719 193 KDR14144 9.37E-20
Chv1VELVK21 0077746 OR11Φ 1533 424 KDR14144 9.20E-16
Chv1VELVK21 0088043 OR12* 993 291 KDR11214 8.44E-18
Chv1VELVK25 0038317 OR13* 941 226 KDR16425 2.03E-21
Chv1VELVK35 0042637 OR14* 880 233 AEE62637 9.90E-21
Chv1VELVK25 0067528 OR15* 573 146 KDR14144 4.20E-21
Chv1VELVK21 0029367 OR16Φ 3087 477 KDR12002 3.11E-180

IR Chv1SOAPK25 0135053 IR1* 538 178 AFC91761 4.29E-44
Chv1VELVK21 0063588 IR2*Φ 1092 309 AII01119 1.19E-76
Chv1VELVK25 0038786 IR3* 618 205 AHA80144 3.05E-47
Chv1VELVK21 0041817 IR4*Φ 2156 606 AHA80144 0
Chv1VELVK21 0061997 IR5 1992 644 XP 004932732 9.08E-179
Chv1VELVK21 0029672 IR6* 937 281 XP 001655464 4.70E-99
Chv1VELVK25 0009676 IR7 2419 446 XP 001661131 6.39E-23
Chv1VELVK65 0046897 IR8 2731 838 XP 008201635 0
Chv1VELVK21 0053197 IR9*Φ 2216 618 KDR23344 9.30E-151
Chv1VELVK21 0109764 IR10* 722 234 KDR23343 6.40E-53
Chv1VELVK25 0018305 IR11* 3370 386 XP 002431127 1.97E-101
Chv1VELVK25 0043548 IR12*Φ 3173 299 KDR23344 3.19E-51
Chv1VELVK55 0002278 IR13 2316 614 KDR16875 2.17E-41
Chv1VELVK21 0047941 IR14Φ 2810 639 KDR14986 1.26E-163
Chv1VELVK21 0052279 IR15Φ 2262 598 KDR23343 6.69E-142
Chv1VELVK21 0091436 IR16* 1720 515 KDR24341 6.42E-176
Chv1VELVK45 0004605 IR17*Φ 1357 335 KDR22647 2.09E-64

GR Chv1SOAPK35 0133587 GR* 434 108 KDR10758 5.16E-14
SNMP Chv1VELVK55 0003575 SNMP 5437 691 XP 011195945 4.55E-89

Transcript abundance analysis showed six ORs (OR5, OR7, OR8, OR9, OR11 and

OR16 ) and seven IRs (IR2, IR4, IR9, IR12, IR14, IR15 and IR17 ) were over-

represented in the antennae library, with expression levels significantly lower than

the OBPs and CSPs. Except for the antennae, short reads that were aligned to the

putative OR transcripts and most of the IR transcripts from the other four tissue

libraries were rare, indicating the main function of the proteins encoded by these

transcripts is olfactory reception. IR11 and IR13 were shown to be expressed

in all tissue libraries indicating they are likely to be involved in multiple roles.

IR6 and IR7 were over-expressed in head and prothorax and male terminalia,

respectively.

In addition to the two major receptor families described above that are essential
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for olfaction, other proteins such as sensory neuron membrane protein (SNMP)

and GR may also play a role. SNMP is suggested to act in concert with ORs to

capture pheromone molecules in D. melanogaster and the moth Heliothis virescens

(Xu et al., 2005; Große-Wilde et al., 2007; Kurtovic et al., 2007), while GR is

known to be associated with taste (Montell, 2009). A complete C. hookeri SNMP

(Table 2.5) encoding 691 amino acids was identified, which had pairwise similarities

of 24.7% and 25.4% with the two moth SNMPs, respectively. The expression of

this C. hookeri SNMP was observed in all tissues, with the most transcripts coming

from the midgut (FPKM: 65.9). A partial C. hookeri GR transcript encoding 108

amino acids with the highest scoring blast alignment (non-hypothetical protein)

of a Pediculus humanus corporis GR (GenBank:XP 002426236; e-value=2.73e-14)

was also identified Table 2.5.

The numbers of putative C. hookeri OR, IR and GR are comparable to the reper-

toire of these gene families in P. siccifolium (Missbach et al., 2014), with slightly

higher numbers of OR and IR occurring in C. hookeri. It is possible that OR

and IR have undergone multiple gene duplications in C. hookeri ; however, in the

absence of a complete genome sequence, it is difficult to determine if we have ob-

tained the total number of family members. Also, the C. hookeri transcriptome

assembly only contains transcripts derived from female antennae, while potential

male-biased ORs and IRs, such as OR7 and OR6 in E. postvittana (Corcoran

et al., 2015), may be missing. Finally, sequencing to a greater depth may identify

further ORs.

In summary, the antennae showed expression of the majority of expected olfac-

tory proteins. The total number of identified C. hookeri olfactory genes from our

transcriptome are generally lower than the number of genes identified from the

genomes of Locusta migratoria, Acyrthosiphon pisum, T. castaneum, and Bombyx

mori (Fig 4a from (Wang et al., 2014)). Only IRs are more numerous than the

number present in L. migratoria and A. pisum.
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2.4.6 Digestive enzymes

2.4.6.1 Endogenous cellulase

Sequencing the C. hookeri midgut transcriptome enables us to examine its digestive

enzymes, especially GH9 endogenous cellulase, which has previously been found

to have undergone gene copy expansion (Shelomi et al., 2014a) and have divergent

functions in phasmids, such as being capable of breaking down xylan, xyloglucan,

and/or glucomannan (Shelomi et al., 2016b). The first insect gene from GH9,

also called endo-beta-1,4-glucanase (EG), was initially found in a termite, and

is now believed to have existed in the ancestor of all metazoans (Davison and

Blaxter, 2005; Watanabe et al., 1998). High GH9 activity in the anterior midgut

of stick insects has been recently confirmed in both E. calcarata and Entoria

okinawaensis (Shelomi et al., 2014b), while the prediction of two to seven cellulase

transcripts from the midgut transcriptomes of six phasmid species, respectively,

indicate the presence of multiple gene copies in Phasmatodea genomes (Shelomi

et al., 2014a).

We identified five putative C. hookeri EG transcripts, named EG1 to EG5, with

similarity to the termite and cockroach EG proteins (percentage amino acid iden-

tity between 56.5% and 66.6%). These transcripts contain Pfam GH9 protein do-

mains and show moderately high similarity (>57%) to known EG coding sequences

on Genbank (nt). A comparison between these transcripts and the preliminary

C. hookeri genome assembly indicates all the putative EG proteins are encoded

from five gene copies. As expected, these cellulase genes show over-expression in

the female midgut, suggesting they function in C. hookeri intestinal digestion and

most likely, like other phasmids, play a role in degrading multiple plant cell wall

components into sugar monomers (Shelomi et al., 2016b).

Surprisingly, we also found four additional cellulase copies encoding full-length

protein sequences present on the same genomic scaffold that contains EG2, EG4

and EG5 (Table 2.6). Three of these, EG6, EG7, and EG8, show pairwise amino

acid identities between 84% and 92%, significantly higher than those between any

two of the other putative EGs, indicating a recent duplication. The protein se-

quence of the other gene, EG9, had 80.4% identity to EG2. Homology searches

using these EG coding sequences against both C. hookeri raw and final transcrip-
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tome assemblies did not yield any similar hits, indicating they were most likely

absent from the transcriptome data. There are several possibilities that might lead

to the absence of these EGs in our C. hookeri midgut transcriptome. First, the

genes are silenced or transcribed at extremely low levels and could not be cap-

tured by RNA-Seq with the sequencing depth conducted by our study. Second,

the construction of an RNA-Seq library may introduce library bias that leads to

the false negatives. Third, the genes may be transcribed in different tissues of

the body rather than midgut. It is also possible that some of them are pseudo-

genes, thereby lacking expression. Overall, we conclude that there are at least nine

cellulase gene duplicates of ORFs present within the C. hookeri genome, with a

minimum of five expressed in the midgut of female adults (Table 2.6 and Fig 2.7).

This estimated copy number of GH9 cellulases is higher than the total number

of its transcripts/genes detected from other insect lineages (Shelomi et al., 2014a;

Davison and Blaxter, 2005; Calderón-Cortés et al., 2012), indicating a complex

evolutionary history of GH9 in stick insects.

Table 2.6. Summary of C. hookeri and T. cristinae putative GH9 genes.

Transcript ID or Genomic position Name Length (bp) Length (aa) Hit Accession E-value
Chv1VELVK35 0068512 ChooEG1*Φ 1344 448 BAA34050 0
Chv1VELVK29 0092141 ChooEG2*Φ 1347 449 CAD54729 0
Chv1VELVK21 0117909 ChooEG3Φ 1347 449 AFD33365 0
Chv1VELVK21 0101553 ChooEG4Φ 1353 451 AAF80584 0
Chv1VELVK21 0022349 ChooEG5*Φ 945 315 CAD54729 1.55E-166
Scaffold1797 (8 exons: 75383-57750 bp) ChooEG6 1353 451 CAD54729 0
Scaffold1797 (8 exons: 111023-85577 bp) ChooEG7 1311 437 CAD54728 0
Scaffold1797 (9 exons: 157301-132988 bp) ChooEG8 1317 439 CAD54728 0
Scaffold1797 (8 exons: 280626-265133 bp) ChooEG9 1356 452 CAD54729 0
Scaffold24 (8 exons: 453210-441732 bp) TcriEG1* 1185 395 CAD54730 9.82E-166
Scaffold24 (9 exons: 468621-458748 bp) TcriEG2* 1311 437 CAD54730 0
Scaffold24 (9 exons: 481252-473897 bp) TcriEG3 1353 451 AAF80584 0
Scaffold24 (9 exons: 489799-500978 bp) TcriEG4 1347 449 CAD54728 0
Scaffold551 (299934-288976 bp) TcriEG5* 381 127 XP 002426465 44E-50
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Figure 2.7. Amino acid alignments of predicted C. hookeri and T. cristinae EGs.
The conserved regions are highlighted with colours.

EG sequences of the stick insect T. cristinae, sister group to all other phasmids,

were identified by the use of the C. hookeri amino acid sequences to search against

the T. cristinae genome. Four EGs were found from one scaffold and an additional

partial sequence was detected on a different genomic sequence, bringing the total

of T. cristinae EGs to five (Table 2.6). Compared with nine C. hookeri gene

copies, this suggests that there has been a dramatic GH9 family expansion during

the evolution of phasmids.

Symbiont-independent degradation of cellulose in phasmids could have selected for

gene duplications within the endogenous cellulase gene family. It has been sug-

gested that phasmid digestion is most likely to be symbiont-independent, although

molecular evidence for this is restricted to the species of R. artemis and P. schultei

(Shelomi et al., 2013; Cazemier et al., 1997). Without the assistance of symbionts,

stick insects must maintain the ability to digest cellulose independently, such as

secreting their own cellulase to break down plant cell walls, and this digestive effi-

ciency might have increased through evolving more gene copies. Having additional

copies of GH9 cellulase genes may increase dosage and overall expression of these

genes and enhance the efficiency of cellulose digestion without relying on enzymes

produced by symbionts. Additionally, duplicated gene copies could have evolved
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to acquire additional functions to facilitate the digestion of other polysaccharides

or oligosaccharides present in plant cell walls. On the other hand, it is also possible

that some of the duplicated cellulase genes have evolved different functions and

are expressed in other tissues or organs (Koenig and Weigel, 2015).

To investigate evolutionary relationships among C. hookeri GH9 genes and their

orthologues, a maximum likelihood phylogeny was built from coding sequences

(CDS) collected from a variety of insect species (Fig 2.8). The phylogenetic tree

shows C. hookeri cellulases are closely related to those derived from other phas-

mids. The stick insect and cricket clade is nested within the cockroach clade, which

is sister to a large clade containing predominantly termite sequences. In addition,

phasmid sequences exhibit greater divergence among one another compared with

those present in any termite and most cockroaches. Their gene duplication events

occurred much earlier in the evolution of the stick insects comparing with the

termite and the majority of the cockroach clades, and might be even earlier than

the divergence of Phasmatodea from other insects because the cricket (Teleogryllus

emma) sequence is nested within the phasmid clade. The nine C. hookeri EGs

fall into four sub-clades, with each of them rooted by at least one T. cristinae se-

quence, except for clade I. We did not include T. cristinae EG5 in the phylogeny

because the identified sequence was only about one third of the length of other

full-length sequences. However, preliminary analysis suggests this gene is likely to

be clustered into clade IV. Clade I contains C. hookeri EG5 as sister to the rest

of clades and clade II is sister to clades III and IV. Except for clade I, each of the

other clades contains two to three C. hookeri duplicates, whereas only clade IV

contains at least two T. cristinae EG paralogues, which likely duplicated after the

divergence of T. cristinae from the rest of phasmids. Clade III contains two C.

hookeri EG paralogues (EG7 and EG8) which likely duplicated in the C. hookeri

lineage. Those C. hookeri EGs that were not detected with expression in midgut

all fall into the clade III, with the exception of EG9, which falls into a sub-clade

of the clade II. The future discovery of more cellulase gene copies from other stick

insects may reshape this phylogeny and reveal a different pattern of gene family

evolution.
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Figure 2.8. Phylogenetic tree of GH9. Maximum likelihood tree for insect de-
rived GH9 family nucleotide sequences. Nodes are annotated with species and
GH9 paralogue numbers that were either obtained from NCBI or given in this
study. Species belonging to Phasmatodea and Orthoptera clade, Isoptera clade
and Blattodea clade are coloured with backgrounds in light green, yellow and pur-
ple respectively. The branch labels of C. hookeri, T. cristinae and Teleogryllus
emma sequences are in red, blue and green respectively. Dashed box highlights
the two C. hookeri specific cellulase lineages. The four C. hookeri cellulases iden-
tified from the genome assembly are marked with ‘∗’. Numbers above branches are
bootstrap proportions and values above 50 are shown. Scale bar represents branch
lengths. The accession IDs of the sequences that are used for this phylogeny are
in Appendix table 3.
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The EG transcripts identified from the study of six phasmid midgut transcriptomes

(Shelomi et al., 2014a), together with the nine and five genes identified from C.

hookeri and T. cristinae in this study suggest gene gain or loss events are common

occurrence during phasmid evolution. However, the absence of complete genomes

makes it difficult to fully address this question. Further studies to characterise

the expression patterns of all nine cellulases in C. hookeri, and confirmation of the

cellulase gene copy number within other stick insect lineages may shed light on

the evolutionary history of this essential plant cell wall digestive enzyme system

in phasmids.

2.4.6.2 Other enzymes

Consistent with the findings from other stick insect species (Shelomi et al., 2014a),

pectinase transcripts (GH28) with the highest scoring blast alignment of γ-proteob-

acteria sequences were also present in the C. hookeri midgut library. These en-

zymes hydrolyse glycosidic bonds in pectin and are essential to plant pathogenic

and saprotrophic fungi (Sprockett et al., 2011). It has been found that, similar

to beetle pectinases (Kirsch et al., 2014), pectinase transcripts present in phasmid

midgut transcriptomes are endogenic and stick insects have obtained the genes

through horizontal transfer from bacteria (Shelomi et al., 2016a). Comparison

between the pectinase transcripts and the C. hookeri genome assembly reveals at

least three genomic scaffolds (scaffold7807, scaffold1326 and scaffold5845) harbour

pectinase-like genes (results not shown). However, none of these genes contains

an intron to support the contention that these genes are true genome integra-

tions. Nonetheless, two of these scaffolds (scaffold1326 and scaffold5845) harbour

genes annotated to Arthropoda proteins, including those having the highest scor-

ing blast alignments to the proteins of the species Z. nevadensis, Solenopsis invicta,

Haplopelma schmidti, Tribolium castaneum, and Megachile rotundata. This may

indicate that the C. hookeri pectinase genes are indeed endogenous. Future work

involving sequencing of genomic regions containing a predicted pectinase gene con-

tiguous with another C. hookeri gene will rule out potential mis-assemblies and

confirm this finding.

The midgut over-represented transcripts also included glycosidases belonging to

other gene families, such as β-galactosidase, chitinase, β-hexosaminidase sub-
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unit beta and glucosylceramidase, α-L-fucosidase, mannosyl-oligosaccharide1, 2-α-

mannosidase, maltase, and trehalase. The expression of chitinase indicates that C.

hookeri may have the ability to recycle chitinous cell walls of fungi as carbohydrate

and nitrogen resources, similar to the wood-feeding beetle A. glabripennis (Scully

et al., 2013). Furthermore, the midgut over-expressed maltase, which hydrolyses

maltose to the simple sugar glucose, and, together with the presence of an amylase

in the transcriptome raises the prospect that C. hookeri is likely to be able to use

starch as an energy source.

2.4.7 Seminal fluid proteins

Insect seminal fluid proteins (SFPs) are a group of secreted proteins produced from

male reproductive tract tissues, predominantly accessory glands, and stored in the

accessory gland lumen until required. These proteins are particularly interesting

for the study of sexual reproduction because they are essential to male reproduc-

tive success and their rapid evolution likely contributes to speciation (Swanson

and Vacquier, 2002; Panhuis et al., 2006). The specific functions of these proteins

is that they are transferred to females with sperm during mating and are then in-

volved in regulating female reproductive functions, such as inducing antimicrobial

activities, increasing ovulation and egg-laying rate, and reducing the likelihood of

re-mating (Avila et al., 2011). Hitherto, proteins identified from insect seminal

fluids include proteases and protease inhibitors, lipases, oxidative stress proteins,

immune proteins and cell adhesion-related proteins (Walker et al., 2006; Sonen-

shine et al., 2011; Boes et al., 2014), but none of which have been investigated in

phasmids to date.

From the transcripts that were over-represented in the library of C. hookeri male

terminalia, we predicted 711 candidate SFP transcripts by searching for signal

peptides and their protein localisations in the plasma membrane or extracellu-

larly. Of these, 140 had no Blast hits, indicating they might be novel proteins or

proteins highly diverged in phasmids. There are a total of 28 C. hookeri tran-

scripts classified with GO terms of peptidase activity and peptidase regulator

activity, two groups of proteins that are believed to be essential and regulate re-

production through proteolytic cascades (LaFlamme et al., 2012). The predicted

members of 22 proteases/peptidases included serine protease (including trypsin),
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furin protease, carboxypeptidase, γ-glutamyl transpeptidase, membrane metallo-

endopeptidase, signal peptidase complex subunit 2, angiotensin converting enzyme

(ACE) and thrombospondin type-1, and six protease inhibitors (Table 2.7).

Table 2.7. Summary of terminalia-enriched proteases or peptidases and protease
inhibitors.

Name Transcripts ID Length (bp) Length (aa) FPKM Hit Accession E-value
Serine protease Chv1VELVK55 0057832 1971 261 216.5 XP 001121121 2.85E-55

Chv1VELVK35 0071739 1241 203 6.88 XP 001121121 6.22E-42
Chv1VELVK45 0064057 1240 260 21.16 XP 317172 7.24E-57
Chv1VELVK29 0052877 2167 285 22.71 ACX54054 9.2E-110

Aminopeptidase Chv1VELVK21 0040553 1990 548 122.9 KDR21177 0
Chv1VELVK25 0028117 1644 359 3.23 KDR21177 5.02E-81
Chv1VELVK25 0028115 1901 514 9.1 KDR21177 1.8E-168

MME Chv1VELVK55 0007423 2731 765 108.49 KDR18716 0
Chv1VELVK21 0124071 3503 797 5.7 KDR09552 0

GGT Chv1VELVK21 0017697 2375 695 3.12 XP 974407 0
Chv1VELVK85 0006040 1907 580 189.19 KDR15762 0
Chv1VELVK75 0011772 1948 597 85.17 KDR15762 0
Chv1VELVK25 0015659 3680 942 0.51 KDR18594 0
Chv1VELVK21 0024934 2697 252 2.95 KDR15762 1.7E-125
Chv1VELVK21 0024932 6370 235 5.56 KDR15762 1.06E-84

FURIN Chv1VELVK45 0035041 2290 632 1.23 XP 008545163 2.44E-07
Chv1VELVK21 0083474 4574 1029 1.29 XP 002422846 3.05E-41

Carboxypeptidase Chv1VELVK21 0032458 2769 547 22.71 KDR18068 0
Chv1VELVK65 0051556 1517 445 1365.21 AEI58649 9.4E-105
Chv1VELVK65 0051554 1208 342 24.07 AFZ78840 9.3E-07
Chv1VELVK55 0060004 1363 339 95.56 AEI58657 9.23E-63

SPCS2 Chv1VELVK65 0011192 963 193 251.15 KDR10695 5.6E-115
Protease inhibitor Chv1SOAPK55 0010469 414 99 1441.73 XP 005304994 2.32E-09
Serpin Chv1VELVK65 0051330 1791 387 104.68 KDR09404 1.73E-48

Chv1VELVK65 0051329 1605 325 49.43 KDR09404 1.84E-19
Chv1VELVK55 0006994 1300 410 67.27 KDR09404 6.16E-69
Chv1VELVK35 0011937 1165 323 19.7 KDR09404 1.62E-56
Chv1VELVK75 0000424 1586 407 102.13 KDR19769 6.1E-99

In D. melanogaster, most seminal fluid proteases are serine proteases, which break

down proteins into smaller peptides by cutting the protein serine-protease cleavage

sites (LaFlamme et al., 2012). Serine proteases are required for the localisation of

the sex peptide (SP) to regulate sperm storage parameters in D. melanogaster, one

of which was inferred to act upstream of an astacin protease to process SFPs in-

volved in ovulation and sperm entry into storage (LaFlamme et al., 2012; Ram and

Wolfner, 2009). Trypsin is also a significant factor involved in releasing the mature

or activated SPs in the hemolymph of females, and the mature forms of SPs con-

tribute to both short-term and long-term post-mating responses such as inducing

egg-laying and inhibition of receptivity (Pilpel et al., 2008). Carboxypeptidases

hydrolyse the carboxy-terminal of a peptide bond, and together with serine pro-

teases, they are thought to be important in spermiogenesis and possibly post-coital

stimulation of females (Sonenshine et al., 2011). The presence of ACE in seminal
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fluids is also essential as feeding ACE inhibitors to a male Anopheles stephensi

resulted in a reduced egg-laying rate of its mate (Sirot et al., 2008). In addition,

these proteases are mostly regulated by protease inhibitors that specifically tar-

get the recipients to avoid causing damage to normal cells or tissues (Lung et al.,

2002).

We also found other C. hookeri transcripts annotated as proteins that have been

reported to be essential in spermiogenesis and/or regulating of female reproductive

function. Three transcripts were annotated as serine/threonine-protease kinases,

which are believed to be functionally involved in sperm capacitation in humans

(Naz, 1999) and the recognition of sperm chromatin during spermiogenesis in ver-

tebrates (Sabeur et al., 2008). The abundance of serine/threonine-protease kinases

in the testis-vas deferens and male accessory glands but not in the spermatophore

of Dermacentor variabilis (tick) suggests they are likely to execute a similar func-

tion in insects (Sonenshine et al., 2011). We also found a transcript annotated

as transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein that might be involved in

ovulation. In D. melanogaster, a similar protein is present in both the central

nervous system and vitellogenic egg chambers and is believed to regulate female

ovulation through the sex-determination hierarchy to control female egg-laying be-

haviour (Carney and Taylor, 2003). In addition, transcripts annotated as lipases

were also present, whose activity was detected in Drosophila male accessory glands

and transferred into female bodies during copulation, providing energy to sperms

through hydrolysing triglycerides (Smith et al., 1994).

In summary, male C. hookeri produces similar SFPs when compared with other

insects. However, there are numerous transcripts lacking Blast hits, indicating the

presence of novel proteins. These proteins, together with those SFPs classified

above, provide large resource for the study of sexual reproduction, speciation and

parthenogenesis in the New Zealand stick insects.

2.5 Conclusion

We report the transcriptome of the stick insect C. hookeri. The assembly com-

prising RNA-Seq reads sequenced from female antennae, head and prothorax, leg,

midgut and male terminalia, was assessed to include a broad representation of
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expressed genes, and provides a comprehensive resource for analysing genes of

interest for this species.

In the mining of gene families involved in olfaction, we conclude that C. hook-

eri has a fully developed repertoire of olfactory gene families. The majority of

these olfactory genes are over-expressed in the olfactory organ of female antennae.

Some are enriched in male terminalia (OBP9, CSP6 and IR7 ) and female midgut

(CSP10 ), suggesting their roles in sexual reproduction and digestion. Highly abun-

dant PBPs in female antennae, in contrast to their usual function for male insects

to detect mates at long range, may be useful for females to detect pheromones re-

leased from other females in order to space themselves out in the environment. In

addition, recent gene duplications among three olfactory binding proteins (OBP4,

OBP5 and OBP6 ) may underlie key adaptive events during sensory evolution in

C. hookeri.

Identification of the members belonging to GH9 reveals a total of nine gene dupli-

cates in C. hookeri. Comparison with five gene copies detected from the divergent

phasmid T. cristinae, suggests there has been a dramatic cellulase gene family

expansion during the evolution of phasmids. The increased copy number of GH9

likely allows this insect to endogenously degrade cellulose without assistance from

symbionts and some of them may be able to break down xylan, xyloglucan, and/or

glucomannan as has been observed in several other stick insects (Shelomi et al.,

2016b). However, some of these duplicates might also have evolved new roles

rather than digesting plant cell walls as they were not detected in the midgut. We

also identified C. hookeri pectinase sequences from the transcriptome, belonging

to the GH28 family, the group of enzymes that were recently demonstrated to have

transferred from bacteria to stick insects (Shelomi et al., 2016a). However, these

enzymes are most likely to be endogenic in C. hookeri, because the genes encoding

them are present in the genome and the two genomic scaffolds containing these

genes also harbour other insect genes.

Our identification of accessory gland proteins in C. hookeri represents the first

molecular genetic investigation of sexual reproduction in the phasmids. The male

terminalia containing predominantly accessory glands were enriched with SFPs.

The predicted transcripts of protease/peptidase and protease inhibitors that are

over-expressed in male terminalia suggest they are essential to sexual reproduction,

and most likely regulate processes through proteolytic cascades based on findings
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from D. melanogaster (LaFlamme et al., 2012). Many putative SFPs lacking

Blast matches indicate at least some of them are either novel proteins or highly

diverged.

In conclusion, our C. hookeri transcriptome reference, together with identified gene

families, provides a comprehensive resource for studying the evolution of olfaction,

digestion and sexual reproduction in phasmids. The duplication events in olfactory

binding and cellulase genes in C. hookeri may underlie key adaptive events in the

evolution of the stick insects.
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3.1 Chapter Summary

Stick insect (Phasmatodea) species often display obligate and facultative partheno-

genesis, yet the molecular basis underlying this reproductive flexibility is unknown.

Meiotic gene duplications frequently occur in the genomes of cyclical partheno-

genetic organisms, some of which are thought to facilitate a switch in reproductive

mode. To determine whether gene duplications are also present in the stick in-

sect genome, we constructed a de novo transcriptome assembly from Clitarchus

hookeri female and male gonads using RNA-Seq. We annotated 97 meiotic genes

that are present in virtually all sexually-reproducing organisms and identify gene

duplications. The annotated genes were categorised into sex-biased and meiosis-

specific groups by estimating gene expression levels from the gonadal and leg tran-

scriptomes. In addition to genes involved in recombination, that commonly have

meiosis-specific expression, genes associated with DNA replication, sister chro-

matid cohesion (SCC), RNA silencing and cell cycle regulation also contained

meiosis-specific members. Nearly half of the genes showing gonad-specific expres-

sion were also inferred as sex-biased, most of which were male-biased. Notably,

we found seven genes with single duplications that have not or are rarely detected

in other insects. To determine whether these duplication events occurred within

Phasmatodea, we also annotated these meiotic genes from a previously published

genome assembly of the stick insect Timema cristinae, sister taxon to all other

stick insects (Euphasmatodea). Phylogenetic reconstruction showed two SCC-

associated genes with duplication events likely occurring before the differentiation

of the Polyneoptera, and absent in other insects. The other five genes were dupli-

cated after C. hookeri diverged from T. cristinae and include two SCC-associated,

a synapsis involved, an RNA silencing mediated and a cell cycle regulation gene.

Interestingly, in C. hookeri, the two copies of the same gene exhibited different ex-

pression preferences in terms of expression breath and sex, and at least one copy of

each gene was found to have sex-biased and/or meiosis-specific expression. Those

sex-biased copies tended to correlate with meiosis-specific expression and had more

diverged protein sequences than their unbiased paralogues. In conclusion, all of the

duplicated genes had at least one copy inferred as evolving specifically for meio-

sis or predominantly for one sex, suggesting that stick insects may have evolved

novel functions during gamete production, and that these evolutionary changes

may underpin reproductive flexibility.
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3.2 Introduction

Sexual reproduction is the predominant reproductive strategy in animals, yet asex-

ual reproduction also exists in many lineages (Williams, 1975; Bell, 1982). Asexu-

ality has a profound advantage, which is to produce twice the number of progeny

than sexual lineages and asexual species have the ability to more rapidly colonise a

new habitat (Williams, 1975; Smith and Maynard-Smith, 1978; Bell, 1982). How-

ever, a significant cost is the reduction in population genetic diversity resulting

from genetically cloned or similar offspring (Bell, 1982; Schön et al., 2009). There-

fore, asexual lineages are considered to be mostly short-lived in evolutionary terms

(Kondrashov, 1993). Parthenogenesis is a form of asexuality where unfertilised

eggs develop into embryos and is frequently observed in some invertebrates, such

as insects and crustaceans, and a few vertebrates, such as fish and amphibians

(Bell, 1982). Derived from sexual reproduction, the causes and consequences of

parthenogenesis varies greatly among species. Asexuality can result from hybridi-

sation, infection from intracellular bacteria or spontaneous transition from sex-

uality, or from other genetic disturbances, such as single or multiple mutations

(Lokki and Saura, 1980; Fuyama, 1986; Bullini and Nascetti, 1990; Stouthamer

et al., 1993; Schwander and Crespi, 2009). Asexual lineages can be characterised

by polyploidisation, incomplete meiosis and low or fixed high heterozygosity (Bell,

1982; Lundmark, 2006; Kearney, 2005).

Meiosis is a process essential to organisms that reproduce sexually. Compared

with mitosis, it features a reductional division characterised by the segregation

of homologous chromosomes with synapsis and crossing over (Moens, 2012). In

the production of parthenogenetic zygotes, sexual meiosis can be either altered

or present but with products modified to ensure the offspring carry a somatic

karyotype. Specifically, meiosis can be replaced by a DNA extrasynthesis during

prophase I of the first division forming tetrachromatidic chromosomes followed

by two divisions to reach the somatic chromosome number (apomixis), or com-

bined with a step of two sister oocyte fusion after the first meiosis-like division

(automixis) (Pijnacker, 1966; Marescalchi et al., 1991, 1993). The recombination

mechinery may be present as in normal meiosis or greatly suppressed (Schurko

et al., 2009; Stenberg and Saura, 2013). However, to achieve these cytological

modifications, a species must have evolved the necessary molecular changes, which
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are likely to be novel functions gained from gene duplication as well as changes in

gene expression.

Gene family expansion and diversification have long been regarded as sources of

evolutionary novelties (Lynch and Conery, 2000; Ohno, 2013; Magadum et al.,

2013). Duplication of genes may arise from genetic errors during recombina-

tion and DNA repair processes, retrotransposition and whole-genome duplication

(Zhang, 2003). Most of the resulting duplicates lose function and become dete-

riorated. However, some may be maintained and ultimately gain new functions,

replace some of the functions of other genes, or contribute to dosage composi-

tion (Zhang, 2003). It has been hypothesised that the duplication of meiotic

genes may provide an additional control to regulate the reproductive switch in

cyclical parthenogenetic species (Srinivasan et al., 2010; Hanson et al., 2013a).

These species switch reproductive modes when trigged by the season or environ-

mental conditions, generating asexual forms through apomixis as part of the life

cycle (King and Serra, 1998; Simon et al., 2002; Decaestecker et al., 2009). Inter-

estingly, their genomes harbour excessive numbers of meiotic gene duplications,

suggesting extra-functional requirements likely to involve reproductive flexibility.

Notably, most of these duplications are within the genes involved in cell cycle

regulation. (Schurko et al., 2009; Srinivasan et al., 2010; Hanson et al., 2013a).

The gene copies of the WEE1 G2 Checkpoint Kinase (WEE1 ) and Cell Division

Cycle 20 (CDC20 ) from the pea aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum) and the rotifer (Bra-

chionus calyciflorus), respectively, exhibited down-regulation in the asexual forms

compared with sexuals. Thereby, suggesting additional cell cycle controls during

meiosis, and that suppression might alleviate meiotic arrests allowing partheno-

genesis to develop (Srinivasan et al., 2010; Hanson et al., 2013a). In addition,

the rotifer (B. calyciflorus and B. manjavacas) and water flea (Daphnia duplex )

genomes have also been observed to have duplicates of the genes associated with

sister chromatid cohesion (SMC1, SMC3, SMC6, REC8, SA and TIM ) and re-

combination (RECQ2 ). Some genes involved in RNA-silencing (PIWI and AGO)

and DNA replication (MCM7 ) were only detected with duplications in the rotifer

genomes (Schurko et al., 2009; Hanson et al., 2013a). However, whether these du-

plications are associated with a high incidence of parthenogenesis in other animals

is unknown.

The order Phasmatodea, more commonly known as stick insects, contains ap-
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proximately 3,000 species, among which ∼10% of the taxa are parthenogenetic

and scattered in different families (Scali, 2009). The females may reproduce by

complete or partial parthenogenesis, referred to as obligate or facultative partheno-

genesis, respectively (Pijnacker, 1966, 1967, 1969; Koch et al., 1972; Pijnacker and

Ferwerda, 1978; Marescalchi et al., 1991, 1993; Mantovani et al., 1999; Scali et al.,

2003; Schwander and Crespi, 2009; Buckley et al., 2010b; Myers et al., 2013; Alavi

et al., 2016). At the cytogenetic level, one observation thought to favour stick in-

sect parthenogenesis is that the unfertilised oocytes can organise the first division

of embryos without the donation of a centriole from sperm (Marescalchi et al.,

2002). However, compared with sexuals, parthenogenetic offspring still require

additional strategies to achieve a somatic chromosome number, which have been

found to vary largely among species, mainly resulting in apomixis, automixis or the

modification of meiotic products (Pijnacker, 1969; Marescalchi et al., 1991, 1993;

Alavi et al., 2016). However, the molecular basis that might confer the ability of

meiotic modification in stick insects is largely unknown.

In the New Zealand stick insect fauna, parthenogenesis is also commonly observed.

Clitarchus hookeri, Argosarchus horridus and Niveaphasma annulata are geograph-

ical parthenogens, while seven out of eight species from the Acanthoxyla genus re-

produce through obligate parthenogenesis (Salmon, 1991; Jewell and Brock, 2002;

Buckley et al., 2009b; O’Neill et al., 2009; Buckley et al., 2010b; Morgan-Richards

et al., 2010). Clitarchus hookeri, one of the most common New Zealand stick in-

sect species is a geographical parthenogen (Buckley et al., 2010b; Morgan-Richards

et al., 2010). Females from upper North Island and a few populations in the lower

North Island reproduce predominantly sexually and generate offspring with a rel-

atively equal number of sexes (Buckley et al., 2010b). In most of the lower North

Island and the entire South Island, only females have been observed, indicating

parthenogenesis dominates (Buckley et al., 2010b). This species therefore displays

reproductive flexibility.

In this study, we sequenced gonadal transcriptomes from female and male C. hook-

eri using RNA-Seq and identified 97 candidate meiotic genes that are present in

virtually all sexually-reproducing organisms. We particularly focused on the gene

duplications that are rare or absent in other insects. To determine whether these

duplications occurred within Phasmatodea, we also examined these meiotic genes

in the genome assembly of the stick insect Timema cristinae, sister taxon to all
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other stick insects (Euphasmatodea) (Whiting et al., 2003). Furthermore, we es-

timated gene expression breadth regarding leg and germline tissues and sex bias

in the C. hookeri candidate meiotic genes to test the hypothesis that duplications

have allowed new functions to evolve.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Sample collection, preparation and RNA sequenc-

ing

Biological replicates of three males and three females were collected from the same

population at Totara Park, Auckland, New Zealand (37◦ 0.111 S, 174◦ 55.039 E) in

2014 for gonadal transcriptome sequencing (Table 3.1). Female nymphs (3rd to 5th

instars) were collected and then reared until maturation to allow developmental

consistency of ovaries for comparison; while males were adults when collected, snap

frozen and stored at -80◦C directly. The nymphs were reared in separate culture

boxes, exposed to the room temperature with natural photoperiod in Auckland

(35◦ 52.300 S, 173◦ 49.290 E). They were fed Manuka (Leptospermum scoparium)

leaves, which were replaced every two days. After maturing, they were checked for

egg laying once every day. Each insect was then snap frozen and stored at -80◦C

following the first instance of egg laying. Female reproductive tract (approximately

18 to 20 ovarioles, early developing eggs and oviducts), and male testicle pairs were

dissected in ethanol (100%) for RNA extraction. Total RNA extraction and library

preparation were performed as described in section 2.3.2.1. The extractions were

barcoded and then pooled together for sequencing on one lane to generate 100 bp

PE reads at the New Zealand Genomics Limited (NZGL).

Table 3.1. Sample summary. ‘*’ indicates insects were nymphs when collected.

Sample ID Collection date Sex Tissue used
CLI755 11/02/14 M Testicle pair
CLI757 11/02/14 M Testicle pair
CLI760 11/02/14 M Testicle pair
CLI765* 11/02/14 F Reproductive tract
CLI767* 11/02/14 F Reproductive tract
CLI768* 11/02/14 F Reproductive tract
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3.3.2 De novo transcriptome assembly and quality assess-

ment

Raw reads were quality assessed with FastQC (Andrews et al., 2010) and then pre-

processed as follows: 1) eight bases from the 5’ end were trimmed using PRINSEQ

(v0.20.3) (Schmieder and Edwards, 2011); 2) reads containing ambiguous bases

(Ns) were filtered; 3) adapters and low quality ends (Phred<30) were trimmed

using cutadapt (v1.3) (Martin, 2011), and poly-A tails if present using PRINSEQ;

4) reads having lengths less than 50 bp and orphan reads (the remaining single

pairs) were discarded. Prior to assembly, the cleaned reads were also error cor-

rected using ‘ErrorCorrectReads.pl’ from ALLPATH-LG (v46436) (Gnerre et al.,

2011). The resulting reads were then subjected to the de novo assembly using

Trinity (v20140413) (Grabherr et al., 2011) with default options. The result-

ing transcript set was then cleaned of redundant sequences using CD-HIT-EST

(v3.1.1) (Fu et al., 2012) (sequence similarity cutoff: 95%). The final assembly

was then quality evaluated with Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs

(BUSCO: v2.0.1) (Simão et al., 2015) software, to detect the presence of a core

set of 1,066 highly conserved proteins (dataset: arthropoda odb9) encoded as sin-

gle copies from a wide range of Arthropoda genomes. All the transcripts were

searched for homology matches against the GenBank non-redundant (nr) protein

database (downloaded in October 2014) using Blastx (v2.2.28) (Altschul et al.,

1997) (e-value<1e−5).

3.3.3 Gene identification

Clitarchus hookeri candidate meiotic genes were initially identified by searching

protein homologues from other insects against the gonadal transcript set (TBLAS-

TN v2.2.31: evalue<10−5) (Altschul et al., 1997). The search set included meiotic

proteins from Daphia pulex (Schurko et al., 2009), Acyrthosiphon pisum (Srini-

vasan et al., 2010) and Nasonia vitripennis (Schurko et al., 2010). To further de-

termine gene identities, all the resulting C. hookeri transcript matches were used

as query sequences to search against the GenBank nr protein database (BLASTX:

evalue<10−5) and those without the matches to meiotic proteins were discarded.

The remaining transcripts had redundant sequences removed, followed by ORF
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determination with TransDecoder (from Trinity package). After importation into

Geneious (v7.1.7) (Kearse et al., 2012), the ORFs were translated into protein se-

quences and then featured domains predicted using InterProSan (v5.0) (Quevillon

et al., 2005). Those sequences with meiotic protein domains present were consid-

ered to be C. hookeri candidate meiotic genes. To exclude allelic transcripts, all

the candidates were searched against our unpublished C. hookeri de novo genome

assembly (Chapter 4).

Timema cristinae meiotic genes were identified from genomic scaffolds (Soria-

Carrasco et al., 2014) (downloaded from http://nosil-lab.group.shef.ac.uk/?page

id=25). The identified C. hookeri candidate meiotic genes were used as a search

set to Blast (TBLASTN, evalue<10−5) the T. cristinae genome assembly, followed

by a prediction of coding regions and amino acids with FGENESH+ (Solovyev,

2001). Protein sequences were then used as queries to search against nr to confirm

gene identities.

3.3.4 Phylogenetic reconstruction

The protein alignments were generated using MUSCLE with default options in

Geneious and then curated using Gblocks (Castresana, 2000). Rooted maximum

likelihood trees were constructed using PhyML (v2.0) (Guindon et al., 2009) with

the best-fit model selected by Prottest (v3.4) (Darriba et al., 2011) under the

Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) (Brooks, 1986; Posada and Buckley, 2004).

The bootstrap support for branching topology was calculated by non-parametric

bootstrap analysis (n = 500 bootstrap pseudoreplicates). EVOLVIEW (He et al.,

2016) was used to visualise the phylogenies.

3.3.5 Read quantification and differential expression anal-

ysis

Transcript quantification was carried out with RSEM (v1.2.11) (Li and Dewey,

2011). Short reads were mapped to the C. hookeri transcripts using RSEM-

implemented mapping program Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012b). Tran-

script abundances were measured by calculating maximum likelihood abundance
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with a credibility interval for the counts of each transcript. The resulting expected

count (ECS) is an estimate of the number of fragments that can be derived from

a gene, calculated by the Expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm from RSEM.

In this study, a meiotic transcript was inferred to have meiosis-specific expression

if ECS from the leg transcriptome was lower than 2 and the chance of them being

involved in mitosis was considered low. This ECS threshold was chosen according

to the number of reads mapped to the genes showing meiosis-specific functions in

model organisms, e.g., SPO11, MSH4 and MSH5 (Snowden et al., 2004; Keeney,

2007). Other genes with ECS from leg transcriptome between 3 and 5 were con-

sidered as predominantly involved in meiosis. Differential expression analyses were

performed in R (v3.1.1) (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) using the DESeq2 Biocon-

ductor package (Love et al., 2014). This program takes read counts to estimate

sample size factors, followed by estimating dispersions by expected mean values

from the maximum likelihood estimate of log2 fold changes, and finally fits the

model of a negative binomial distribution (Love et al., 2014). The transcripts with

an adjusted p value less than 0.05 and a minimum fold change (FC) of 2 were

reported as significantly differentially expressed.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 De novo assembly and assessment

The C. hookeri de novo assembly of gonadal transcriptome comprised 504,463

transcripts with a total size of 215.4 Mbp. It had a N50 length of 1,023 bp with

GC content of 40.27%. All the assembled transcripts had lengths longer than 100

bp, with the longest being 38,046 bp. The proportion of transcripts with lengths

longer than 1 kbp was 8.4%, of which 323 were longer than 10 kbp. Searching

CEGMA core proteins resulted in 1,050 (98.5%) being completely present. A

total of 40,528 transcripts had blast matches from the GenBank nr database,

from which, 35.0% of the matches came from the eusocial termite Zootermopsis

nevadensis (Terrapon et al., 2014), followed by 8.2% from A. pisum (Consortium

et al., 2010).
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3.4.2 Meiotic gene inventory and meiosis-specific expres-

sion

Our pipeline for the identification of candidate meiotic genes, based on the list of

97 genes, yielded 104 and 99 genes in C. hookeri and T. cristinae, respectively. To

infer meiosis-specific gene expression, the C. hookeri genes were further assessed

for the presence of meiotic transcripts in a previously sequenced leg transcriptome

(Section 2.3.2.2). The C. hookeri meiotic gene transcripts, number of T. cristinae

orthologues and their functions are shown in table 3.2. Similar to many obligate

sexual organisms, C. hookeri meiosis-specific genes also include those encoding

the cohesin subunit REC8 (Stoop-Myer and Amon, 1999), synaptonemal complex

component HOP1 and HOP2 (Leu et al., 1998; Anuradha and Muniyappa, 2004),

double-strand break (DSB) initiator SPO11 (Keeney et al., 1997), mismatch re-

pair protein MSH4 (Paquis-Flucklinger et al., 1997) and DSB end resect protein

MRE11 (Johzuka and Ogawa, 1995), which have been reported to have meiosis

specific functions. While, DMC1 encoding proteins, playing a role in DSB strand

invation and displacement, have been reported as meiosis-specific gene (Sehorn

et al., 2004). Clitarchus hookeri is an exception, as expression was seen in both

gonadal and leg tissues. It is possible that this gene has a role in mitosis, how-

ever the expression seen may have resulted from miss-alignment of reads from the

leg transcriptome. Other than recombination genes, we also found some meiotic

genes, mostly cell cycle regulation genes, showed gonad-specific expression.

Table 3.2. Summary of meiotic genes. We use ‘**’ and ‘*’ represent to the genes
with expression specifically and predominantly in the gonadal samples, respec-
tively. We use ‘(P)’ to show that the transcripts only have partial coding se-
quences recovered. Gene duplicates are considered to have a similar function as
their paralogues.

Gene C. hookeri T. cristinae Functions

Sister chromatid cohesion

RAD21* c133876 g1 i1 1 Cohesin subunit

REC8** c129231 g1 i1 (P) 1 Cohesin subunit

SMC1a c145257 g4 i1 1 Cohesin subunit

SMC1b** c121195 g1 i1 0 Cohesin subunit

SMC3 c124657 g1 i2 1 Cohesin subunit

SAa c109489 g2 i1 1 Cohesin subunit

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page

Gene C. hookeri T. cristinae Functions

SAb** c138077 g1 i5 0 Cohesin subunit

SMC2 c126800 g1 i1 1 Condensin component

SMC4* c142188 g1 i1 (P) 1 Condensin component

PDS5a c131432 g1 i1 1 Cohesion associate; homologous pairing

PDS5b* c142753 g3 i4 1 Cohesion associate; homologous pairing

SMC5 c138631 g1 i1 1
Chromosomal segregation, recombination

resolution

SMC6 c136482 g1 i1 1
Chromosomal segregation, recombination

resolution

SCC2a c133012 g1 i1 1 Cohesin loading

SCC2b* c134027 g1 i1 1 Cohesin loading

SCC4 c141293 g3 i1 1 Cohesin loading

TIM1 c143283 g1 i1 1 Cohesin loading

TIM2* c143283 g1 i1 1 Cohesin loading

ESPL1 c112185 g1 i1 1 Cohesin release

WAPL c129365 g1 i1 1 Cohesin release

DNA replication

MCM2* c123475 g1 i1 1 chromosomal replication

MCM3 c139958 g4 i1 1 chromosomal replication

MCM4* c130745 g1 i1 1 chromosomal replication

MCM5 c129151 g1 i1 1 chromosomal replication

MCM6** c113787 g1 i1 1 chromosomal replication

MCM7 c141247 g1 i1 1 chromosomal replication

MCM8 c146123 g1 i2 (P) 1 chromosomal replication, cross over

MCM9 c144888 g1 i2 1 chromosomal replication

Recombination

HOP1a** c143036 g1 i1 1 Synaptonemal complex component

HOP1b** c143827 g2 i2 0 Synaptonemal complex component

HOP2** c133978 g1 i1 1 DSB

SPO11** c120096 g1 i1 1 DSB initiator

MND1 c114743 g1 i1 1 DSB

MSH2 c139581 g1 i1 1 Mismatch repair

MSH3* c142928 g2 i1 1 Mismatch repair

MSH4** c127943 g1 i2 1
Mismatch repair; DSB, stabilise D-loop

intermediate, crossover-promoting

MSH5* c136742 g1 i4 1
Mismatch repair; DSB, stabilise D-loop

intermediate, crossover-promoting

MSH6 c133456 g1 i1 1 Mismatch repair

MRE11** c135699 g1 i1 1 DSB ends resect

RAD50 c144457 g1 i1 1 DSB ends resect

NBS1* c137541 g2 i3 1 DSB ends resect

DMC1 c139214 g1 i1 1 DSB: strand invation and displacement

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page

Gene C. hookeri T. cristinae Functions

RAD51A* c111954 g1 i2 1 DSB: strand invation and displacement

RAD51B** c121344 g1 i1 1 DSB: strand invation and displacement

RAD51C* c129378 g1 i1 1 DSB: strand invation and displacement

RAD52 c140956 g1 i1 1
DSB: strand invation and displacement,

second strand capture

RAD54A** c108470 g1 i1 1
DSB: strand invation and displacement,

second strand capture

RAD54B** c121933 g1 i1 (P) 1
DSB: strand invation and displacement,

second strand capture

MLH1 c135161 g2 i1 1
Mismatch repair; Crossover, unbiased

resolution

MLH3* c139786 g1 i4 1
Mismatch repair; Crossover, unbiased

resolution

MUS81 c95912 g1 i3 1 Crossover, unbiased resolution

RECQ1* c142415 g1 i1 1
chromosomal replication, recombination

resolution

RECQ2 c144549 g1 i1 1
chromosomal replication, recombination

resolution, cross over

RECQ3 c118297 g1 i1 1
chromosomal replication, recombination

resolution

RECQ4 c144599 g1 i1 1
chromosomal replication, recombination

resolution

RECQ5* c134569 g2 i1 1
chromosomal replication, recombination

resolution

PMS1 c144773 g1 i1 1 Mismatch repair, crossover

PMS2* c143934 g1 i1 1
Mismatch repair, recombination, sperm

DNA damage

MER3* c139719 g1 i1 1 Crossover, complete homologous pairing

XRCC2 c102190 g1 i1 1 Recombination

XRCC3 c120785 g1 i1 1
Double strand repair, homologous

recombination

ERCC4 c135207 g1 i1 1 DNA excision Repair

RNA silencing

PIWIA** c115193 g1 i1 (P) 1 meiotic prophase I progression

PIWIB c135891 g1 i1 0 meiotic prophase I progression

AGOA** c143710 g1 i7 1 meiotic prophase I progression

AGOBa c120838 g1 i1 (P) 1 meiotic prophase I progression

AGOBb c137692 g1 i2 0 meiotic prophase I progression

Cell cycle regulation

WEE1a** c128203 g1 i1 1 Modulators of cyclin-dependent kinase 1

WEE1b* c131605 g1 i1 0 Modulators of cyclin-dependent kinase 1

CDC25 c143018 g1 i1 1 Modulators of cyclin-dependent kinase 1

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page

Gene C. hookeri T. cristinae Functions

CKS* c98102 g1 i1 1 Modulators of cyclin-dependent kinase 1

APC1 c136496 g1 i1 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC2 c126875 g2 i1 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC3 c131496 g1 i1 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC4** c143722 g1 i1 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC5 c131377 g1 i1 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC6** c132474 g1 i1 (P) 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC7 c123781 g2 i1 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC8 c72951 g1 i1 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC10 c143820 g2 i2 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC11 c113533 g1 i1 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC12 c96412 g1 i1 1 cell cycle protein degradation

APC13 c145859 g4 i3 1 cell cycle protein degradation

CDC20A** c119507 g1 i1 (P) 1
mediate anaphase-promoting complex

activity

CDC20B** c137995 g1 i1 1
mediate anaphase-promoting complex

activity

PLK1 c98147 g1 i1 1 homologous segregation regulator

PLK4** c128633 g1 i1 1 homologous segregation regulator

AURA** c132157 g1 i1 1 homologous segregation regulator

AURB* c136919 g1 i1 1 homologous segregation regulator

CYCA* c128361 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CYCBa** c128151 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CYCBb** c128992 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CYCDa c145027 g1 i2 1 progression regulator

CYCDb** c246189 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CYCE** c64544 g1 i1 (P) 1 progression regulator

CDK1 c116785 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CDK2 c129125 g1 i2 1 progression regulator

CDK4/6a* c143243 g2 i1 (P) 1 progression regulator

CDK4/6b** c121539 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CDK5 c21712 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CDK7 c109636 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CDK8 c135586 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CDK9** c137687 g1 i1 1 progression regulator

CDK10 c95877 g1 i1 1 progression regulator
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3.4.3 Meiotic gene duplications

We found seven C. hookeri and two T. cristinae meiotic genes had a single du-

plicate that were rarely present (occurring in maximum of two sequenced insect

genomes) or absent in other insects. Phylogenetic reconstructions of these genes

together with the orthologues from other model species are shown in Figure 3.1,

3.2 and 3.3. In SA, AGOB and WEE1, the two C. hookeri duplicates, harbouring

different branch lengths, are sister branches of each other; while, in HOP1, both C.

hookeri and T. cristinae genes form a single clade. In comparison, the rest of the

genes have copies that are much more diverged between each pair of copies. One

of the C. hookeri SMC1 copies, clustered with a Nasonia vitripennis copy, and is

separated from the main clade of arthropods. The SCC2 and PDS5 duplications,

both identified from C. hookeri and T. cristinae have one copy distantly related

to the main arthropod clade.
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Figure 3.1. SMC1 and SA phylogenies. The C. hookeri and T. cristinae branches
are highlighted in yellow. The branches that represent gene copies detected from
other insects and daphnia pulex have green branch names. The bootstrap values
greater than 400 are shown with red dots on the branches and grey dots indicate the
values are between 250 and 400. The accession IDs of the sequences downloaded
from GenBank are shown in appendix 4.
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Figure 3.2. SCC2 and PDS5 phylogenies. The C. hookeri and T. cristinae
branches are highlighted in yellow. The branches that represent gene copies de-
tected from other insects and daphnia pulex have green branch names. The boot-
strap values greater than 400 are shown with red dots on the branches and grey
dots indicate the values are between 250 and 400. The accession IDs of the se-
quences downloaded from GenBank are shown in appendix 4.
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Figure 3.3. HOP1, AGOB and WEE1 phylogenies. The C. hookeri and T. cristi-
nae branches are highlighted in yellow. The branches that represent gene copies
detected from other insects and daphnia pulex have green branch names. The
bootstrap values greater than 400 are shown with red dots on the branches and
grey dots indicate the values are between 250 and 400. The accession IDs of the
sequences downloaded from GenBank are shown in appendix 4.

3.4.4 Sex-biased expression

Among all C. hookeri meiotic genes, 23 and 22 were classified as male-biased and

female-biased genes, respectively (Figure 3.4), of which 54.5% and 78.3% were
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inferred as meiosis-specific genes. Interestingly, within these sex-biased genes, we

found all genes associated with sister chromatid cohesion (SCC) to be male-biased;

whereas genes involved in other functions have both female and male sex-biased

genes. None of the DNA replication genes show sex-biased expression. We do

not rule out some of the female-biased expression detected above were owing to

differences in gene dose rather than the genes (Birchler et al., 2005; Itoh et al.,

2007). It is possible that some of the detected female-biased genes are located

on the X chromosome, which only has one copy in males. However, without the

knowledge of gene locations, we are unable to confirm this.
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Figure 3.4. Scatterplot showing meiosis genes with gonadal sex-biased expression.
The dots distributing above and below the dashed line represent female-biased and
male-biased genes, respectively. The dotted line represents identical expression
between the two sexes. ‘Vsd’: variance stabilizing transformation.

Notably, duplicates from the same gene exhibited different expression patterns.

Specifically, the ‘b’ duplicates from the SCC-associated genes SA, SMC1, SCC2

and PDS5 were all inferred as meiosis-specific or meiosis-predominant genes and

the first three genes also showed male-biased expression. In comparison, the ‘a’

copies were expressed universally in both gonadal and leg tissues. In addition,

the phylogenetic trees showed the ‘b’ had longer branches than ‘a’ copies. The

AGOB copies, inferred to have meiotic non-specific expression, were expressed

differently between the two sexes, and the female-biased copy had a longer branch
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length. The HOP1 and WEE1 genes all had expression inferred as either specific

or predominant in meiosis. Similar to AGOB, WEE1 had one copy overexpressed

in females and more diverged than the other copy that was overexpressed in males.

HOP1 had one copy overexpressed in males. The summary of the gene expression

in these duplicated genes is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5. Histogram shows FC (log2 transformed) of expression for every gene
copy in the comparison between female and male gonads. ‘a’ and ‘b’ represent dif-
ferent duplicates of the same gene. ‘*’ and ‘∧’ indicate the duplicate was detected
with gonad specific or predomiant expression and shown more diverged in the phy-
logenetic tree than the other gene pair. Blue: male-biased; Red : female-biased;
Gray : non-biased
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3.5 Discussion

Parthenogenesis is common in stick insects, occurring in about 10% of taxa in a

variety of forms, yet the molecular basis behind this high incidence is unknown.

Derived from sexual ancestors, many cases of stick insect parthenogenesis involves

cytological changes during the production of gametes, to ensure offspring have so-

matic karyotypes. One of the possibilities to explain the cause of these changes

is that the stick insect genome has gained extra gene duplications to provide an

enlarged gene repertoire, thereby facilitating flexible reproduction. Meiotic genes

are genetic hotspots for the study of gamete production in sexual organisms. Re-

cent studies have found that in the genomes of cyclical parthenogenetic species,

some meiotic genes frequently show duplicates, and a few of which were observed

to have differential expression between sexual and parthenogenetic forms. We hy-

pothesised that some meiotic genes may also be duplicated in stick insect genomes,

even though stick insect parthenogenesis occurs in a different manner from cyclical

parthenogens. In this study, we used C. hookeri, a geographical parthenogenetic

stick insect, as a model species to investigate meiotic duplication events that are

unique to this species or shared with Timema. The results showed two duplica-

tions likely occurred before the differentiation of polyneoptera lineages, and five

duplications occurred after C. hookeri diverged from T. cristinae. The majority

of these duplications are within genes involved in sister chromatid cohesion (SCC)

(n=4), with the remaining being associated with synapsis, RNA silencing and cell

cycle regulation. Expression pattern analysis showed at least one copy of each

gene has evolved specifically for meiosis or predominantly in one sex, indicating

functional novelties, thereby raising the possibility of their involvement in stick

insect reproductive flexibility.

3.5.1 Meiotic gene inventory and expression

The identification of C. hookeri and T. cristinae orthologues of meiosis-associated

genes, showed for the first time, high levels of conservation in Phasmatodea. No-

tably, 92% of the C. hookeri meiotic transcripts had full-length protein-coding

sequences (CDS) recovered from the transcriptome assembly, indicating a high

representation of full-length CDS from the assembly. The gene expression compar-
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ison between gonadal and leg tissues inferred 29 genes as having meiosis-specific

expression, suggesting they have evolved specifically for meiosis. Among them,

besides some recombination genes that showed meiosis-specific expression, mostly

cell cycle regulation genes were specifically expressed for meiosis. These cell cy-

cle genes may contribute to the differences occurring within the meiosis cell cycle

when compared with mitosis, eg., additional time controls for allowing recombi-

nation and meiosis I to meiosis II transition (Marston and Amon, 2004). Further

studies are required to confirm their expression and characterise their specific mei-

otic functions.

Comparative analysis of gene expression between C. hookeri female and male go-

nads revealed more than half of the inferred meiosis-specific genes also have sex-

biased expression. Among those sex-biased meiosis-specific genes, the male-biased

are more than twice the number of the female-biased genes. The male-biased

genes were involved in a wide range of meiotic functions, including SCC, synapsis,

RNA silencing and cell cycle regulation; while, the female-biased genes were only

found to belong to the last two function categories. This suggests C. hookeri male

meiosis requires additional functions within SCC and synapsis to accomplish the

production of male gametes. Stick insects differ from many other insects in terms

of centrosome dynamics and inheritance. The sperm does not contribute a cen-

triole to the oocyte for the formation of the full first embryonic spindle, instead,

the oocyte itself organises the first embryonic division through anastral spindle

derived from pronuclear chromatin surroundings (Marescalchi et al., 2002). This

favours parthenogenesis and is likely a significant reason for the frequent evolution

of parthenogenesis in Phasmatodea. The male-biased SCC-associated genes are

likely to be involved in chromosomal organisation and might play an unique role

during C. hookeri spermatogenesis allowing the first embryonic division organised

by the oocyte itself.

3.5.2 Gene duplication

Meiotic gene duplications have occurred in C. hookeri a few times following diver-

gence from T. cristinae. A few previous studies have shown that C. hookeri has du-

plicated genes relative to T. cristinae in those encoding phosphoglucose isomerase

(Dunning et al., 2013b) and cellulase ((Shelomi et al., 2016a) and Chapter 2). In
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this study, we have found five meiotic genes with duplicates in C. hookeri, but not

in T. cristinae. These duplications may have resulted from whole-genome duplica-

tion or a small-scale duplication events. There is no genome duplication evidence

ever reported from Phasmatodea, but larger genome sizes indeed exist in euphas-

mids, such as the European Basillus (2 Gb) and the Australian species Extatosoma

tiaratum (8 Gb) (Animal Genome Size Database: http://www.genomesize.com/).

While, the genome of T. cristinae is 1.5 Gb (Soria-Carrasco et al., 2014).

Among the seven C. hookeri meiotic gene duplications, more than half are associ-

ated with SCC. Similar to the cyclical parthenogenetic species and other insects,

gene duplications within recombination genes are also rare in stick insects. None

of these genes showed a duplication in the T. cristinae genome assembly, but

one, likely to be involved in synapsis, was duplicated in C. hookeri. A previous

study found genes controlling recombination rapidly returned to single copy after

the genome was duplicated, indicating a single copy of these genes is functionally

efficient (Lloyd et al., 2014).

The duplicates from each of the seven genes show different expression patterns

regarding expression breadth or sex. In summary, within six genes, each contains

a male-biased copy, and two copies had female-biased paralogues. Also, six of

these sex-biased copies were inferred to have meiosis-specific expression, suggesting

they have evolved for meiosis-specific functions predominantly in one sex. These

results are consistent with previous findings that suggest the degree of sex-biased

expression correlates negatively with tissue breadth, and duplicated gene copies are

requisitioned for specialisation in males rather than females (Ellegren and Parsch,

2007; Wyman et al., 2012). The evolutionary forces driving gene copies towards one

sex may come from sexual conflict, which predicts the improved fitness of one sex

reduces the fitness of the other (Parsch and Ellegren, 2013). It has been suggested

that gene duplication is a solution for sexual antagonism, which allows the newly

formed copy to evolve under less constraint, and achieve specific functions in one

sex (Connallon and Clark, 2011; Gallach and Betrán, 2011; Parsch and Ellegren,

2013). A remarkable example is the Drosophila Zeus gene, which evolved from the

conserved housekeeping gene Caf40, and expresses specifically in testis, playing an

important role in male fecundity (Chen et al., 2012). Furthermore, three male-

biased copies, two female-biased copies and a meiosis-specific copy were found to

have longer branch lengths in C. hookeri than their four unbiased and two male-
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biased paralogues. This is consistent with previous studies that suggest sex-biased

genes are faster evolving than unbiased genes (Ellegren and Parsch, 2007; Parsch

and Ellegren, 2013).

3.5.2.1 Sister chromatid cohesion

Four genes with duplicates in C. hookeri are involved in SCC. They all contain

copies with longer branch lengths and gonad-specific expression, three of which

were also overexpressed in males. SCC is a process required for connecting the

newly formed sister chromatids from DNA duplication and lasts from S phase to

anaphase onset during mitosis and meiosis (Peters and Nishiyama, 2012). SMC1

and SA are two subunits of the SCC complex (cohesin) that forms a ring structure

together with SMC3 and RAD21 (mitosis)/REC8 (meiosis) to bind sister chromo-

somes (Peters and Nishiyama, 2012). SCC2 and SCC4 are the components of

another protein complex, which is responsible for loading the cohesin onto the

chromosomes (Ciosk et al., 2000). This complex also interacts with the cohesin

and other proteins, such as PDS5, ESPL1 (Separase) and WAPL, to stabilise the

ring structure and enable cohesion success and effective release of the cohesin from

chromosomes (Panizza et al., 2000; Peters and Nishiyama, 2012).

In insects, SMC1 duplicates were only found in Nasonia vitripennis (n=2) and

Apis mellifera (n=2) genomes, and in each species, both copies are highly diverged

(Schurko et al., 2010). However, the two diverged duplicates are likely to represent

non-functional or pseudogenes due to only partial sequences being recovered and

lack of expression evidence from ESTs (Schurko et al., 2010). Stromalin (SNM )

is the paralogous duplicate of SA in Drosophila, and encodes proteins present

along the lengths of homologous chromosomes that are essential for homologous

pairing and chromosome segregation in male meiosis (Thomas et al., 2005). It

has been shown that SNM has a faster rate of evolution than SA (Thomas et al.,

2005; Beekman, 2013). This is similar to the C. hookeri SAb gene, showing male-

biased expression with a longer phylogenetic branch length than the unbiased

paralogue. Interestingly, duplications of SMC1 (n=2) and SA (n=5) have been

also reported in the genome of the cyclical parthenogenetic D. pulex (Schurko

et al., 2009, 2010).

SCC2 is a highly conserved gene, with homologues being found across a wide range
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of eukaryote species (Seitz et al., 1996; Furuya et al., 1998; Rollins et al., 1999). In

meiosis, proteins encoded by this gene, in addition to being involved in recruiting

cohesins, are also involved in synaptonemal assembly and maintenance (Gause

et al., 2008). In insects, the gene duplication of SCC2 has not been reported

before, and we only found two zebrafish sequences from the nr protein database

that may represent gene duplications. PDS5 duplicates are commonly observed

in vertebrates. PDS5B in mouse has a role in male meiosis, which associates with

meiotic chromosome axes (Fukuda and Hoog, 2010). In addition, multiple copies of

PDS5 (n=3) were also present in the genome of the cyclical parthenogenetic rotifer

B. calyciflorus (Hanson et al., 2013a). SCC2 and PDS5 duplicates were present

in both C. hookeri and T. cristinae, and a duplicated copy of PDS5 was also

present in another polyneopteran species Zootermopsis nevadensis, together with

the reconstructed phylogenies. This suggests early duplication events and potential

gene loss in more derived insects. The PDS5 phylogeny shows a duplication event

occurred early in the radiation of arthropods.

3.5.2.2 Synaptomal complex component

The C. hookeri HOP1 has two copies, both of which show comparable branch

lengths and meiosis-specific expression. The HOP1a gene was also detected with

overexpression in the male gonad. In yeast, HOP1 is specifically involved in meio-

sis, acting as a component of the synaptonemal complex, and plays a significant

role in chromosomal pairing as well as participating in interhomolog recombination

and crossover (Hollingsworth and Byers, 1989; Hollingsworth et al., 1990; Anu-

radha and Muniyappa, 2004; Anuradha et al., 2005). Multiple duplicates of this

gene have not been found in arthropods before, and it is absent from the genomes

of the cyclical parthenogenetic A. pisum and D. duplex (Srinivasan et al., 2010;

Hanson et al., 2013a). The duplication of this gene in the C. hookeri genome

suggests a novel function during synapsis.

3.5.2.3 RNA silencing and cell cycle regulation

We found AGOB, involved in RNA-induced silencing during meiosis entry, and

WEE1, a component of the G2/M checkpoint protein complex, each has an addi-

tional copy in C. hookeri. Similarly, these two genes both contain one copy with
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a longer branch length, coupling with female-biased expression, and another copy

with male-biased expressed. Argonaute proteins form the functional core of the

RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISC) mediating RNA silencing in eukaryotes.

In mammals, four members of AGO protein family (AGO1 -4 ) were recognised,

forming the complex that mediates RNA cleavage targeted by micro-RNAs (miR-

NAs) and small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (Meister et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2004).

Recent studies have also revealed that at least some of them are involved in the

biogenesis of miRNAs and siRNAs (Yang and Lai, 2010; Meister, 2013). Mem-

bers of Argonaute family play crucial roles in meiosis. A study in the mouse has

revealed that inactive AGO2 resulted in aberrant meiotic maturation and defects

in spindle formation and chromosome alignment during oogenesis (Stein et al.,

2015). Interestingly, an AGO homologue MEL1 in rice (Oryza sativa) was found

to be important in sexual reproduction, regulating cell division of premeiotic germ

cells, and is also involved in the proper modification of meiotic chromosomes and

the respective progression of meiosis (Nonomura et al., 2007). Homology search-

ing against GenBank database revealed AGOB duplications were also present in

Tribolium castaneum (n=2) and N. vitripennis (n=3) and evolved independently

in these two insect lineages. In the cyclical parthenogenetic species, duplications

of D. pulex AGO3 (n=6) and B. calyciorus AGOB (n=2) were both observed

(Schurko et al., 2009; Hanson et al., 2013a).

WEE1 is a subunit of the G2/M checkpoint protein complex, which inhibits cyclin-

dependent kinase CDK1 activities through phosphorylation, to ensure mature en-

try into mitosis and meiosis (Nurse and Thuriaux, 1980; Den Haese et al., 1995).

It also plays a role in cell size checkpoint by coordinating cell size and cell cycle

progression (Kellogg, 2003). In Drosophila, proper regulation of the early syncytial

cycles of embryogenesis requires inhibitory phosphorylation of CDK1 by WEE1

(Price et al., 2000; Stumpff et al., 2004). In terms of gene duplications in in-

sects, only the cyclical parthenogenetic pea aphid has been identified with WEE1

duplicates (n=3) (Srinivasan et al., 2010). Interestingly, these copies were down-

regulated in the asexuals compared with sexual strands, suggesting an evolved

additional cell cycle checkpoint control that may be associated with reproduc-

tive switch (Srinivasan et al., 2010). In addition, multiple copies of WEE1 were

also present in the cyclical parthenogenetic rotifer B. manjavacas (Hanson et al.,

2013a).
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3.6 Conclusion

The genomic basis underpinning reproductive flexibility in stick insects is largely

unknown. In this study, we identified 104 meiotic genes coupled with their expres-

sion patterns from a sexual population of the geographical parthenogenetic stick

insect C. hookeri. We inferred 29 genes as meiosis-specific and nearly half of them

showed sex-biased expression. We found, similar to the cyclical parthenogenetic

arthropod species, the genome of C. hookeri also contains duplicates of the genes

involved in SCC, recombination, RNA silencing and cell cycle regulation. Two of

the SCC-associated copies also had orthologues in T. cristinae and phylogenetic

analysis showed their duplication events likely occurred before the differentiation

of Polyneoptera insects. All of the duplicated genes contained at least one copy

inferred with meiosis-specific or sex-biased expression. This suggests the evolution

of novel meiotic function in stick insects. These novel gene copies may underpin

stick insect reproductive flexibility. Our study has provided a set of candidate

genes for the further study of parthenogenesis and the evolution of sex across

arthopods.
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4.1 Chapter Summary

Stick insects (Phasmatodea) have a high incidence of parthenogenesis, yet the

genetic basis of reproductive processes is poorly known. We sequenced and assem-

bled the genome of the New Zealand common stick insect Clitarchus hookeri, a

geographical parthenogen, and used this as a reference to detect candidate genes

associated with gamete production and development in females and males. The C.

hookeri genome assembly was 4.2 Gb, similar to the flow cytometry estimate, and

is the second largest insect genome published to date. Similar to the large genome

sequence from Locusta migratoria, the C. hookeri genome is also highly repetitive

with the most abundant repeat type being DNA transposons. Compared with

Timema, sister group to all other stick insects, the C. hookeri genome is expanded

with a variety of repeat groups, especially MITEs, which are absent in T. cristi-

nae. Clitarchus hookeri gene models were much longer than those from most other

sequenced insect genomes, largely due to longer introns. Mapping RNA-Seq reads

from female and male gonadal transcriptomes to the genome assembly resulted in

39,940 gene loci, 15.8% and 37.6% of which showed female-biased and male-biased

expression respectively. The genes that were overexpressed in females were mostly

associated with molecular transportation, developmental process, oocyte growth

and reproductive process; whereas, the male-biased genes were enriched in rhyth-

mic process, molecular transducer activity and synapse. Several genes involved

in the Juvenile hormone synthesis pathway were also identified, which, together

with the identified gonadal sex-biased genes, provide interesting candidates for the

further study of flexible reproduction in stick insects.
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4.2 Introduction

The insect order Phasmatodea, commonly known as stick insects or walking sticks,

has attracted much attention due to its high incidence of parthenogenesis. Among

approximately 3,000 species, roughly 10% of the taxa scattered in different fam-

ilies are completely or partially parthenogenetic (Scali, 2009). They employ a

variety of modifications during gamete production and embryogenesis to ensure

somatic chromosomal number for the parthenogenetic offspring (Pijnacker, 1966,

1967, 1969; Koch et al., 1972; Pijnacker and Ferwerda, 1978; Marescalchi et al.,

1991, 1993; Mantovani et al., 1999; Scali et al., 2003; Schwander and Crespi, 2009;

Buckley et al., 2010b; Myers et al., 2013; Alavi et al., 2016). It has been also sug-

gested that without the donation of a centriole from sperm, a stick insect oocyte

can independently organise the first division of the embryo, which favours the de-

velopment of parthenogenetic reproduction (Marescalchi et al., 2002). However,

at the molecular level, little is known about stick insect reproduction, impeding

our further understanding of their reproductive flexibility. Currently, except some

genes encoding male accessory gland proteins (Chapter 2) and meiosis-associated

proteins (Chapter 3) from the stick insect Clitarchus hookeri, the genes involved in

other female and male reproductive traits of stick insect, such as oogenesis, sper-

matogenesis, egg and sperm maturation are largely unknown. The charaterisation

of these genes may underpin parthenogenesis and other interesting reproductive

processes in this insect lineage.

RNA-Seq based transcriptome profiling has been successfully employed to iden-

tify genes expressed in the germline tissues from both model and non-model insect

species, such as Rhodnius prolixus (triatomine bug) (Medeiros et al., 2011), Pararge

aegeria (butterfly) (Carter et al., 2013), Bombyx mori (silk worm) (Gao et al.,

2013), Aedes aegypti (mosquito) (Akbari et al., 2013, 2014), Nasonia vitripennis

(wasp) (Ferree et al., 2015), Ericerus pela (Chinese wax scale insect) (Yang et al.,

2015), Bactrocera dorsalis (fruit fly) (Wei et al., 2015) and Periplaneta americana

(cockroach) (Chen et al., 2015). It provides a tissue-specific transcribed sequence

repertoire in the form of short sequences (reads) at a single-time point, which can

be subsequently assembled into the transcript sequences (Wang et al., 2009). By

sampling gonadal tissues from males and females, a digital gene expression pro-

file can be obtained from the RNA-Seq data for the identification of the genes
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predominantly expressed in one sex (sex-biased genes). These genes encode pro-

teins essential to the sex-linked characteristics that are critical to the study of

sexual reproduction and its evolution (Ellegren and Parsch, 2007; Parsch and El-

legren, 2013). Some sex-biased genes show faster rates of sequence and expression

divergence than genes universally expressed in both sexes, likely due to natural

selection, sexual selection and sexual antagonism (Meiklejohn et al., 2003; Zhang

et al., 2004; Haerty et al., 2007; Ellegren and Parsch, 2007; Parsch and Ellegren,

2013). Recently, sex-biased genes have been identified in the cyclical partheno-

genetic species Daphnia galeata, which provided insights into the genetic basis of

reproductive flexibility (Huylmans et al., 2016). However, these genes are largely

unknown in stick insects.

Phasmatodea is also interesting because it represents an insect lineage with very

large genome sizes. To date, only the genome of Timema cristinae, sister lin-

eage to all other stick insects (euphasmids), has been sequenced and assembled

(Soria-Carrasco et al., 2014). Compared with the 1.5 Gb genome of T. cristinae,

larger genomes occur in euphasmids. Multiple species from the European Bacil-

lus are around 2 Gb, while the South American species Anisomorpha buprestoides

and the Australian species Extatosoma tiaratum have even larger genomes, up

to 3 (Hanrahan and Johnston, 2011) and 8 Gb (Animal genome size database:

http://www.genomesize.com/), respectively. Without the genome sequences from

euphasmids, we are unable to determine the main reasons for the formation of

these large genomes, and if there is any association with the high incidence of

parthenogenesis. Next-generation sequencing has been used to sequence the whole

genomes of some model and non-model species (Consortium et al., 2006; Richards

et al., 2008; Werren et al., 2010; Consortium et al., 2010; Kirkness et al., 2010;

Smith et al., 2011; Zhan et al., 2011; Consortium et al., 2012; You et al., 2013;

Wang et al., 2014; Soria-Carrasco et al., 2014), especially those from the more

derived Holometabola with small or moderate genome sizes. Recently, a very

large genome sequence comprising 6.5 Gigabases (Gb) (Locusta migratoria) from

Orthoptera (Wang et al., 2014) has become available, the analysis of which re-

vealed a high amount of repetitive elements and gene copy expansion within the

detoxification gene families (Wang et al., 2014). This resource has enhanced our

understanding of the causes and consequences of large insect genomes, but whether

similar patterns also occur in other insect lineages with large genomes is unknown.
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In addition, coupling genome and transcriptome sequencing allows the construc-

tion of transcripts using the reference-guided approach, which compared with the

de novo method, can reduce transcript redundancy, reveal strand orientation to

tease apart overlapping transcripts and enhance the representation of lowly ex-

pressed genes (Lu et al., 2013). In addition, these data provide information on

gene structure and up- and down- stream regulatory regions for further gene func-

tional studies.

Clitarchus hookeri is one of the most common New Zealand stick insect species

and has become a model phasmid for studying geographical parthenogenesis, hy-

bridisation, mating behaviours and the molecular basis of several traits (Morgan-

Richards and Trewick, 2005; Buckley et al., 2008, 2010b; Morgan-Richards et al.,

2010; Myers et al., 2013; Dennis et al., 2015; Myers et al., 2015; Morgan-Richards

et al., 2016; Myers et al., 2016). This species is distributed across a wide range

of habitats on both the North and South Islands with a lower population density

at higher latitudes and altitudes (Buckley et al., 2010b). On the upper half of

the North Island, sexual reproduction dominates, which reproduces offspring with

relatively equal number of sexes, and the females and males display an extreme

sexual dimorphism; whereas, obligate parthenogenesis is widespread on the lower

North Island and South Island, forming all-female populations (Morgan-Richards

et al., 2010; Buckley et al., 2010b). The male has a pair of testis, and the female

contains a pair of ovaries, each comprising approximately 25 to 30 ovarioles of the

panoistic type (Stringer, 1968).

Here we sequenced, assembled and analysed the genome of C. hookeri to provide

insights into stick insect genomes through comparison with T. cristinae. We par-

ticularly focused on genome size, repetitive elements and predicted gene models

to explore the causes of large euphasmid genome sizes. We also performed an

analysis of the RNA-Seq data previously produced from sequencing the female

reproductive tract and the male testis of C. hookeri to identify genes that are

essential to gamete production and maturation. The identified candidate genes

predominantly expressed in the gonad of one sex and the genes involved in the

juvenile hormone pathway provide candidates for the further study of stick insect

reproductive flexibility.
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4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Sample collection and preparation

A female C. hookeri (CLI739) was collected in 2013 from Totara Park, Auckland,

New Zealand (37◦ 0.111 S, 174◦ 55.039 E) for the estimation of genome size. Three

female insects (CLI525, 600 and 654) were collected in 2012 from the same location

for genome sequencing. They were immediately snap frozen and stored at -80◦C

after collection. For genome sequencing, the legs were directly cut off the body for

DNA extraction.

4.3.2 Genome size estimation

The genome size of C. hookeri was estimated using flow cytometry following the

Otto two-step method with the substitution of propidium iodine for DAPI (Otto,

1990). Approximately 15 mm2 of leg tissue with a standard was co-chopped in a few

drops of ice cold Otto buffer 1 with a stainless steel razor blade before incubation

for approximately two minutes. The sample was then filtered through a 20 µm

Celltrics filter (PARTEC GmbH) before adding 2.5 ml of Otto buffer 2 with 1

mg/ml propidium iodine. The sample was run on a PARTEC CyFlow Space with

a 488 nm laser as the excitation source. The internal standard used was a female

L. migratoria. The 2C content of the L. migratoria standard was determined to

be 18.31 pg, using Pisum sativum Citrad (9.09 pg 2C content; 4,445 Mbp; (Lysak

and Dolezel, 1998)) internal standard, and the gain adjusted as required. The

total amount of DNA in the sample was determined as the ratio of the average

channel number of the sample 2N to the average channel number of strandard 2N

times the 1C amount of DNA in the standard.

4.3.3 DNA extraction, library preparation and sequenc-

ing

We extracted DNA from C. hookeri leg tissue using the DNeasy Plant Mini kit

(Qiagen) with the following modifications: frozen leg tissue was chopped and incu-

bated for 1 hour with digestion buffer before DNA elution columns were incubated
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with the elution buffer at room temperature for 30 minutes. DNA was quantified

by a Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and quality

checked by running a sample on 0.5% w/v agarose gel stained with 1X GelRed

(Huntingtree Ltd.). The resulting nuclear genomic DNA was sent to New Zealand

Genomics Limited (NZGL: http://www.nzgenomics.co.nz/) Otago, Dunedin, for

library construction and sequencing. Seven paired-end (PE) sequencing libraries

varied with insert sizes of 200 bp, 350 bp, 500 bp and 720 bp were prepared us-

ing the TruSeq R© DNA LT Sample Prep Kit v2 (catalogue ID: FC-121-2001) and

sequenced with 11 lanes on an Illumina HiSeq2000TM . The three mate-pair (MP)

libraries with insert sizes of 5k bp and 8k bp, respectively, were constructed us-

ing the Nextera R© Mate Pair Sample Prep Kit (catalogue ID: FC-132-1001) and

sequenced with eight lanes on the same platform. All reads were 101 bases in

length.

4.3.4 De novo genome assembly and quality assessment

The raw paired-end reads (PE) were preprocessed to remove sequence redundant,

possible contaminants, and low-quality bases as follows: 1) reads containing ambi-

guities (Ns) and duplicates were filtered using PRINSEQ (v0.20.3) (Schmieder and

Edwards, 2011) and FastUniq (v1.1) (Xu et al., 2012), respectively; 2) reads with

adapters and low quality ends (Phred < 30) were trimmed using Cutadapt (v1.3)

(Martin, 2011); 3) a read pair with overlapping ends more than 10 bp was merged

into a single read using ‘abyss-mergepairs’ from ABySS (v1.5.1) (Birol et al., 2009);

4) reads shorter than 50 bp and orphan reads (single pair) were discarded; 5)

remaining reads (83.3%) were error corrected using ‘ErrorCorrectReads.pl’ from

ALLPATH-LG (v46436) with default options (Gnerre et al., 2011). The raw MP

reads were preprocessed following 1), 2), 4), and then trimmed to retain the first

36 bases of the 5 prime end in order to minimise inclusion of Nextera R© adapters

resulting from library preparation.

De bruijn graph and initial contigs were constructed and assembled using ‘pre-

graph’ and ‘contig’ commands from SOAPdenovo2 (vR223) (Luo et al., 2012) with

Kmer 75 on the PE data derived from a single insect (CLI525; Table 4.5). The re-

sulting contigs were used to construct scaffolds using ‘map’ and ‘scaff’ commands

from SOAPdenovo2 based on their relationships implied by mapping all PE reads
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to the contigs from the shortest to the largest insect size libraries. Sequence gaps

were then filled by GapCloser (v1.12-r6; http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapdenovo-

.html) with PE reads from CLI525, and the resulting sequences were re-scaffolded

again by all PE reads using SSPACE-basic (v2.0) with default options (Boetzer

et al., 2011). SSPACE-basic with default options was also used to post-scaffold

the resulting scaffolds using MP reads from the shortest to the largest insert size

libraries, followed by a step of gap filling, as described above, to produce the final

genome assembly.

Approximately 1.0 billion genomic PE reads and 54.7 million RNA-Seq reads

resulting from Chapter 2 were mapped to the genome assembly using Bowtie2

(v2.2.0) with default options (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012b) to produce a propor-

tion of the coverage of the assembly from the short reads. The assembly was then

quality evaluated with Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO:

v2.0.1) (Simão et al., 2015) to detect the presence of a core protein set of 1,066

highly conserved single-copy proteins (dataset: arthropoda odb9) that are found

in a broad range of species in Arthropoda. The BUSCO gene match was assessed

by HMMER3 (Eddy, 2011) hidden Markov model (HMM) profiles from amino acid

alignments.

4.3.5 Repeat Identification

RepeatModeler (v1.0.8) (Smit and Hubley, 2008) with default options was used to

predict and classify repetitive elements. A short sequence fragment that occurred

over 15 times in the assembly was recognised as a genomic repeat, followed by an

assignment to the known repeat classes based on the sequence feature. The re-

sulting repeat models were searched against GenBank non-redundant (nr) protein

database (evalue<10−5) to exclude potential protein-coding genes. An additional

repeat classification was conducted using PASTEClassifier (v1.0) (Hoede et al.,

2014) with default options to assign miniature inverted repeat transposable ele-

ments (MITEs). The abundances of all the predicted repeats were estimated in

the genome assembly with RepeatMasker (v4.0.5) (Smit et al., 2013) in default

options.
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4.3.6 Gene model annotation

Structural gene annotation was performed using MAKER2 (v2.31.3) (Holt and

Yandell, 2011) on scaffolds longer than 2000 bp. Before annotation, meta pa-

rameters of C. hookeri protein-coding genes, including those determining intron

and exon length distributions, splice site patterns, and translation start codon

patterns were generated using AUGUSTUS (v3.0.2) (Stanke et al., 2004) with de-

fault options. Spliced alignments of protein sequences as inputs for AUGUSTUS

were generated by aligning C. hookeri protein sequences including Core Eukary-

otic Genes Mapping Approach (CEGMA) (Parra et al., 2007) predicted proteins

and those that were identified from the head and prothorax transcriptome (Dennis

et al., 2015) to the assembly using Scipio (v1.4.1) (Keller et al., 2008) with default

options. The workflow of MAKER2 involves: 1) producing ab initio gene predic-

tions using trained C. hookeri meta parameters, 2) aligning de novo transcripts

collected from Dennis et., al (2015) and Chapter ?? and Arthropoda conserved

protein sequences (OrthoDB: v7) (Waterhouse et al., 2011) to the assembly fol-

lowed by the identification of intron-exon boundaries and splice forms as evidence,

3) producing evidence-informed gene predictions, computing quality scores and

selecting the gene models best supported by the evidence. The resulted C. hookeri

gene models were searched for the presence of core proteins (BUSCO) and homol-

ogy matches against nr (evalue<10−5) for gene annotation. These gene models

were also identified with T. cristinae orthologues from a reciprocal blast method

using a custom python script. The T. cristinae gene models were downloaded

from http://nosil-lab.group.shef.ac.uk/?page id=25.

4.3.7 Identification of the mitochrondrial genome

The proteins identified from mitochondrial genome sequence of Bacillus rossius

(GenBank: GU001956.1) were used to search against C. hookeri assembly by

TBLASTN (evalue<0.1) to detect C. hookeri mitochondrial genome from the

constructed genome assembly. A scaffold around 20 kbp having Blast matches

from the greatest number of the B. rossius mitochondrial proteins was determined

as the C. hookeri mitochondrial genome. The identified scaffold was annotated

with protein coding genes, tRNAs and rRNAs on MITOS (v806) (Bernt et al.,

2013).
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4.3.8 Transcript construction and annotation

The sequencing, quality assessment and preprocessing of the raw reads were de-

scribed in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The program STAR (v2.5) (Dobin et al., 2013)

was used to align reads to the genome assembly (scaffolds longer than 10 kbp). The

option ‘–outFilterIntronMotifs RemoveNoncanonical’ was added to the default to

minimise potential mapping errors. We did not include the putative gene models

generated from the in silico gene annotation above as the reference gene set for

annotating the gonad-expressed genes due to the occurrence of the miss-annotated

genes as shown from the CEGMA result; instead, the regions mapped by all the

RNA-Seq reads were counted as the gene loci. Cufflinks (v2.2.1) (Trapnell et al.,

2012) with default options was used to generate these gene loci on the genome as-

sembly according to the alignments, followed by producing merged gene loci using

an embedded command ‘cuffmerge’. The gene loci present with intron-exon bound-

aries were stranded on the genomic scaffolds. The transcript set was constructed

by extracting sequences from annotated gene loci using ‘gffread’. For multiple

isoforms detected from a single gene locus, the first isoform present was chosen as

the representative transcript that was subjected to a search against the SwissProt

(release-2015 12) (O’Donovan et al., 2002), UniProt (release-2015 12) (Consortium

et al., 2008) and Flybase (drosophila melanogaster : dmel r6.08) (Drysdale et al.,

2005) protein databases using BLASTx (v2.2.28, E-value cut-off: 10−5, keeping

the top hit). These isoforms were also searched against GenBank nt (release14)

(evalue<10−10) to screen for contamination from bacteria, fungi and virus.

4.3.9 Read quantification and differential expression anal-

ysis

The RNA-Seq reads were aligned to the annotated gene loci followed by quantifi-

cation. The number of read pairs aligned to the stranded loci was calculated using

htseq-count from HTSeq (v0.6.1) (Anders et al., 2014) with default options and

the unstranded gene loci with an additional option ‘-s no’. Differential expression

comparison was performed in R (v3.1.1) (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) using the

DESeq2 Bioconductor package (Love et al., 2014). This program takes read counts

to estimate sample size factors, followed by estimating dispersions with expected
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mean values from the maximum likelihood estimate of log2 fold changes, and then

fits a negative binomial distribution (Love et al., 2014). The principle component

analysis from DESeq2 and an R package pheatmap were used to visualise global

similarities and differences. Transcripts with an adjusted p value less than 0.05

and a minimum fold change (FC) of 2 were reported as significantly differently

expressed.

4.3.10 Gene ontology and pathways analysis

The predicted gene loci showing significantly sex-biased expression were used to

detect enriched gene ontology (GO) terms and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and

Genomes (KEGG) pathways. The matched D. melanogaster FlyBase gene IDs

were imported into the Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated

Discovery (DAVID, v6.8) (Huang et al., 2009a,b) for functional annotation and

enrichment tests. The default FlyBase database was used as the background. The

level one GOs (GOTERM 1) and the GOs directly mapped (GOTERM DIRECT)

from the source database (without parental terms) were generated with p values

below 0.05, and the significantly enriched ones were defined according to the p

values adjusted by the Benjamini and Hochberg (BH) procedure (<0.05). They

were visualised using the R package GOplot (Walter et al., 2015). The enriched

KEGG pathways (KEGG PATHWAY) were generated with a p value less than

0.1.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Genome sequence and analysis

The genome size of C. hookeri was estimated as approximately 4.4 Gb using flow

cytometry. Illumina reads derived from ten libraries with various insert sizes shown

in table 4.1 were subject to the de novo assembly.
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Table 4.1. Sequencing output from C. hookeri whole genome sequencing.

Insert size Sample×library×lane Sequencing output (Gb) Genome coverage (X)
200 bp (PE) CLI525×1×5,CLI600×1×1 261.2 59.4
350 bp (PE) CLI525×1×2 88.5 20.1
500 bp (PE) CLI600×1×1 39.7 9.0
720 bp (PE) CLI525×1×1,CLI600×2×2 72.3 16.4
5 kb (ME) CLI654×1×4 126.4 28.7
8 kb (ME) CLI525×1×2,CLI654×1×2 145.2 33.0

Total 733.3 166.6

Genome coverage estimates were obtained using the flow cytometry genome size.

Prior to assembly, we evaluated the methods that were used for data preprocessing

by the employment of Kmer distribution. Kmers are all the possible subsequences

of a read and we used Kmer length of 19 bp generated from all the raw and clean

PE reads for this investigation. The Kmer distribution of the raw data (Figure

4.1a) shows four peaks from left to right: 1) Kmers with very low frequency (the

most left peak) mostly reflecting sequencing errors, 2) Kmers with half frequency

compared with the main peak being derived from heterozygous regions, 3) The

main peak representing a sequencing coverage of the haploid genome sequence,

4) Kmers with twice frequency compared with the main peak primarily resulting

from repetitive regions. The Kmer distribution after data preprocessing (Figure

4.1b) shows our data cleaning procedure worked effectively on removing sequencing

errors and reducing heterozygosity, the two main factors of which may lead to

misassembled sequences. As a trade-off, the sequencing coverage was reduced for

the clean compared with the raw reads.

(a) Kmer distribution calculated from raw
data.

(b) Kmer distribution calculated after data
preprocessing.

Figure 4.1. Comparison of Kmer distributions between raw and clean reads.
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A single female (CLI525) yielded 400.4Gb of PE reads for contig construction

and this covered 90.9 times of genome size. The initial contigs had a N50 size

of 3,715 bp. The final assembly had a total size of 4.2Gb with N50 size of 255.7

kb (Table 4.2). Nearly all genomic reads (>99%) can be mapped back to the

assembly and mapping success from RNA-Seq reads was roughly 86%, indicating

a high recovery of gene coding regions. The percentage of recovered BUSCO genes

included 976 (91.6%) complete (predicted gene length falling into two standard

deviations of the BUSCO group mean length) and 38 (3.6%) fragmented genes.

Among the predicted complete genes, 941 (96.4%) were single-copy genes. These

results suggest this assembly includes a considerable portion of the genome. The

scaffold13492 comprising 19,561 bp was identified as the C. hookeri mitochondrial

genome.

Table 4.2. Statistics of genome assembly.

Size (bp) Number of scaffolds
N90 188 859,481
N80 5,446 48,684
N70 30,351 11,639
N60 148,642 5,894
N50 255,691 3,749

Longest (bp) 4,944,527 -
Total (>100 bp) 4,244,875,252 4,114,148
Total (>2 kb) 3,503,003,174 78,458

4.4.1.1 Repetitive elements

The genome assembly of C. hookeri is highly repetitive, with approximately half

(51.6%) predicted as repeats. Among these, a total of 3,210 repeat models were

determined, 1,404 (43.7%) of which were classified as different groups of inter-

spersed transposon elements (TEs). To compare with T. cristinae, we used the

same repeat identification method to identify repeats from the published genome

assembly (downloaded from http://nosil-lab.group.shef.ac.uk/?page id=25). In T.

cristinae, 1,288 repeat models were detected, including 433 (33.6%) assigned to the

known repeat groups. The proportions of different repeat groups from the genomes

of the two stick insects and the other two Polyneoptera species (Terrapon et al.,

2014; Wang et al., 2014) are shown in table 4.3.
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Table 4.3. Repeat comparison within four genome sequences available for Poly-
neoptera.

Z. nevadensis T. cristinae C. hookeri L. migratoria
Genome size (Mb) 490 1,030 4,240 6,500

Repeat types Length (Mb) P% Length (Mb) P% Length (Mb) P% Length (Mb) P%
DNA 12.78 2.60 75.13 7.30 612.35 14.43 1,480.54 22.69
LINE 22.13 4.50 34.34 3.34 55.84 1.32 1,332.72 20.42
LTR 0.72 0.15 5.89 0.57 103.59 2.44 508.68 7.80
SINE 9.78 2.00 42.88 4.17 84.08 1.98 141.18 2.16

Simple repeat 1.39 0.28 9.00 0.87 96.82 2.28 13.03 0.20
Other 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.10 0.74 0.02 0.03 0.00

Unknown 81.32 16.50 243.05 23.61 1,237.41 29.15 406.10 6.22
Total 128.41 26.00 411.29 39.96 2,190.84 51.60 3,840.81 58.86

DNA transposon (Class II) was the most dominant repeat group in the stick insect

and the L. migratoria genomes; whereas, the genome of Zootermopsis nevadensis,

only around one third of T. cristinae genome size, was mostly enriched with Non-

LTR retroid long interspersed element (LINE). The comparison also shows that

the increasing genome size from Z. nevadensis to L. migratoria is consistent with

the growing absolute amount and proportion of DNA transposons.

In the C. hookeri genome, miniature inverted repeat transposable element (MITE)

was the most abundant repeat type, which was identified with 87 putative mod-

els, 1,214,018 copies, covering 5.79% of the assembly. The short sequence ‘rnd-

1 family-8’ was detected as the most frequent MITE repeat in the genome. Simi-

larly, MITEs were also reported to be highly abundant in the stick insect Bacillus

rossius, B. grandii and B. atticus partial genomes (Ricci et al., 2013). However,

they were absent in the T. cristinae genome. In comparison, Maverick was the

most abundant repeat type in the T. cristinae genome, predicted with 12 repeats

comprising 145,675 copies, which cover 3.13% of the genome, and the most fre-

quent repeat copy was ‘rnd-2 family-6’. Maverick was ranked as the third most

abundant in the C. hookeri genome. The second most abundant DNA transposon

in C. hookeri was TcMar-Tc1, the most abundant repeat type in the L. migratoria

genome.

Class I TE containing long terminal repeat retrotransposon (LTR), short inter-

spersed element (SINE) and LINE were much less abundant than Class II in the

two stick insect genomes. They constitute 5.74% and 8.08% of the C. hookeri

and the T. cristinae genomes, respectively. LTR gypsy was the most copious re-

peat type in the C. hookeri genome, comprising 194,787 copies, covering 1.44% of
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the genome. The short sequence ‘rnd-1 family-196’ was detected with the highest

copy number. In comparison, the LINE repeat RTE-BovB was the most cumu-

lative repeat type in the T. cristinae genome and the most frequent model was

‘rnd-3 family-716’. This repeat type was predicted to occupy 2.33% of the T.

cristinae genome, comprising 75,215 copies. It is also one of the most frequent

repeat types in the L. migratoria genome. There were only a few of repeat types

uniquely present in one of the stick insect genomes when compared with the other.

The repeats RTE-RTE (LINE), ERV1 (LTR) and TRIM (LTR) were detected

only from the C. hookeri genome, whereas Ngaro (LTR) was only present in the

T. cristinae genome. The SINE repeats appear to be slightly more abundant in

the C. hookeri than the T. cristinae genome.

4.4.1.2 Protein-coding genes

We predicted 66,470 C. hookeri gene models including 10,266 high quality models

with gene structures revised from homology evidence provided by transcript and

protein sequences. This number of genes is likely to be over-estimated, and pre-

liminary analysis suggested it was mostly due to some genes overlapping across

multiple scaffolds.

The current C. hookeri gene models include 779 (73.1%) complete and 154 (14.4%)

partial BUSCO proteins. Within the predicted complete genes, 747 (95.9%) were

single-copy genes. The proportion of gene models that have Blast matches from

nr protein database was 36.2% (24,085), the majority of which hit the eusocial

termite Z. nevadensis (42.3%), followed by the red flour beetle Tribolium casta-

neum (5.7%). There were 8,478 gene orthologues determined between the two sets

of stick insect gene models using a reciprocal blast method. Except for highly

diverged orthologues that were not able to be detected through homology search,

some missing orthologues can also result from incompletely assembled genome

regions and genes that were miss-annotated.

We compared gene models across a wide range of arthropods with genome se-

quences available (Figure 4.2). The draft genome of Holacanthella duospinosa and

Deinacrida fallai are currently in preparation for publications from Thomas Buck-

ley and colleagues. The subsets of high-quality gene models predicted from these

two genome assemblies including 9,911 and 7,560 respectively, were used to calcu-
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late the relevant numbers. The other species gene models were retrieved from the

supplementary table S8 in (Wang et al., 2014) and S9 in (Terrapon et al., 2014).

The results show insects from Polyneoptera frequently have genome sizes in the

gigabase range and the increase in genome size is positively correlated with tran-

script and intron lengths. We used log-transformed values to reveal the regression

between genome assembly size and mean intron size in arthropods and compared

the result with a wide range of eukaryotes (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.2. Correlation between genome size and gene model features across insects
and Daphnia pulex. AS: genome assembly size; ATL: average of transcript length;
AIL: average of intron length; ACL: average of coding region length; AEL: average
of exon length; AEG: average number per gene. Scale numbering was adjusted
by dividing ATL, AIL, ACL and AEL with 104, 104, 103 and 102, respectively.
Schematic phylogeny modified from Misof et al., (2014) is shown at bottom.
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Figure 4.3. A regression of mean intron size on genome size. The dashed line
represents the regression calculated from a wide range of eukaryotes with introns
present (Y = 0.24*X + 0.18) (Vinogradov, 1999). ‘Green’, ‘red ’, ‘yellow ’ and
‘orange’ dots represent T. cristinae, C. hookeri, D. falla and L. migratoria.

4.4.2 Gonadal transcriptome assembly and annotation

Approximately 95.8% of the 600 million raw RNA-Seq reads passed the cleaning

criteria and were mapped to the genome assembly. The mapping ratios range from

89.8% to 94.9% across individuals and the ratios of uniquely mapped reads were

all above 70% (Table 4.4).

Table 4.4. Mapping statistics.

Read pairs Uniquely mapped No. of splices Multiply mapped Total mapped (%)
CLI765 47,699,036 37,219,558 (78.0%) 12,199,348 7,414,350 (15.5%) 93.6
CLI767 50,546,345 35,708,416 (70.6%) 11,153,462 12,243,359 (24.2%) 94.9
CLI768 45,978,461 34,815,789 (75.7%) 10,547,208 8,859,828 (19.3%) 95.0
CLI755 44,052,337 34,808,276 (79.0%) 10,253,623 6,884,797 (15.6%) 94.6
CLI757 45,000,013 32,997,927 (73.3%) 10,140,927 8,889,222 (19.8%) 93.1
CLI760 52,261,126 40,301,287 (77.1%) 13,724,663 6,631,109 (12.7%) 89.9

We then annotated the gene loci respect solely to the mapped RNA-Seq reads,

which can maximise the number of genes that were expressed in the tissues com-

pared with reusing the previous in silico produced gene models. In total, all the

mapped reads generated 39,940 putative gene loci, including 23,778 (59.5%) genes

containing more than one exon, determined according to the presence of intron-

exon boundaries. Their transcribed sequences show an N50 length of 3,828 bp,

and a minimum and maximum lengths of 64 bp and 37,398 bp, respectively. A
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total of 36,072 (90.3%) transcripts have lengths longer than 500 bp. Searching

against GenBank nt database showed only 45 sequences had the best homologous

matches from bacteria and virus sequences, suggesting an extremely low level of

xenobiotic RNA contamination.

The number of transcripts having matches from the UniProt, SwissProt and D.

melanogaster protein databases were 20,841 (52.24%), 14,270 (35.77%), and 12,443

(31.19%), respectively. Among the UniProt blast hits, 37% were from the eu-

social termite Z. nevadensis, followed by 7.5% and 4.5% from the pea aphid

Acyrthosiphon pisum and the araneomorph spider Stegodyphus mimosarum, re-

spectively. Notably, the proportion of single-exon transcripts having homologous

matches was much lower than the multi-exon transcripts (Figure 4.4), which is

likely that many of them were derived from the non-coding regions, thus lacking

homologues from protein databases.

Figure 4.4. Distribution of homologous sequence matches from the Uniprot, Swis-
sProt and D. melanogaster protein databases, respectively.
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4.4.3 Gonadal sex-biased genes

The gonadal gene expression profiling shows a dramatic difference between the

two sexes according to the principle component analysis (PCA) (Figure 4.5). PC1

explained 99% of the variation and completely separated the two sexes. In addition,

the three female samples show a relatively more dispersed distribution compared

with the testes; likely resulting from slightly different developmental stages.

Figure 4.5. PCA plot shows correlation levels of gene expression among gonadal
samples.

The female reproductive tract had 3,262 gene loci that were uniquely expressed;

whereas, approximately four times of this number (12,516) was detected in testis

(ECS>5). Comparative gene expression analysis between female and male gonadal

samples revealed a large set of transcripts that were significantly differentially

expressed (FC>2 and BH adjusted p<0.05). There were 6,308 genes significantly

overexpressed in the female; while, the genes showing male-biased expression had

more than two-fold abundance (15,889) (Figure 4.6). Notably, compared with

female-biased transcripts, a much larger proportion of transcripts overexpressed

in testis were lacking homology matches, especially when compared with the D.

melanogaster protein database (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6. Distribution of homologous sequence matches from the Uniprot, Swis-
sProt and D. melanogaster) protein databases for female-biased and male-biased
genes, respectively.

The top 20 significantly overexpressed genes having D. melanogaster protein matches

from each of the sexes are shown in table 4.5. The genes with orthologues that

also showed with high expression in the D. melanogaster ovary were CG1077,

yellow-g, yellow-g2 and Acph-1, and testis were CG12020, CG5458, CG32392,

CG14838, CG13442, CG31068 and CG17377, respectively (data retrieved from

the FlyAtlas Anatomy Microarray and modENCODE Anatomy RNA-Seq data on

http://flybase.org).
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Table 4.5. Summary of top 20 differentially expressed genes with D. melanogaster
protein matches in female reproductive tract and testis, respectively.

Gene locus Hit ID Hit Name E-value Log2 FC Adjusted p
Female-
biased

XLOC 018823 FBgn0037405 CG1077 * 2.38E-06 -13.06 1.58E-12

XLOC 015696 FBgn0041709 yellow-g* 5.04E-19 -12.65 3.91E-11
XLOC 032619 FBgn0266435 CG45065 * 1.72E-151 -12.36 1.64E-10
XLOC 030196 FBgn0035328 yellow-g2 * 4.20E-65 -12.06 2.09E-36
XLOC 007922 FBgn0035089 Phk-3 1.59E-08 -12.01 1.45E-91
XLOC 009044 FBgn0034145 CG5065 1.75E-13 -11.93 2.21E-45
XLOC 007550 FBgn0039084 CG10175 8.89E-79 -11.90 1.73E-50
XLOC 021021 FBgn0038799 MFS9 1.96E-09 -11.89 1.59E-09
XLOC 021022 FBgn0038799 MFS9 3.49E-45 -11.85 1.88E-21
XLOC 025391 FBgn0013680 mt:ND2 6.59E-09 -11.81 1.74E-283
XLOC 000499 FBgn0032433 Oatp33Ea 3.76E-32 -11.54 2.71E-09
XLOC 003735 FBgn0034145 CG5065 3.59E-14 -11.52 6.18E-32
XLOC 026733 FBgn0000032 Acph-1 * 4.73E-69 -11.46 2.48E-41
XLOC 002774 FBgn0000261 Cat 1.66E-34 -11.28 2.37E-08
XLOC 005024 FBgn0039896 yellow-h 7.54E-111 -11.26 1.75E-18
XLOC 024658 FBgn0030452 MFS10 5.42E-19 -11.23 2.92E-08
XLOC 016572 FBgn0038799 MFS9 3.93E-29 -11.12 4.62E-08
XLOC 032950 FBgn0000032 Acph-1 * 3.86E-21 -10.99 6.21E-18
XLOC 036184 FBgn0259247 laccase2 2.23E-09 -10.94 3.44E-09
XLOC 018465 FBgn0026314 Ugt35b 6.37E-96 -10.91 4.59E-18

Male-
biased

XLOC 037165 FBgn0014869 Pglym78 7.44E-70 13.61 1.81E-13

XLOC 034828 FBgn0035273 CG12020 * 9.64E-35 13.59 2.02E-13
XLOC 033633 FBgn0020412 JIL-1 1.21E-19 13.47 4.23E-13
XLOC 003842 FBgn0032478 CG5458 * 3.75E-45 13.31 1.07E-12
XLOC 039688 FBgn0038385 Fbxl7 6.21E-07 13.29 1.15E-12
XLOC 035079 FBgn0019982 Gs1l 2.23E-53 13.29 1.19E-12
XLOC 019177 FBgn0020412 JIL-1 2.99E-16 13.25 1.45E-12
XLOC 039094 FBgn0052392 CG32392 * 2.03E-08 13.12 3.14E-12
XLOC 010029 FBgn0005612 Sox14 3.45E-08 13.05 4.59E-12
XLOC 016670 FBgn0033635 CG7777 2.72E-26 12.98 2.59E-27
XLOC 035177 FBgn0004380 Klp64D 1.96E-09 12.94 1.30E-35
XLOC 024216 FBgn0264574 Glut1 1.89E-43 12.88 8.30E-25
XLOC 004823 FBgn0035799 CG14838 * 1.28E-72 12.84 1.01E-25
XLOC 010324 FBgn0034546 CG13442 * 2.57E-10 12.84 1.45E-11
XLOC 019341 FBgn0036211 CG5946 9.38E-16 12.77 2.02E-11
XLOC 002845 FBgn0020412 JIL-1 6.64E-13 12.75 2.79E-24
XLOC 035152 FBgn0051068 CG31068 * 1.24E-33 12.73 2.62E-26
XLOC 038804 FBgn0031988 CG8668 1.07E-63 12.65 7.43E-25
XLOC 020898 FBgn0031859 CG17377 * 2.27E-10 12.58 1.47E-24
XLOC 038151 FBgn0039396 CCAP-R 6.78E-28 12.57 5.83E-11

‘*’ indicates the transcript is also highly expressed in the D. melanogaster ovary and testicle
respectively.
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4.4.4 Enriched gene ontology terms and pathways

The matched D. melanogaster protein hits from the C. hookeri sex-biased genes

were used to detect enriched gene ontology (GO) terms. In summary, a total of

2,405 D. melanogaster FlyBase IDs were subjected to the multiple tests of GO

enrichment on DAVID. The results show, within level one GOs, most of the signif-

icantly enriched terms were female-biased, including biological regulation, develop-

mental process, signaling, response to stimulus, growth, behaviour, reproductive

process and immune system process from the biological process category (BP),

transporter activity and catalytic activity from the molecular function category

(MF), and membrane and cell junction from the cellular component category (CC);

whereas, rhythmic process (BP), molecular transducer activity (MF) and synapse

(CC) were significantly enriched with male-biased genes (Figure 4.7a).

After removing all the parental terms, the more specific GOs were revealed (4.7b).

The significantly enriched terms for the male-biased genes include ATP binding,

motor activity, microtubule binding and ATPase activity (MF), which greatly cor-

respond to sperm maturation and movement; whereas, the terms for the female-

biased genes include calcium ion, protein and actin binding and ATPase activity

(MF), likely to be associated with transmembrane movement of substances. In

addition, the female also overexpressed genes involved in glucose transmembrane

transporter activity, oxidoreductase activity and carboxylic ester hydrolase activity

(MF), which may relate to transportation of micronutrients and metallic ion within

follicles or between oocytes and epithelial cells (Figure 4.7b). Furthermore, we also

found GOs associated with oocyte maturation and development, such as imaginal

disc-derived wing morphogenesis, open tracheal system development (BP), myofib-

ril assembly, neuron projection morphogenesis and dorsal closure (CC) that were

enriched with female-biased genes.
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(a) Level one GO mappings

(b) GO mappings directly annotated by the source database

Figure 4.7. Bubble plots showing enriched GO terms generated from sex-biased
genes. ‘Z-score’ was calculated for each term using the formula: male-biased minus
female-biased gene number divided by the square root of sex-biased gene number.
The significant GOs are indicated above the yellow line. The bubbles calculated
with minus z-scores represent GOs containing more female-biased genes, while
GOs with more male-biased genes have z-scores larger than zero. The bubble size
represents the gene number. The GO descriptions at right are listed from the
highest to lowest signficance of enrichment.
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The enriched KEGG pathways include many related to carbohydrate metabolism,

including pentose and glucuronate interconversions and starch and sucrose metabolism

enriched with female-biased genes, and glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, glycan degrada-

tion, glycosaminoglycan degradation and galactose metabolism pathways enriched

with male-biased genes. Other enriched pathways including female-biased ECM-

receptor interaction, hippo signaling pathway, phototransduction, insect hormone

biosynthesis and retinol metabolism, and male-biased lysosome, phosphatidyli-

nositol signaling system, glycosphingolipid biosynthesis, foxO signaling pathway

and ABC transporters were also revealed. These pathways are shown in figure

4.8. Within the juvenile hormone (JH) biosynthesis pathway (belonging to insect

hormone biosynthesis pathway), we found JH epoxide hydrolase 2 (Jheh2 ) and

CG9360 were overexpressed in the female.

Figure 4.8. KEGG pathways enriched in gonadal sex-biased genes. Enriched
pathways with modified Fisher exact test p value below 0.1 are shown here. Stars
indicate pathways with BH adjusted p value below 0.05.
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4.5 Discussion

Parthenogenesis is common in stick insects, yet the molecular mechanism under-

lying this have been poorly studied. Characterisation of genes essential to stick

insect reproduction, especially from species with different reproductive modes, is

the first step to understanding flexible reproduction. In this study, we constructed

a C. hookeri genome assembly, which was then used as a reference genome to

detect genes that are present in the female reproductive tract and testicle tran-

scriptomes.

4.5.1 Large repetitive genome

The C. hookeri genome, smaller than L. migratoria (Wang et al., 2014), is the

second largest insect genome published to date. It is also the second stick in-

sect genome ever reported and the only one sequenced from the Euphasmatodea.

Thus, the availablity of this genome sequence provides valuable information to

investigate the evolution of large insect genomes and the diversification of the

Phasmatodea.

The C. hookeri genome assembly comprising 4.2 Gb, was very similar to the flow

cytometry estimate, and approximately four times larger than T. cristinae (Soria-

Carrasco et al., 2014). Similar to L. migratoria, the analysis of the C. hookeri

genome also revealed a large volume of repetitive elements, mostly DNA trans-

posons. Compared with T. cristinae, the C. hookeri genome is largely expanded

with a variety of repeat types. Notably, MITE, the most abundant group of DNA

transposon in the C. hookeri genome assembly, was also reported to be present

with high frequency in partial Bacillus genome sequences (Ricci et al., 2013), but

absent in the T. cristinae genome. It is likely that the invasion and proliferation of

MITEs occurred along with the evolution of euphasmids. However, on the other

hand, it is also possible that the loss of MITEs occurred along in the Timema

lineage. A survey of MITEs across a wide range of insect lineages may provide

a solution on the evolution of this repeat group in stick insects. A relatively

large proportion of un-classified repeats were also revealed in the two stick insect

genomes; while, whether they indeed representing novel repeat families requires

further analysis.
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4.5.2 Gene length expansion

The annotated gene models from L. migratoria and C. hookeri were exceptionally

long compared with other insects with moderate to small genome sizes and this

was caused by the long introns. These results suggest there was an intron length

expansion along with the formation of such large insect genome size, and this

seems more dramatic than in eukaryotes. However, the regression line between

genome size and intron length calculated for eukaryotes was reported in 1999,

which can be limited by the number of genome sequences available at the time.

Therefore, redrawing this line by employing more genome sequences is required.

There are several consequences to an increase in intron length. First, long introns

are associated with an increased metabolic cost as introns are transcribed together

with exons (Vinogradov, 1999). Second, they are thought to be associated with

large genome compactness (Vinogradov, 1999). Third, they may be negatively

correlated with recombination (Comeron and Kreitman, 2000). The C. hookeri

genome provides a novel resource to test these hypotheses in insects. Furthermore,

compared with T. cristinae, C. hookeri genes also exhibited a higher number of

introns and exons per gene and a slightly longer coding sequence length. However,

whether these patterns hold across the Euphasmatodea requires the availability of

more stick insect genome sequences.

4.5.3 Sex-biased genes

The comparative transcriptome analysis between female and male gonads revealed

a large set of genes with sex-biased expression. The male-biased genes were more

than twice as abundant than those genes showing female-biased expression, and

a much greater proportion of male-biased genes were lacking homologous matches

from the known proteins. It is likely that similar to many other obligate sexual an-

imals (Meiklejohn et al., 2003; Haerty et al., 2007; Assis et al., 2012; Reinke et al.,

2004; Cutter and Ward, 2005; Torgerson et al., 2002; Khaitovich et al., 2005), C.

hookeri male-biased genes have also been evolving faster than the female-biased

genes. Clitarchus hookeri females sometimes reproduce by parthenogenesis, which

might lead to less selective pressure on males because the male-biased genes are

used less frequently than the female-biased genes (Purandare et al., 2014; Huyl-

mans et al., 2016). It has been also reported that the sexual-derived Timema
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parthenogenetic lineages have experienced sexual trait decline, such as shrunken

spermatotheca and the loss of male attractiveness (Schwander et al., 2013), which

likely have occurred in the C. hookeri parthenogens. It is possible that this sexual

trait decay correlates with female-biased gene expression change. All these hy-

potheses require further investigations of the sequence and expression divergence

across euphasmids and the gene expression between sexual and parthenogenetic

C. hookeri.

The C. hookeri female reproductive tract overexpressed genes enriched in devel-

opment, signalling, growth, behaviour and reproductive process. The top five

female-biased DE genes had D. melanogaster matches from a chorion-containing

eggshell formation protein (CG1077 ) predicted with anti-microbial activity (Tootle

et al., 2011), yellow-g and yellow-g2 proteins essential to eggshell integrity (Clay-

comb et al., 2004), CG45065 protein responding to mating (McGraw et al., 2004),

and Phk-3 protein associated with matamorphosis (Sabatier et al., 2003). Stick

insects show interesting traits relating to egg morphology (Sellick, 1997; Buckley

and Bradler, 2010). The eggs are in a variety of shapes, often mimicking plant

seeds, many of which contain a knob-like capitulum that resembles an elaiosome

to attract ants for burial (Hughes and Westoby, 1992). Recently, a species (Ko-

rinninae spec.) was found to produce an ootheca containing numerous eggs in a

highly ordered arrangement, which is distinct from other stick insects that pro-

duce eggs singly by dropping them to the ground or inserting them into crevices

or soil (Goldberg et al., 2015). The genes shown in our study that are essential to

eggshell formation and maturation have provided candidates to further investigate

these egg adaptations in stick insects.

In comparison, the male-biased genes were significantly enriched for rhythmic pro-

cess, molecular transducer activity and synapse. Rhythmic processes play impor-

tant roles in temporally coordinating the release of sequential sperm, the acidifi-

cation of vas deferens, and contractile activity (Giebultowicz et al., 1989; Bebas

et al., 2001; Beaver et al., 2002; Kotwica-Rolinska et al., 2013). The enrichment

of the molecular transducer activity was also found in crab and a sex-changing

fish testis (He et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2015). The top five male-biased genes with

homology matches include a glycolysis protein Pglym78 present in the semen and

seminal vesicle tissue from a honey bee (Collins et al., 2006), CG12020 enriched

in the sperm proteome with a role in protein folding (Dorus et al., 2006; Was-
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brough et al., 2010), JIL-1 essential to chromosomal organisation (Ivaldi et al.,

2007), CG5458 involved in sperm axoneme assembly (Dorus et al., 2006; Was-

brough et al., 2010) and Fbxl7 regulating mitosis through Aurora A (Coon et al.,

2012).

Notably, a large number of sex-biased transcripts showed no matches from any of

the databases. These transcripts can include: 1) highly diverged genes; 2) unknown

genes; and 3) non-coding elements. Stick insects contain panoistic ovaries where

oogonia eventually differentiates into all oocytes (taddei et al., 1992). However,

insect ovary-biased genes have mostly been identified from the meroistic ovaries

frequently present in the derived Holometabola, where oogonia differentiate into

an oocyte and several nurse cells (Büning, 1994; Irles et al., 2009). Thus, some of

the novel female-biased genes found in this study may be playing unique functions

in the panoistic ovary, thereby being interesting candidates for the study of insect

ovary evolution.

Interestingly, we found some C. hookeri genes have homology matches to D.

melanogaster proteins involved in the juvenile hormone (JH) synthesis pathway.

These genes include Jheh1 and Jheh2 involved in the JH catabolic process (Camp-

bell et al., 1992) and CG9360 having an oxidoreductase activity (Mayoral et al.,

2009). The female was found to overexpress Jheh2 and CG9360. It has been

suggested that in the cyclical parthenogenetic aphids, higher level of JH induce

parthenogenetic reproduction (Mittler et al., 1976; hardie et al., 1985; Corbitt

and Hardie, 1985; Ishikawa et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014a). However, whether the

level of JH has an impact in the differentiation of the southern parthenogenetic C.

hookeri is unknown, which may be revealed by measuring expression levels of the

genes involved in JH hormone biosynthesis. In addition, we also found some en-

riched pathways were related to carbohydrate metabolism (e.g. starch and sucrose

metabolism and glycan degradation), which are likely to contain genes playing

important roles in nutrition and energy support for the production of gametes and

the maintenance of reproductive organs.
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4.6 Conclusion

The analysis of the C. hookeri genome assembly revealed a large, repetitive genome,

likely resulting from the accumulation of DNA transposons along with an increase

of intron length. MITE, the most abundant repeat type in the C. hookeri genome

assembly, likely invaded and proliferated after euphasmids diverged from Timema

and contributed significantly to the growth in genome size. Using a reference-

guided approach coupled with differential expression analysis, a large number of

sex-biased genes were identified by comparing gonadal transcriptomes between

females and males. As expected, female reproductive tract overexpressed genes

involved in development, signalling, growth, behaviour and reproductive process;

while, testicle overexpressed genes involved in rhythmic process, transducer activ-

ity and synapse. We also identified several genes involved in JH synthesis, together

with the sex-biased genes, provide candidates for the further study of stick insect

reproductive flexibility.
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5.1 Chapter Summary

The New Zealand stick insect Clitarchus hookeri is a geographic parthenogen. Sex-

ual reproduction dominates in the upper half of the North Island and partheno-

genesis is widespread in the lower North Island and South Island. We sequenced

ovariolar transcriptomes from multiple sexual and parthenogenetic populations to

reveal the population genetic and gene expression changes associated with the

transition from sexual reproduction to parthenogenesis. Analysis of single nu-

cleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) demonstrates that C. hookeri has decreased ge-

netic variation coupled with a loss of heterzygosity from northern to southern pop-

ulations. Two geographically-distant parthenogenetic populations share a highly

similar genotype with very low levels of heterzygosity, suggesting the parthenogens

were derived from a single ancestor, most likely from duplication of a haploid ga-

mete genome. We analysed transcriptome-wide patterns of gene expression as

well as candidate meiotic genes in a separate analysis. In the transcriptome-wide

analysis, the two reproductive modes differed in terms of gene expression during

oogenesis. Genes, such as heat shock protein 83 (hsp83 ), crooked legs (crol), neu-

roglian (Nrg) and endosulfine (endos), with a role in oogenesis, were extensively

down-regulated in the parthenogens, indicating they might no longer be needed

in the production of parthenogenetic oocytes. Our analysis of candidate meiotic

genes increased power in detection of expression changes due to having better

curated transcripts and avoiding environmental effects and contamination. Sexu-

als and parthenogens expressed the same meiotic gene set, with expression level

differences observed in several genes involved in nearly all of the main stages of

meiosis. We observed changes in gene expression similar to the changes observed

in cyclical parthenogenetic aphids (e.g. WEE1 G2 Check-point Kinase and Ju-

venile hormone esterase). Down-regulation of genes involved in crossing over is

observed in conjunction with fixed genotypes among parthenogenetic populations

and is consistent with a reduction in recombination. Our study demonstrates the

utility of combining population genetics with gene expression data to investigate

evolutionary shifts in reproductive mode.
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5.2 Introduction

Geographical parthenogenesis is when a species has sexual and asexual populations

with distinct geographic distributions (Vandel, 1928). In general, parthenogenetic

populations are younger, more frequently observed at marginal areas, such as

higher elevations, higher latitudes and previously glaciated areas that are environ-

mentally modified, relative to sexual populations (Bell, 1982; Bierzychudek, 1985;

Van Dijk, 2003; Kearney, 2005; Hörandl, 2006; Cosendai et al., 2013). Asexual

reproduction producing offspring without mating has an advantage in the coloni-

sation of new habitats (Baker et al., 1965; Baker, 1967); however, it may generate

lineages with low genetic variation due to a loss of heterozygosity during the ac-

quisition of parthenogenesis and loss of recombination (Hewitt, 2004; Schwander

et al., 2011; Moritz and Haberl, 1994; Hebert and Ward, 1972). Some asexual

lineages may persist due to having a broader environmental tolerance than sexuals

and other asexual lineages, due to polyploidy or hybridisation that maintain higher

levels of genetic diversity (Bell, 1982; Lynch, 1984; West et al., 1999; Vrijenhoek

and Parker Jr, 2009; Schwander and Crespi, 2009).

Originating from sexual reproduction, parthenogenesis can emerge through a va-

riety of processes (Delmotte, 2001; Kearney, 2005; Schwander and Crespi, 2009;

King and Hurst, 2010; Neiman et al., 2014). Cyclically or facultatively partheno-

genetic taxa are ideal models to study the molecular mechanisms underlying these

processes. In insects, much knowledge has been gained from the study of cyclical

parthenogenetic aphids. It is well-known that seasonal triggers cause the tran-

sition from parthenogenesis to sexual reproduction in order to produce overwin-

tering (cold-resistant) eggs (Moran, 1992; Simon et al., 2002). In the pea aphid

(Acyrthosiphon pisum), this transition results in gene expression changes involving

oogenesis, cell cycle regulation, epigenetic regulation and RNA maturation (Gallot

et al., 2012). Multiple copies of the cell cycle regulatory gene WEE1 were down-

regulated in the asexual ovaries, suggesting an additional cell cycle control for

sexual reproduction (Srinivasan et al., 2010). Some Argonaute-family paralogues

involved in suppressing transposons mediated by piRNAs were also differentially

expressed, and the asexuals were found to express unspliced transcripts from the

double-strand break initiator SPO11 (Srinivasan et al., 2014). In addition, sev-

eral early developmental genes including orthodenticle, hunchback and caudal were
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found to be differentially expressed between the two reproductive morphs (Dun-

can et al., 2013). A study in cotton aphid (Aphis gossypii) revealed some genes

involved in phototransduction, cuticle composition, progesterone-mediated oocyte

maturation and endocrine regulation correlated with different reproductive modes

(Liu et al., 2014a). The change of Juvenile hormone (JH) abundance with pho-

toperoid length has been also suggested to induce the transition to sexuality in

these aphids (hardie et al., 1985; Corbitt and Hardie, 1985). Expression changes

were detected in genes encoding proteins used for JH synthesis and hydrolysis

(Ishikawa et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014a). Similar studies have been also con-

ducted in other cyclical parthenogenetic organisms. An investigation of the switch

in reproductive modes of a monogonont rotifer (Brachionus calyciflorus) revealed

expression changes in one copy of the cell cycle regulatory gene CDC20 and sev-

eral copies of histone H2A, as well as some genes associated with the formation of

resting eggs (Hanson et al., 2013a,b). A transposon insertion in a meiosis-specific

sister chromatid cohesion gene REC8 was found to be associated with obligate

asexuality in the water flea (Daphnia pulex ) (Eads et al., 2012). These studies

show that cyclical parthenogens contain differentially expressed genes during the

production of oocytes, yet these genes largely differ across the various arthropod

groups.

Despite these studies in cyclical parthenogens, there has been only one study

conducted on a geographical parthenogenetic species exploring gene expression

differences between sexual and parthenogenetic populations. Yang at al. (2009)

found several candidates including a tubulin alpha-1 chain gene and several signal

transduction genes in the rice water weevil (Lissorhoptrus oryzophilus). However,

the number of candidate genes they detected was small as a suppression subtractive

hybridization method was employed (Yang et al., 2009).

Clitarchus hookeri is a geographical parthenogenetic stick insect, distributed across

a wide range of lowland habitats in New Zealand (Buckley et al., 2010b). On the

upper half of the North Island, sexual reproduction dominates, where offspring

with relatively equal number of sexes are produced, and the sexual females are

also able to reproduce parthenogenetically (Buckley et al., 2010b; Morgan-Richards

et al., 2010). Compared with the fertilised eggs, the unfertilised eggs have a slightly

reduced hatching rate, but a significantly longer hatching period (Morgan-Richards

et al., 2010). On the lower half of the North Island and the South Island, partheno-
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genesis is widespread and only females have been observed (Buckley et al., 2010b;

Morgan-Richards et al., 2010; Buckley et al., 2014). Geographical parthenogenesis

in C. hookeri is thought to have resulted from rapid recolonisation after glacia-

tion (Buckley et al., 2010b). During the Last Glacial Maximum, populations were

restricted to several large refugia on the North Island and small refugia in the

northeastern South Island, which recolonised towards southern areas after retreat

of the glaciers (Buckley et al., 2010b). This resulted in decreased mitochondrial

DNA variation from northern to southern populations (Buckley et al., 2010b). In

addition, the parthenogens have developed a reproductive barrier from sexual pop-

ulations as they lack the ability to produce fertilised eggs when crossed with males

from sexual populations (Morgan-Richards et al., 2010). There has also been gene

flow from C. hookeri into the obligate parthenogenetic Acanthoxyla (Trewick et al.,

2005, 2008; Buckley et al., 2008; Morgan-Richards et al., 2016).

We use RNA-Seq technology to sequence the transcriptomes of C. hookeri ovar-

iolar tips from multiple sexual and parthenogenetic populations, followed by a

reference-guided approach to characterise single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP)

and analyse gene expression differences. In addition to the genome-wide analysis,

we conducted an additional comparative gene expression analysis on 104 previ-

ously identified meiosis associated genes (Chapter 3) to increase the power in

detecting their gene expression. We address the following questions: 1) Do two

geographically-distant parthenogenetic populations derive from a single origin? 2)

What effects has the origin of parthenogenesis had on levels of heterozygosity

within the nuclear genome? 3) Is there a difference in gene expression profiles

during oogenesis between the sexual and parthenogenetic females? 4) If so, are

those genes similar to those identified in cyclical parthenogenetic arthropods? 5)

Is the oogenetic process modified in the parthenogens, as suggested by expression

differences? 6) Can we correlate change in meiotic gene expression with population

genetic patterns?
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5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Insect collection, rearing and dissection

Fifteen insects were collected from five locations across New Zealand and described

in table 5.1. To avoid fertilisation and allow developmental consistency of the ovar-

iolar tips among individuals, we collected mainly 3rd to 5th instar female nymphs.

Three parthenogenetic females from the Okuti Valley site were adults when col-

lected and they were used in this study due to the unavailability of nymphs. The

female nymphs were reared and frozen as described in section 3.3.1. Approximately

4 to 6 ovariolar tips from each female were dissected in 100% ethanol and pooled

for RNA extraction.

Table 5.1. Sample summary.

Collection site Sample ID Collection date
Herekino CLI773* 8/01/15

(35◦ 9.373 S, 173◦ 17.155 E) CLI783* 8/01/15
CLI786* 8/01/15

Bream Head CLI778* 6/01/15
(35◦ 50.479 S, 174◦ 34.485 E) CLI787* 6/01/15

Lake Karapiro CLI814* 6/04/15
(37◦ 56.445 S, 175◦ 35.672 E) CLI826* 6/04/15

CLI827* 6/04/15
CLI828* 6/04/15

Cape Kidnappers CLI836* 9/12/14
(39◦ 40.000 S, 177◦ 46.000 E) CLI838* 9/12/14

Okuti Velley CLI775* 12/01/15
(43◦ 47.390 S, 172◦ 50.248 E) CLI789 12/01/15

CLI790 12/01/15
CLI792 12/01/15

‘*’ indicates insects were nymphs when collected.

5.3.2 RNA extraction and sequencing

Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the man-

ufacturer’s protocol. Quality and concentration of RNA extractions were assessed

using the method described in section 2.3.2.1 (antennae, midgut and terminalia).

Short-read (150 bp) PE libraries were constructed and sequenced at BGI, Shen-

zhen. Specifically, each sample was firstly digested with DNase I (NEB), and then
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isolated mRNA with the Dynabeads R© mRNA Purification Kit (Ambion). Next,

the fragment buffer was added and then incubated at 94◦C to fragment mRNA

into 150-170 bp. The first-strand cDNA was generated by First Strand Master

Mix and Super Script II Reverse Transcriptase kit (Invitrogen) (Reaction con-

dition: 25◦C for 10 min; 42◦C for 50 min; 70◦C for 15 min), followed by using

Second Strand Master Mix to synthesize the second-strand cDNA (16◦C for 2 h).

The products were then purified with Ampure XP Beads (AGENCOURT), and

then combined with End Repair Mix to be incubated at 20◦C for 30 min. Am-

pure XP Beads (AGENCOURT) was used to purify the end-repaired DNA, and

A-Tailing Mix was then added to the purified products to be incubated at 37◦C

for 30 min. Adenylate 3’ Ends DNA with RNA Index Adapter and Ligation Mix

were then combined with the products and incubated at 30◦C for 20 min. Ampure

XP Beads (AGENCOURT) were used again to purify DNA. The 1st-PCR was

performed with PCR Pimer Cocktail and PCR Master Mix to enrich the cDNA

fragments. The 1st-PCR products were then purified with Ampure XP Beads

(AGENCOURT). Quantification was conducted on Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Ag-

ilent DNA 1000 Reagents). One hundred ng of 1st-PCR products were used for

DSN (Evrogen) reactions (68◦C for 5 h). The 2nd-PCR was performed on the

purified products, and then purified again with XP Beads (AGENCOURT). The

final library was quantitated in two ways: Determining the average molecule length

using the Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer instrument (Agilent DNA 1000 Reagents), and

quantifying the library by real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) (TaqMan Probe).

The Qualified libraries were finally amplified on cBot to generate the cluster on

the flowcell (TruSeq PE Cluster Kit V3–cBot–HS,Illumina), which was then paired

and sequenced pair end on the HiSeq 2000 System (TruSeq SBS KIT-HS V3, Illu-

mina).

5.3.3 Read preprocessing, mapping and quantification

Raw reads were quality assessed and preprocessed following the steps described

in section 3.3.2 with a single modification: 15 bp was trimmed from the 3’ end of

reads, in place of the 5 bp trim. The cleaned reads were mapped to the C. hookeri

genome assembly and generate genes following the steps described in section 4.3.8.

The extracted transcripts from the annotated genes were searched for homologues
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against the D. melanogaster protein database (dmel r6.08). Read quantification

and differential expression analysis are described in section 4.3.9.

5.3.4 SNP calling and analysis

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were subsequently called from the mapped

RNA-Seq reads using SAMtools (v1.5.14) (Li et al., 2009; Li, 2011) and BCFtools

(v1.5.14) (https://github.com/samtools/bcftools) with default options. The re-

sulting SNPs were filtered using VCFtools (v5.20.0) (Danecek et al., 2011) to retain

the high quality (QUAL>100) and coverage (DP>50 by individual) biallelic SNPs,

which were then filtered for missing data. The remaining SNPs were used to mea-

sure individual-based heterozygosity in VCFtools. Population structure was as-

sessed by principle component analysis (PCA) performed using SNPRelate (v1.6.2)

(Zheng et al., 2012) and visualised using pheatmap (https://cran.r-project.org/we-

b/packages/pheatmap/index.html), both within the R package (v3.1.1) (Ihaka and

Gentleman, 1996).

5.3.5 Differential expression analysis

The method used for differential expression analysis was described in section 4.3.9.

The PCA function from DESeq2 and pheatmap were used to calculate and visualise

the overall expression similarities among the samples. The genes with significantly

differential expression were defined with the adjusted p value less than 0.05 and

a fold change over two. To specifically investigate the expression of the 104 pre-

viously identified candidate meiotic genes from Chapter 3, we also conducted a

differential expression analysis based only on those genes. This method has sev-

eral advantages compared with the transcriptome-wide analysis. First, the meiotic

gene transcripts were manually identified from the de novo transcriptome, thus be-

ing better curated and complete than the in silico annotated gene models from

the genome-guided approach. Second, focusing on the known genes allows us to

minimize environmental effects and contamination, thereby increasing sensitivity

in of the gene expression levels. In this study, the meiotic genes were arbitrarily

defined as differentially expressed if they had a fold change difference greater than

one.
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5.3.6 Gene ontology and pathway analysis

The identified differential expressed (DE) genes were used to detect enriched gene

ontology (GO) terms and KEGG pathways following the steps described in section

4.3.10. The GO terms with a p value less than 0.05 were considered enriched. In

addition to the level one GO terms and source database directed annotated terms,

we also included those from a category without very broad terms (GOTERM FAT

category from the DAVID annotation tool).

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Read mapping and gene annotation

Of the 1 billion reads, 93.6% passed quality control and mapped to the genome

assembly, resulting in mapping ratios ranging from 80.6% to 84.3%. Approximately

70% of reads mapped uniquely (Table 5.2). A total of 31,100 gene loci were

annotated to the C. hookeri genome assembly according to the mapped reads and

40.9% (12,714) had homology matches to D. melanogaster proteins.

Table 5.2. Read mapping statistics.

Population Sample ID Read pairs Uniquely mapped No. of splices Multiply mapped Total mapped ratio
Herekino CLI773 29,740,310 21,123,175 (71.03%) 11,230,987 3,068,903 (10.32%) 81.34%

CLI783 27,979,873 19,615,380 (70.11%) 10,774,548 3,919,453 (14.01%) 84.11%
CLI786 31,497,007 22,155,368 (70.34%) 12,528,307 3,768,157 (11.96%) 82.30%

Bream Head CLI778 30,824,537 22,382,251 (72.61%) 11,947,855 3,269,080 (10.61%) 83.22%
CLI787 32,734,717 23,064,380 (70.46%) 10,159,076 4,482,624 (13.69%) 84.15%

Lake Karapiro CLI814 29,194,628 20,943,274 (71.74%) 11,979,690 3,014,684 (10.33%) 82.06%
CLI826 31,178,483 22,819,225 (73.19%) 12,260,951 3,157,188 (10.13%) 83.31%
CLI827 33,172,038 23,496,026 (70.83%) 12,844,243 3,566,818 (10.75%) 81.58%
CLI828 29,720,337 22,054,370 (74.21%) 12,367,955 2,996,891 (10.08%) 84.29%

Cape Kidnappers CLI836 44,715,995 32,007,013 (71.58%) 18,580,283 4,732,267 (10.58%) 82.16%
CLI838 31,886,569 22,248,597 (69.77%) 10,943,735 3,605,344 (11.31%) 81.08%

Okuti Valley CLI775 29,700,248 20,493,122 (69.00%) 10,298,735 3,755,219 (12.64%) 81.64%
CLI789 39,561,778 28,677,920 (72.49%) 16,541,589 4,432,370 (11.20%) 83.69%
CLI790 40,027,755 29,174,274 (72.89%) 15,925,747 3,917,929 (9.79%) 82.67%
CLI792 26,979,597 18,920,348 (70.13%) 10,974,862 2,815,866 (10.44%) 80.57%
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5.4.2 Population genetics

A total of 208,857 high-quality non-monomorphic biallelic SNPs were used to in-

vestigate population genetic patterns. The two parthenogenetic populations are

genetically highly similar to each other and widely separated from the three sexual

populations by PCA (Figure 5.1). The proportion of SNPs that are fixed within

each population was determined, revealing an increased proportion of fixed SNPs

in southern asexual relative to northern sexual populations (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.1. Left: a geographic map showing collection sites of five populations.
The dashed line modified from Buckley et al. (2010) represents the rough boundary
of sexual and parthenogenetic populations. Circles and triangles represent sexual
and parthenogenetic populations, respectively. Right: PCA plot of high-quality
SNPs showing the genetic clustering of individuals.
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Figure 5.2. Histogram showing the proportion of fixed SNPs within each of the
populations as well as the three sexual and the two parthenogenetic populations.
The x -axis and y-axis represent the populations and the number of SNPs, respec-
tively. HK: Herekino; BH: Bream Head; LK: Lake Karapiro; CK: Cape Kidnap-
pers; OV: Okuti Valley.

Individual heterozygosity was calculated from the number of heterozygous sites

divided by the total number of SNPs. Heteozygosity dramatically decreased from

northern to southern populations (Table 5.3). The highest level of heterozygos-

ity were found in the northern most population, while the two parthenogenetic

populations are highly homozygous. Approximately half (2,316) of the loci that

were heterozygous in any parthenogenetic individual were heterozygous in all

parthenogens.
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Table 5.3. Proportion of heterozygous SNPs and inbreeding coefficient calculated
at both the individual and population levels.

Population Sample ID Het (%) F Ave het (%) Ave F
Herekino CLI773 25.43 11.01 25.20 11.80

CLI783 25.25 11.66
CLI786 24.94 12.74

Bream Head CLI778 24.42 14.55 24.35 14.79
CLI787 24.28 15.04

Lake Karapiro CLI814 10.64 62.75 10.69 62.58
CLI826 10.58 62.98
CLI827 11.29 60.50
CLI828 10.26 64.10

Cape kidnappers CLI836 1.92 93.27 1.96 93.15
CLI838 1.99 93.02

Okuti Valley CLI775 1.98 93.06 1.98 93.07
CLI789 1.96 93.16
CLI790 1.91 93.31
CLI792 2.07 92.75

Het: heterozygosity; F: inbreeding coefficient; Ave het: population
heterozygosity; Ave F: population inbreeding coefficient.

5.4.3 Transcriptome-wide gene expression

Two parthenogenetic populations are mostly closely related and separated from

their sexual relatives in the transcriptome-wide analysis of gene expression (Figure

5.3a). The PCA showed two main clusters corresponding to the two reproductive

modes. PC1 explained 28% of the variation in the data and isolated two outliers

from the main clusters. PC2 explained 20% of the variation and separates the

parthenogenetic from the sexual populations. A similar result is arrived at by

calculating the Poisson distances among individuals (Figure 5.3b). However, one

sample from each reproductive mode shows distantly related to the main cluster,

exhibiting outlier pattern. The parthenogenetic sample 775 is more closely related

to the parthenogenetic compared with sexual cluster; while, the sexual sample 787

shows ambiguous relationship with the main clusters.
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(a) PCA plot

(b) Heatmap

Figure 5.3. Sample-to-sample distance from overall gene expression. (a) PCA
plot. (b) Heatmap of Poisson distances among the samples as calculated from the
Variance stabilizing transformed expression values.
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Differential expression analysis revealed 2,006 and 1,963 genes were down-regulated

and up-regulated respectively in the parthenogens compared with the sexual fe-

males. The number of down- and up-regulated genes that matched D. melanogaster

proteins were 614 (30.6%) and 402 (20.5%), respectively. Thus, even though the

number of up- and down-regulated genes was similar, the up-regulated genes have

many fewer sequence matches with Drosophila. Figure 5.4 shows the expression of

the most significant 200 DE genes. These genes display relatively higher variation

in expression levels among individuals from the sexual relative to the partheno-

genetic populations. The top 20 differentially expressed genes from the down- and

up-regulated gene lists are shown in table 5.4.

Figure 5.4. Heatmap of expression levels of the top 200 differentially expressed
genes using the vsd-transformed expression values
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Table 5.4. Summary of the top 20 differentially expressed genes, with D.
melanogaster protein matches, in sexual and parthenogenetic females.

Gene locus Hit ID Hit Name E-value Log2 FC Adjusted p
Down-regulated XLOC 014701 FBpp0100176 mt:CoI 1.55E-13 -7.06 1.86E-39

XLOC 015376 FBpp0078464 CG12163 8.93E-35 -6.38 2.38E-46
XLOC 026706 FBpp0305095 Hsp83 1.03E-36 -6.32 2.76E-207
XLOC 004857 FBpp0307449 crol 8.86E-27 -6.10 2.79E-128
XLOC 009193 FBpp0297081 Nrg 1.74E-45 -6.00 1.83E-27
XLOC 030666 FBpp0087164 ERp60 8.39E-10 -5.76 1.41E-20
XLOC 000892 FBpp0071142 CG2260 8.34E-36 -5.69 5.94E-27
XLOC 000812 FBpp0307451 crol 2.37E-90 -5.45 1.36E-24
XLOC 022414 FBpp0297990 CG14207 4.14E-07 -5.39 5.16E-57
XLOC 007010 FBpp0290052 RpS15Aa 3.29E-78 -5.36 9.26E-26
XLOC 022409 FBpp0297990 CG14207 3.92E-07 -5.35 1.18E-58
XLOC 003384 FBpp0079294 PIG-U 5.00E-21 -5.30 1.31E-19
XLOC 002193 FBpp0083297 MFS9 2.61E-83 -5.17 4.41E-21
XLOC 015950 FBpp0290563 E(bx) 6.69E-75 -5.09 1.11E-15
XLOC 000810 FBpp0307451 crol 2.30E-06 -5.08 6.94E-27
XLOC 014276 FBpp0304377 ImpL3 1.86E-17 -5.04 5.42E-22
XLOC 019244 FBpp0088515 CG5002 1.73E-08 -4.92 6.14E-33
XLOC 002016 FBpp0289484 Ask1 1.82E-08 -4.88 8.64E-23
XLOC 002924 FBpp0305267 endos 8.75E-11 -4.88 2.75E-20
XLOC 025139 FBpp0311929 St2 3.22E-65 -4.76 4.53E-16

Up-regulated XLOC 004120 FBpp0304916 CG13937 3.21E-24 6.77 1.27E-45
XLOC 012689 FBpp0074717 Gbeta76C 1.66E-160 6.45 6.15E-31
XLOC 001095 FBpp0309156 CG31743 3.67E-16 6.19 1.54E-27
XLOC 022255 FBpp0390631 mt:ND1 8.38E-13 5.68 7.83E-23
XLOC 003031 FBpp0084360 CG6142 1.90E-14 5.54 9.54E-25
XLOC 001607 FBpp0111680 CG34462 1.04E-09 5.44 1.78E-37
XLOC 018549 FBpp0081880 ninaG 1.77E-06 5.44 7.94E-93
XLOC 013561 FBpp0297360 CG5065 6.09E-108 5.23 2.17E-16
XLOC 018412 FBpp0303081 Pde6 3.44E-15 4.92 1.04E-39
XLOC 025466 FBpp0311378 Pde6 3.48E-11 4.78 1.18E-58
XLOC 014292 FBpp0290294 Nlg3 2.41E-68 4.66 9.75E-18
XLOC 018411 FBpp0311378 Pde6 8.08E-149 4.56 1.19E-76
XLOC 022358 FBpp0289848 Teh2 6.76E-92 4.48 3.07E-18
XLOC 020213 FBpp0310042 CG7236 9.05E-125 4.46 7.75E-11
XLOC 011860 FBpp0297360 CG5065 3.52E-42 4.40 3.24E-10
XLOC 003808 FBpp0303081 Pde6 1.22E-42 4.37 1.08E-18
XLOC 023300 FBpp0292225 Dhc62B 1.55E-30 4.31 1.46E-97
XLOC 018552 FBpp0290369 ninaG 2.35E-06 4.28 1.58E-25
XLOC 014624 FBpp0390631 mt:ND1 6.63E-16 4.26 1.10E-12
XLOC 013907 FBpp0390634 mt:Cyt-b 9.97E-18 4.25 3.10E-11
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5.4.4 Enriched gene ontology terms and KEGG pathways

There were 720 genes detected with DAVID IDs that were then used to identify

enriched GO terms and KEGG pathways. In summary, 610, 614 and 543 of these

genes were assigned with terms from biological process (BP), molecular function

(MF) and cellular component (CC) categories, respectively. Within the level one

GOs the terms mostly contain genes that were down-regulated in the parthenogens

(Figure 5.5). Notably, these terms all contained more down-regulated genes or only

down-regulated genes.

Figure 5.5. Bubble plot showing enriched gene ontology (GO) terms. The ‘Z-score’
was calculated for each term using the formula: male-biased minus female-biased
gene number divided by the square root of the sex-biased gene number. The y-
axis is minus log transformed BH corrected p value. The bubble size and the
number of genes are positively correlated. The GO descriptions to the right were
ranked based on the corrected p value and started from the lowest for each of the
categories.
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The significantly enriched GOs from all levels generated from the groups either

excluding the very broad terms or completely removing parental terms both show

most were down-regulated (Figure 5.6b). These more specific terms mostly related

to oxidation-reduction process, carbohydrate metabolic process and transportation

associated activity. The up-regulated terms were associated with cell-cell adhesion,

response to stimulus, synaptic transmission, proteolysis and microtubule-biased

movement. Some genes involved in these terms may be associated with reproduc-

tive transition, but the terms lack signatures of female reproduction.
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(a) GO mappings without the very broad terms. The circled terms from the bubble plot
are marked by black dots of their descriptions at right.

(b) GO mappings directly annotated by the source database.

Figure 5.6. Bubble plots show enriched gene ontology (GO) terms of all levels. ‘Z-
score’ was calculated for each term using the formula: male-biased minus female-
biased gene number divided by the square root of sex-biased gene number. The
y-axis is −log transformed BH corrected p value. The bubble size and the number
of genes are positively correlated. The GO descriptions at right were ranked based
on the corrected p value and start from the lowest for each of the categories.
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There were only four KEGG pathways identified as significantly enriched with a p

value of less than 0.05. Similarly, many of the other annotated pathways with a p

value below 0.1 are also related to different aspects of metabolism and biosynthe-

sis. The enriched pathways included ECM-receptor interaction, insect hormone

biosynthesis, neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction and mismatch repair.

Figure 5.7. Bar chart showing enriched KEGG pathway terms generated from
significant DE genes (p<0.5). The significantly enriched pathways are marked by
red stars.
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5.4.5 Differential expression within meiotic genes

Mapping the RNA-Seq reads to previously identified candidate meiotic gene tran-

scripts revealed all the genes that were expressed in sexual females were also ex-

pressed in the parthenogens (ECS>5). Differential expression analysis revealed

10 and 6 genes with up-regulation and down-regulation in the parthenogenetic

females, respectively (adjusted p≤0.05; FC>1) (Figure 5.8). Four of these genes

were associated with sister chromatid cohesion including three up-regulated and

one down-regulated gene. Six genes were involved in meiosis specific functions in-

cluding one down-regulated gene that encodes a component of synaptonemal com-

plex, three up-regulated genes involved in double-strand break (DSB) repair and

two down-regulated genes with roles in promoting crossing over. Genes responsible

for RNA silencing and cell cycle regulation were also investigated, including one

up-regulated gene involved in RNA silencing, three cell cycle regulators with one

down-regulated and two up-regulated, and two involved in regulator degradation

with one down-regulated and one up-regulated.
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Figure 5.8. Expression patterns of meiotic genes that display differential expression
between the different reproductive modes. The genes are associated with (A)
sister chromatid cohession (SCC), (B) synapsis, double-strand break (DSB) and
crossing over, and (C) cell cycle regulation. SA: Stromal Antigen; SCC4 : sister
chromatid cohesion protein 4; SMC5 : Structural maintenance of chromosomes
protein 5; HOP1 : meiosis-specific protein hop1; RECQ4 : RecQ Like Helicase
4; DMC1 : DNA meiotic recombinase 1 ; MLH1 : MutL Homolog 1; RAD52 :
RAD52 Homolog, DNA Repair Protein; MCM8 : minichromosome maintenance
protein 8; AGOA: Argonaute protein A; CYCD : Cyclin D; WEE1 : WEE1 G2
Checkpoint Kinase; APC4 : Adenomatous Polyposis Coli 4; CYCB : Cyclin B;
APC11 : Adenomatous Polyposis Coli 11.

5.5 Discussion

We utilised RNA-Seq to investigate the association between C. hookeri population

genetics, oogenesis gene expression changes and different reproductive modes. The

analysis of SNP variation strongly suggests that C. hookeri parthenogens were de-

rived from a single ancestor, likely from a gametic genome duplication, which then

generated highly homozygous genetic clones. We also observed down-regulation of

multiple oogenetic genes in the southern parthenogens.

Our analysis from the comparative transcriptomes of the ovariolar tips demon-

strates a striking difference in the gene expression profile between reproductive

modes. It is likely that the observed transcriptional differences result from both

genetics and environmental effects (Gibson, 2008) because the two reproductive

modes occur at different latitudes. However, we can attribute at least some of the
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expression differences to reproductive mode, given the two geographically distant

parthenogenetic populations have very similar genetics and show very similar gene

expression profiles. Although some minor differences exist, they were smaller than

the difference between the reproductive modes. Because we sampled ovariolar

tips as the target tissue to detect gene expression change, we are less likely to be

confounded by environmental effects than composite tissues exposed directly to

the external environment. The presence of outliers from RNA-Seq experiments is

common due to variances occurring from sampling, RNA extraction, sequencing to

statistical analysis (Gierliński et al., 2015). Due to the limited number of biologi-

cal replicates available, coupled with the outliers lacking similarity to the opposite

reproductive mode cluster, the outliers were retained in the analysis.

The gene expression comparison at the transcriptome-wide scale did not reveal

significant changes to any of the 104 meiotic genes; whereas, the analysis of can-

didate meiotic genes in isolation allowed us to reduce the fold change of detection

and results in differentially expressed genes.

5.5.1 Genetic variation, heterozygosity and parthenogenetic

origin

Our analysis of the transcriptomic SNPs generated from the C. hookeri females

showed decreasing genetic variation coupled with the loss of heterozygosity from

northern to southern populations. This pattern is seen from the analysis of com-

mon SNPs fixed among individuals within a population and the levels of individ-

ual heterozygosity. This conclusion is consistent with previous predictions from

mtDNA analysis showing decreased variation from northern to southern C. hookeri

populations (Buckley et al., 2010b; Morgan-Richards et al., 2010).

The SNPs generated from the females collected from the two obligate partheno-

genetic populations show that different individuals have highly similar genotypes,

suggesting they were derived from a single ancestor and parthenogenesis has gen-

erated genetic clones. These results are shown in the PCA and the analysis of

SNPs fixed within and among populations. They are also consistent with the mi-

tochondrial DNA phylogeny that showed the majority of parthenogenetic popula-

tions shared an identical haplotype (Buckley et al., 2010b; Morgan-Richards et al.,
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2010). The low levels of heterozygosity in the two parthenogenetic populations re-

vealed in this study are consistent with previous observations from the single-copy

nuclear loci elongation factor-1a and phosphoglucose isomerase were completely

homozygous (Buckley et al., 2008). Both results eliminate the possibility of a hy-

brid origin of the C. hookeri parthenogens. It is likely that this parthenogenetic

lineage originated through doubling the haploid gamete genome which then spread

across the southern habitats of New Zealand. In stick insects, unfertilised off-

spring generated from haploid gametes can restore the somatic karyotype through

gamete fusion or genome duplication. In the facultative parthenogenetic Bacillus

whitei and Extatosoma tiaratum, two haploid nuclei have fused together to gener-

ate parthenogens with a somatic karyotype (Marescalchi et al., 1991; Alavi et al.,

2016). The stick insect B. rossius produces diploid parthenogenetic offspring from

duplicating the haploid genome of the oocytes during embryogenesis (Pijnacker,

1969). Genotyping the C. hookeri unfertilised offspring produced by the sexual

females may shed light on which of these two strategies is operating. In some

insects, parthenogenesis may be also induced by microbes, the best known being

Wolbachia, but a survey from a wide range of phasmid species did not find evidence

of microbe-induced parthenogenesis (Pérez-Ruiz et al., 2015).

5.5.2 Transcriptome-wide differential expression

Our analysis revealed approximately four thousand significantly differentially ex-

pressed genes between the sexual and parthenogenetic populations with a fold

change greater than two. Notably, the proportion of up-regulated genes in the

parthenogens with homology matches to the D. melanogaster protein database

was about 30% less than the down-regulated genes. This is likely due to more

‘novel’ genes being up-regulated in the parthenogens, which is expected because

the known proteins have mostly been studied from obligate sexually reproducing

species, such as D. melanogaster.

5.5.2.1 Top differentially expressed genes

Several genes showing the greatest down-regulated expression in parthenogens are

thought to be related to female reproduction. A gene annotated as hsp83 (heat
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shock protein 83) was detected with about an 80 fold decrease in the C. hookeri

parthenogens. This gene was also found to be highly expressed in the ovary of D.

melanogaster, and is the first heat shock gene expressed during oocyte develop-

ment (Morrow and Tanguay, 2003). The functions of this gene include ensuring

proper centrosome function, maintaining signal transduction, and protecting DNA

in heat shock (Cutforth and Rubin, 1994; Nathan and Lindquist, 1995; van der

Straten et al., 1997; Yue et al., 1999; Lange et al., 2000; Rutherford and Lindquist,

1998). Interestingly, in fungi, the protein encoded by this gene is more abundant

following sexual induction, indicating its involvement in sex (Bui et al., 2016). The

gene Crol (crooked legs) was down-regulated by a factor of 69-fold and this gene

plays a role in cell cycle progression and links the ecdysone steroid hormone and

wingless signalling pathways in Drosophila (Mitchell et al., 2008). A reduction

in cell cycles was observed from the crol -mutant of Drosophila (Mitchell et al.,

2008). As the unfertilised C. hookeri eggs require a much longer period for hatch-

ing (Morgan-Richards et al., 2010), a decreased cell cycle progression might occur

during parthenogenetic oogenesis and early embryogenesis. Another gene, down-

regulated by 64-fold, was Nrg (Neuroglian) which encodes a protein that accumu-

lates in the border cells of early developing follicles in Drosophila and is involved in

the stabilisation of epithelial cell polarity by regulating junctional adhesion (Wei

et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006). In addition, Nrg-deficient Drosophila have reduced

female sexual receptivity (Carhan et al., 2005). This is particularly interesting

because some parthenogenetic female stick insects loose attractiveness to males

(Schwander et al., 2013). The gene endos (endosulfine), down-regulated 29-fold,

plays a role in oocyte meiotic regulation and maturation in Drosophila, and its

mutant blocks the transition from meiotic prophase I to metaphase I (Drummond-

Barbosa and Spradling, 2004; Von Stetina et al., 2008).

5.5.2.2 Gene ontology terms and pathways enriched with differentially

expressed genes

In the GO enrichment analysis, more terms were down-regulated in the parthenogens

than sexual populations. However, this result could be affected by fewer homology

matches in the up-regulated genes. Interestingly, we found several terms likely

related to female reproduction, such as behaviour, developmental process and

rhythmic process were down-regulated in the parthenogens. Although these terms
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are very general, they suggest some changes that may affect female courtership

behaviour, oocyte development and growth, and the generation of sequential de-

veloping oocytes. More specific terms show the parthenogens up-regulated genes

were associated with cell-cell adhesion and down-regulated genes were related to

oxidation-reduction and carbohydrate metabolic processes. The causes of expres-

sion change in these genes are unknown, but a certain level of expression from

them may be important for C. hookeri sexual reproduction.

Under the threshold of Bonferroni corrected p value less than 0.05, there were no

significantly enriched KEGG pathways detected from the differentially expressed

(DE) genes, likely due to a relatively small number of DE genes with homology

matches and the fact that Bonferoni correction is highly conservative. However,

among other enriched pathways, the genes that may be associated with the change

in reproductive mode are those down-regulated in the parthenogens belonging to

phototransduction, insect hormone biosynthesis, neuroactive ligand-receptor inter-

action and mismatch repair, and those up-regulated belonging to biosynthesis of

antibiotics. In cyclical parthenogenetic aphids, short-day lengths induce a lower

juvenile hormone (JH) level after photoperiod sensing, resulting in the production

of sexual morphs (Mittler et al., 1976; hardie et al., 1985; Corbitt and Hardie,

1985; Ishikawa et al., 2012). Correspondingly, a change in protein levels encoded

by the genes involved in the synthesis and hydrolysis of JH was observed (Ishikawa

et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014a). In C. hookeri, we found two DE genes involved

in the JH biosynthesis pathway including down-regulation of JH esterase (ID:

XLOC 015332) and up-regulation of CG9360 in the parthenogens. JH esterase is

responsible for JH degradation and has significantly lower abundance in partheno-

genetic strains compared with the sexual strains of cyclical aphids (Ishikawa et al.,

2012). Thus, it is possible that C. hookeri parthenogens also have a lower abun-

dance of JH and the transition to parthenogens might switch similar molecular

pathways as cyclical aphids. The neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction pathway

including receptors for many neuropeptides is thought to recognise and mediate the

hormone molecules (Hewes and Taghert, 2001), which include the down-regulated

AstA-R1 (Allatostatin A receptor 1), TkR86C (Tachykinin-like receptor at 86C)

and TkR99D (Tachykinin-like receptor at 99D), and the up-regulated Nmdar1

(NMDA receptor 1) and Try29F (Trypsin 29F), respectively. The C. hookeri

DE genes belonging to the photoperiod transduction pathway include the down-
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regulated Act88F (Actin 88F), Gprk1 (G protein-coupled receptor kinase 1) and

Itp-r83A (Inositol 1,4,5-tris-phosphate receptor), and the up-regulated Gbeta76C

(G protein beta-subunit 76C). There is no evidence to support the idea that

the occurrence of geographical parthenogens is associated with the photoperiod

length or any other environmental stimuli, but the geographical distribution of

the parthenogens indeed show a broader tolerance in colonising harsh environ-

ments. However, whether the gene expression changes within these pathways have

an impact on the processes of generating C. hookeri parthenogens in the southern

parts of New Zealand requires further investigation.

Together with several oogenetic genes showing strong down-regulation, the down-

regulation of these sexually-expressed genes indicate a potential functional change

during the formation of oocytes and a molecular transition from northern sexual to

southern parthenogenetic C. hookeri. The loss or reduction of use of any of these

genes might lead to the accumulation of recessive (loss of function) mutations that

result in the irreversable switch to parthenogenesis. Previous studies in Timema

stick insects have shown several phenotypes associated with sexual reproduction

decline in parthenogenetic lineages, such as loss of attractiveness to males and

development of abnormal reproductive organs (Schwander et al., 2013). Similar

decay was also observed in the endosymbiont-induced asexual parasitoid wasp

(Asobara japonica) (Ma et al., 2014) and in Leptopilina clavipes, male-specific

genes were detected with accumulating deleterious mutations (Kraaijeveld et al.,

2016). Our results also show a sexual decline at the molecular level in C. hookeri,

occurring as early as oocyte generation.

5.5.3 Differential expression in meiosis candidate genes

The analysis of gene expression conducted on the previously identified meiosis-

associated genes shows all of these candidate genes were expressed in the C. hookeri

parthenogens, suggesting they are most likely also used during parthenogenesis.

This finding is consistent with previous studies on cyclical parthenogenetic species

where all examined meiotic genes were expressed in the asexual strains even though

the meiotic process is highly modified, including replacement with apomixis (addi-

tional DNA duplication before meiosis I followed by two divisions) (Schurko et al.,

2009; Hanson et al., 2013a,b; Srinivasan et al., 2010). However, similar to some
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of these species, C. hookeri parthenogens show expression changes in a few key

meiotic genes, although the magnitude of the fold changes were only between one

and two.

There were three genes involved in promoting sister chromatid cohesion (SCC) that

were up-regulated and one gene responsible for removal of SCC proteins from the

chromosomes that was down-regulated in the parthenogens. SAb was previously

identified as one of the C. hookeri SA copies expressed specifically in meiosis, which

is likely to act as a meiosis-specific cohesion component and involved in double-

strand breaks (DSBs) (Peters and Nishiyama, 2012). The SCC2-4 complex is

responsible for loading cohesins onto the chromosomes (Ciosk et al., 2000) and

the SMC5-6 complex is involved in DNA repair for DSBs during homologous

recombination (De Piccoli et al., 2006; Potts et al., 2006). Separase, on the other

hand, removes at least REC8 from the chromosome arms to provide resolution of

chiasmata and facilitate chromosomal recombination (Kitajima et al., 2003; Siomos

et al., 2001; Kudo et al., 2006). These results indicate C. hookeri parthenogens

might require more cohesion proteins to participate into SCC and DSB.

Several DE genes associated with synapsis, DSB repair and crossing over were

also found to be differentially expressed. A component of the synaptomal complex

(HOP1a) essential for chromosomal pairing as well as paticipating in interhomolog

recombination and crossing over (Hollingsworth and Byers, 1989; Hollingsworth

et al., 1990; Anuradha and Muniyappa, 2004; Anuradha et al., 2005) was down-

regulated. RECQ4,DMC1 and RAD52, which play a role in DSB repair (Bishop

et al., 1992; Yoshida et al., 1998; Pittman et al., 1998; Shinohara and Ogawa, 1998;

New et al., 1998; Benson et al., 1998; Van Dyck et al., 1999; Cobb and Bjergbaek,

2006; Macris et al., 2006), were up-regulated. Some parthenogenetic stick insects

are thought to accumulate more deleterious mutations due to the lack of both

sex and recombination (Henry et al., 2012), thus increasing the expression level

of DNA repair genes in C. hookeri parthenogens might contribute to the control

of the mutation rate. MCM8, a replication protein that has an important func-

tion in promoting crossovers in Drosophila, was down-regulated (Blanton et al.,

2005; Kohl et al., 2012). Similar functions of this gene were also shown in Ara-

bidopsis thaliana meiosis, as well as acting as a backup pathway to DMC1 -RAD51

(Crismani et al., 2013). The down-regulated MLH1, belonging to a family of DNA

mismatch repair genes, was found to mark the positions of a subset of strongly
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interfering crossovers, the disruption of which may result in the reduced rates of

crossing over (Lhuissier et al., 2007; Hunter and Borts, 1997; Baker et al., 1996;

Mart́ın et al., 2014). These results, together with the DE genes detected in those

activities associated with SCC suggest a potential increase of DSBs, DNA repair

and a reduction of crossing over in C. hookeri parthenogens. The analysis of SNPs

indicated that parthenogenesis in C. hookeri involves the production of genetic

clones and this may be induced by the down-regulation of crossing over promoting

genes. Parthenogenesis lacking recombination has been observed in Timema stick

insects (Schwander et al., 2011), Cape honey bee (Apis mellifera capensis) workers

(Moritz and Haberl, 1994) and Daphnia magna (Hebert and Ward, 1972).

We also found several DE genes involved in cell cycle regulation. Interestingly,

we found WEE1a, one of the C. hookeri specific WEE1 duplicates, was down-

regulated in the parthenogens, consistent with findings from pea aphid, the asexual

strains of which down-regulate several WEE1 copies (Srinivasan et al., 2010). It

was also suggested that the lower activity of WEE1 may alleviate meiotic arrest

by allowing the development of parthenogenesis (Srinivasan et al., 2010). The up-

regulated AGOA forms the functional core of the RNA-induced silencing complex

that mediates RNA silencing and biogenesis of small RNAs (Meister et al., 2004).

The altered expression of the Argonaute-family paralogues was also seen in A.

pisum (Srinivasan et al., 2014). The two cyclin genes CYCBb and CYCDa were

up-regulated, indicating changes in cell cycle regulation (Hunt, 1991; Andrews and

Measday, 1998). APC4 and APC11 were up- and down-regulated, respectively.

This gene family plays a role in degrading mitotic regulatory proteins such as

cyclins to promote the transition from metaphase to anaphase in both mitosis

and meiosis (McLean et al., 2011). All the differentially expressed meiotic genes

involved in the main meiotic stages are shown in Figure 5.9. Taken together, these

results suggests modified meiotic process in producing unfertilised oocytes, with

alterations occurring across meiotic stages with potential trends to increased DSB,

decreased synapsis, crossing over and cell cycle control.

Interestingly, three of the previously identified C. hookeri specific gene copies SAb,

HOP1a and WEE1a showed differential expression. These copies also had meiosis-

specific expression and overexpression in males (Chapter 3).
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Figure 5.9. Schematic diagram modified from Hanson et al. (2010) figure 1 showing
differentially expressed genes and the main meiotic steps that they are involved
in. ‘Red ’ and ‘blue’ gene names represent genes up- and down-regulated in the
parthenogens, respectively.

5.6 Conclusion

This is the first study to investigate gene expression changes underlying stick insect

parthenogenesis. We used ovariolar tip transcriptomes sequenced from multiple

sexual and parthenogenetic populations of the geographical parthenogenetic C.

hookeri, and examined population genetics using SNPs and gene expression levels

between the two reproductive modes. We demonstrate that the parthenogens are

genetic clones probably derived from a single sexual ancestor, and most likely from

the genome duplication of haploid gametes. We also show that several genes es-

sential to oogenesis were highly down-regulated in parthenogens, suggesting mod-

ifications in the production of obligate-parthenogenetic oocytes. The southern

parthenogens overexpressed genes including many that lack homology matches,

indicating they have switched on or up-regulated many ‘novel’ genes essential to

parthenogenesis. We also found some differentially expressed genes playing func-

tions across multiple meiotic stages, three of which were C. hookeri specific gene

copies. These copies with altered expression in the parthenogens suggest the evo-

lution of novel meiotic functions may be associated with reproductive flexibility.

Our study provides interesting candidates for future molecular and functional in-

vestigations underlying reproductive transitions in insects.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future

directions

The aim of this thesis was to employ next-generation sequencing (NGS) applica-

tions, including RNA-Seq and whole-genome sequencing, to investigate the genetic

basis underlying a number of key traits in a New Zealand stick insect. Clitarchus

hookeri was used as a model to investigate various traits, including olfactory re-

ception and digestion, with a particular focus on reproduction. Prior to my work,

phasmids were poorly studied at molecular level for most of these traits, with a

few digestive enzymes being identified and functionally tested in a range of species

(Shelomi et al., 2014a,b, 2016a,b). In addition, a small proportion of olfactory

binding proteins have been reported from a handful of phasmid species (Mameli

et al., 1996; Tuccini et al., 1996; Marchese et al., 2000) and putative olfactory

receptors were identified in Phyllium siccifolium (Missbach et al., 2014). It is well-

known that Phasmatodea has a very high incidence of parthenogenesis. Despite

the common occurrence of this trait, to the best of my knowledge, no molecular

study has investigated the genetic basis underlying reproduction, or the changes

associated with reproductive transition. Previous studies were largely restricted

to inferring evolutionary relationships and population genetic patterns from mito-

chondrial genes (Buckley et al., 2010b), a few single-copy nuclear genes (Buckley

et al., 2008), microsatellite loci (Schwander and Crespi, 2009) and SNPs (Morgan-

Richards et al., 2016) to reveal the origin of parthenogenesis.

In this thesis, a large number of genes from C. hookeri were identified and anno-
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tated as having putative functions essential to these traits. In Chapter 2, genes

belonging to different families involved in olfactory reception, such as CBPs, ORs,

IRs and GRs, digestive enzymes (including GH9, GH28, chitinase and maltase),

and male accessory gland proteins (for example: serine proteases, aminopeptidase,

carboxypeptidase and protease inhibitors) were identified. In Chapter 3, meiosis-

associated genes, such as those being involved in DNA replication, sister chromatid

cohesion, recombination and cell cycle regulation, were identified and their poten-

tial involvement to reproductive flexibility was discussed. In Chapters 4-5, gonadal

sex-biased genes and ovariolar expressed genes showing differential expression in

parthenogens were revealed and the transcriptional changes correlated with dif-

ferent reproduction modes were discussed. In addition, whole-genome sequencing

was applied to C. hookeri for exploring genomic components contributing to large

genome size and the construction of a reference genome for this thesis and further

studies.

6.1 Copy number expansion of gene families

Gene duplication may frequently occur and act as one of the factors shaping

genome evolution in stick insects. Within the C. hookeri genome, gene dupli-

cation appears to be common when compared with Timema cristinae, the sister

taxon to all other stick insects (Euphasmatodea), gene duplication events are com-

mon in a number of genes or gene families studied from previous research in C.

hookeri. Within this thesis, gene duplications are highlighted in a number of dif-

ferent gene families. In Chapter 2, nine cellulase (GH9) gene copies were found in

C. hookeri, while only five were present in T. cristinae. In Chapter 3, five meiosis-

associated genes were identified with single copies in T. cristinae, whereas all of

them had two copies in C. hookeri. This pattern is consistent with the report by

Dunning et al. (2013) which identified that the usually single-copy phosphoglu-

cose isomerase (PGI ) from T. cristinae had three copies within the C. hookeri

genome. The additional copies present within the C. hookeri genome showed se-

quence and expression divergence, indicative of functional differentiation. Within

the five meiotic genes, each contains a male-biased copy and the other copy was

either female-biased or universally expressed in both sexes. The four GH9 gene

copies (EG6, 7, 8 and 9 ) that are absent from the midgut transcriptome, raise a
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possibility that they are involved in new roles rather than the digestion of plant

cell walls. Further gene functional study on these gene copies may shed further

light on these stick insect evolutionary novelties. Furthermore, as the C. hookeri

genome is approximately four times larger than T. cristinae, besides highly en-

riched repetitive elements and longer intron lengths (Chapter 4), gene duplication

might be another factor contributing to the large genome size. Further investiga-

tion regarding the comparison of genome-wide gene orthologues between the two

stick insects may shed some light on this.

6.2 De novo vs genome-guided transcriptome as-

sembly

In my work, prior to the availability of the reference genome (Chapter 4), a de novo

transcriptome assembly method was used (Chapter 2-3), while a genome-guided

approach was applied to the later chapters (Chapter 4-5). This enabled me to com-

pare the effectiveness of the two methods as applied to the C. hookeri data sets.

Compared with the de novo method, that assembles a transcriptome solely based

on short reads, the genome-guided method was found to have several advantages

besides those mentioned in the literature (Chapter 4 introduction). First, map-

ping RNA-Seq reads to the genome assembly largely eliminated those sequences

derived from external organisms such as bacteria, virus and fungi. In Chapter 2,

the proportion of the contaminated sequences was roughly 2.5% (∼2,000 contigs),

whereas a genome-guided (Chapter 4) only identified 45 contaminant contigs. Al-

though some of this difference may be attributed to different libraries and the

different type of tissue extracted, the difference between the number of contami-

nant contigs is striking. Second, mapping reads to the genome assembly can reduce

sequence redundancy produced by the de novo method. In Chapter 3, the de novo

assembly generated from the female reproductive tract and testis comprised ap-

proximately 500,000 sequences. Whereas, when a reference-guided approach was

used on this data, a total of ∼40,000 gene loci were assembled (Chapter 4). Thus,

the genome-guided method allows a more direct quantification and comparison of

gene expression levels, due to excluding mapping uncertainties caused by isoforms

in de novo assembly. Last, by coupling the genome sequences, the genome-guided
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approach provides not only the information from transcripts, but also gene struc-

tures and gene up- and down-stream transcriptional regulatory regions, which can

be used for further gene functional studies.

However, a disadvantage of using the genome-reference approach in the case of

C. hookeri is that the genome assembly is still fragmented with at least 78,000

scaffolds (>2 kb) and over 60,000 gene models annotated (Chapter 4). This ex-

cessive number of gene models is likely an overestimate and a preliminary analysis

from aligning the 104 meiotic gene transcripts (Chapter 3) to the genome assembly

suggested some of them overlapped across multiple scaffolds. Therefore, one gene

may result in multiple partial gene loci from in silico gene model prediction and

this more likely occurs in longer genes. In addition, another preliminary analysis

of searching PGI gene copies on the genome assembly revealed one of the gene

copies was present with two gene loci in the assembly, suggesting two divergent

alleles (heterozygosity) may result as ‘gene copies’. Nevertheless, my work has

shown promising results by utilising both methods for gene discovery.

6.3 Improvements to genome assembly and an-

notation

The accuracy of the results produced from genomic research largely depends on the

accuracy of the nucleotide sequence. Therefore, continuously improving the cor-

rectness and completeness of the genome assembly presented here is fundamental.

The C. hookeri genome assembly is still largely fragmented due to the difficulties

associated with assembling a large, repetitive genome from a highly heterozygous

species from short read data (Chapter 4). Although the genome presented in this

thesis was assembled from high coverage (∼90X) sequencing data, the resulting

assembly comprises of a large number of scaffolds (Chapter 4). To improve the

linearity and integrity of the assembly and associated gene models, several strate-

gies can be applied. First, more PE and MP libraries with different range of insert

sizes can be included, which may balance sequencing biases resulting from library

preparation (van Dijk et al., 2014b) and may help join fragments together into

larger scaffolds (Wang et al., 2014). Secondly, linking scaffolds using RNA-Seq PE

reads may enable the construction of an entire gene that was previously detected
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as overlapping across multiple scaffolds (Duan et al., 2012); however, it may also

introduce uncorrected gap lengths on the scaffolds due to lack of such informa-

tion. Third, integrating longer reads into the construction of genome assembly

can overcome the problems caused by repetitive regions as they were likely to be

condensed when constructed from short sequences (Treangen and Salzberg, 2012).

Technologies such as single-molecule long-read sequencing by Pacific BioSciences

(PacBio) (Eid et al., 2009), synthetic long-read sequencing by Illumina (Good-

win et al., 2016) and Oxford Nanopore technologies (Clarke et al., 2009) could be

chosen for this task.

6.4 Stick insect parthenogenesis and future di-

rections

In this thesis, most of the contents (Chapter 3-5) focused on identifying genetic

basis underlying C. hookeri reproduction, particularly those genes that are po-

tentially associated with reproductive flexibility. In summary, parthenogens were

derived from a single sexual ancestor, possibly through duplication of the hap-

loid gamete genome. This lineage, probably isolated for more than half million

years ago from its ancestor (Buckley et al., 2010b), has generated genetic clones

that colonised sourthern New Zealand. The C. hookeri sexual females and males,

similar to other sexually-reproducing animals, express distinct groups of genes in

the gonad that play important roles in oogenesis and spermatogenesis, respec-

tively. However, I found the southern parthenogens extensively down-regulated

several genes critical to oogenesis, thus a molecular shift within oocyte produc-

tion from sexual to parthenogenetic populations has occurred. It is unlikely that

parthenogens are able to revert to sexual oogenetic process if the suppressed or

down-regulated genes have accumulated recessive mutations that have defunc-

tionised proteins. In addition, even though parthenogens still express and possibly

utilise all the meiosis-associated genes, a few of them, involved in different stages

of meiosis, showed differential expression. The down-regulation of a two genes

involved in crossover, together with genetic clones that parthenogens generated,

are consistent with a reduction of crossovers in C. hookeri parthenogens. In the

rest of this chapter, I suggest several future directions that may follow up this
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study.

6.4.1 Detection of gene mutations

The transcriptomic SNPs presented in Chapter 5 have provided an opportunity

to detect non-synonymous mutations in C. hookeri parthenogens. If any of these

genes play a critical role in sexual reproduction, they could contribute to the

lack of ability for parthenogens to produce fertilised eggs (Morgan-Richards et al.,

2010). The mutated genes are expected to be expressed in sexual females, but

no longer required in parthenogens. A previous study in the parthenogenetic

wasp (Leptopilina clavipes) has also found that male-specific genes more frequently

accumulated deleterious mutations (Kraaijeveld et al., 2016). I have characterised

a large set of male-biased genes from C. hookeri in Chapter 4, which can now be

used to test whether recessive mutations also occur within these genes in C. hookeri

parthenogens. Further studies may use targeted sequencing on these male-biased

genes or whole-genome sequencing of a parthenogen to test these hypothesis.

6.4.2 Functional validation

This thesis provides a large set of candidate genes based on homology gene annota-

tion, thus functional validation of genes of interest is necessary for future research.

Some candidates detected with relatively low levels of fold change from differential

expression analysis require further confirmation of expression levels using quan-

titative real-time PCR (Heid et al., 1996; Dunning et al., 2013a, 2014). Several

approaches that were used in previous studies can be applied to validating gene

functions from my study. A whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH) coupled

with microscopy was used to localise regulated transcripts in sexual and asexual

ovaries of A. pisum to confirm their expression levels and predict functions (Gal-

lot et al., 2012). Fluorescent stains followed by staining proteins of interest with

various combinations of other stains and using confocal microscope to observe can

be employed to determine protein abundance and visualise their locations (Miura

et al., 2003). In addition, knocking the gene out in vivo using methods such as gene

editing (CRISPR-Cas) (Hai et al., 2014) can be used and it is helpful for determin-

ing gene functions of the unknown genes with up-regulation in parthenogens.
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6.4.3 Apomixis or automixis

Previous studies have shown that stick insects employed a variety of meiosis-

modified processes to produce parthenogens carrying somatic chromosomal num-

ber, such as apomixis, automixis or intermediate processes (Scali, 2009). However,

the process of parthenogenesis in C. hookeri is unknown. The highly homozy-

gous genotypes shown in C. hookeri parthenogens suggest they resulted from ga-

mete genome duplication, likely similar to Bacillus rossius where the offspring

restore the diploid karyotype through DNA duplication during early embryoge-

nesis (Pijnacker, 1969). However, the gene expression change that I detected in

parthenogens indicates a potential modification in the production of oocytes com-

pared with the process in sexuals. Future studies, such as genotyping the unfer-

tilised offspring produced by the sexual females (Schwander and Crespi, 2009) and

investigating chromosomal numbers from different stages of meiosis using the chro-

mosomal spread method (Marescalchi et al., 1991) may answer this question.

6.4.4 Microbial-induced parthenogenesis

Although a previous study did not reveal any evidence of microbial-induced partheno-

genesis in stick insects (Pérez-Ruiz et al., 2015), C. hookeri was not included in the

range of species that were tested. The data presented in Chapter 5 have provided

an opportunity to detect ovariolar symbiotic microorganisms. Aligning reads to

the genome assembly resulted in roughly 17% unmapped reads, which must com-

prise those derived from ovariolar symbiotic microorganisms. Further study to de

novo assemble these unaligned reads into transcripts, followed by homology search

against microbial nucleotide databases may answer the question of whether C.

hookeri parthenogenesis was induced by microbes.
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Appendices

i Appendix 2A

Table 1. Accession IDs of the Zootermopsis nevadensis sequences downloaded from
GenBank for constructing OBP protein phylogeny.

ID (given in the study) Nucleotide Accession No.

OBP15 KDR21034.1

OBP1 KDR09909.1

OBP2 KDR09911.1

OBP3 KDR09910.1

OBP14 KDR13203.1

OBP5 KDR13658.1

OBP6 KDR13657.1

OBP7 KDR13656.1

OBP8 KDR13655.1
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ii Appendix 2B

Table 2. Accession IDs of the sequences downloaded from GenBank for construct-
ing ORCO protein phylogeny and performing branch selection test on coding se-
quences.

No. Species GenBank Accession
No. (Protein/mRNA)

1 Musca domestica AFH96944 / JQ365179
2 Stomoxys calcitrans AGC69747 / JX996042
3 Chrysomya rufifacies AFH96943 / JQ365176
4 Ceratitis capitata AAX14775 / AY843206
5 Bactrocera dorsalis ACC86853 / EU621792
6 Drosophila melanogaster AAT71306 / AY567998
7 Aedes aegypti Q178U6 / XM 001651376
8 Anopheles gambiae AAX14774 / AY843205
9 Heliothis viriplaca AFI25169 / JQ394904
10 Helicoverpa armigera ADQ13177 / HQ186284
11 Agrotis segetum AGS41440 / KC526964
12 Lymantria dispar asiatica AHA50097 / KF482410
13 Conogethes punctiferalis AGF29886 / JX101681
14 Planotortrix excessana AJE25910 / KM678337
15 Plutella xylostella ACX54944 / GQ923610
16 Anomala corpulenta AKC58535 / KM251654
17 Holotrichia parallela AEG88961 / JF826514
18 Ambrostoma quadriimpressum AJF94638 / KM893996
19 Tenebrio molitor AJO62219 / KP296755
20 Macrocentrus cingulum AGI62937 / JX472452
21 Cephus cinctus AGS43074 / KC778527
22 Chouioia cunea AIY24336 / KJ847283
23 Locusta migratoria AEX28370 / JN989549
24 Schistocerca gregaria AEX28371 / JN989550
25 Adelphocoris fasciaticollis AHC72294 / KC881259
26 Lygus lineolaris AFX73448 / JQ639214
27 Apolygus lucorum AHC72290 / KC881255
28 Cimex lectularius AIW42735 / KM275232
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iii Appendix 2C

Table 3. Accession IDs of nucleotide coding sequences downloaded from GenBank
for constructing GH 9 phylogeny.

No. Species Nucleotide Accession
No.

1 Tribolium castaneum XM 001810641.1

2 Sinocapritermes mushae AB118806.1, AB118805.1,
AB118804.1

3 Salganea esakii AB438948.1, AB438947.1,
AB438946.1

4 Reticulitermes speratus AB019095.1, AB008778.2,
AY572862.2

5 Polyphaga aegyptiaca AF220583.1, AF220585.1,
AF220584.1

6 Periplaneta americana AF220587.1, AF220586.1

7 Pediculus humanus corporis XM002426420.1

8 Panesthia cribrata AF220597.1, AF220596.1

9 Panesthia angustipennis AB438952.1, AB438951.1,
AB438950.1

10 Odontotermes formosanus AB118802.1, AB118801.1,
AB118800.1, GU326330.1

11 Neotermes koshunensis AB118799.1, AB118798.1,
AB118797.1, AF220591.1

12 Nasutitermes walkeri AB013273.1

13 Nasutitermes takasagoensis AB118803.1, AB013272.2

14 Nasonia vitripennis XM001606404.2

15 Mastotermes darwinensis AJ511343.1, AJ511342.1,
AJ511341.1, AJ511340.1,
AJ511339.1

16 Hodotermopsis sjoestedti AB118796.1, AB118795.1,
AB118794.1, AB118662.1

17 Hodotermopsis japonica AF220592.1

18 Cryptocercus clevelandi AF220588.1, AF220589.1,
AF220590.1

19 Coptotermes formosanus AB058671.1, GU017483.1,
AB058670.1, AB058669.1

20 Coptotermes acinaciformis AF336120.1

21 Blattella germanica AF220595.1

22 Apis mellifera XM396791.4

23 Acyrthosiphon pisum XM001944739.2
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